
CHAPTER FOUR: AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE NEEDS OF

EDUCATORS OF THE DEAF RELATING TO A SPEECH

PROGRAMME - RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

The material covered in previous chapters - it describes what is known in available literature. The

following chapter charters a new course into the unknown cartography of literature - the needs of

educators of children with hearing losses with regard to speech development.

The aim of this chapter is to describe the methodology used for the investigation. It opens with a

restatement of aims set out in Chapter One, to ensure that they remain at the forefront of the investigation

and are seen to be congruent with methodology. Following that a description is given of methodological

choices available and rationale for selection. This includes inherent methodological vulnerabilities and the

strategies adopted to, as far as possible, obviate these. The remaining three sections deal with more

tangible research aspects, namely the subjects the research instrument (the interview), procedure and data

analysis. The chapter concludes with a summary.

Aims fall into three broad categories:- theoretical, empirical and developmental. These are graphically

depicted below in figure 4.1 as steps. Each large step, represents a major aim which is sub-divided into

sub-aims.

 
 
 



Aim Three: To execute
concrete developmental
research
In the fOImof a classroom
oriented speech programme
desi ed for Deaf children.

Aim Two: To execute empirical research which will be used as a
basis for the proposed speech programme
Subaim 2.1 To investigate and describe attitudes of educators,
particularly that of teachers towards speech training for Deaflearners
in order that these are taken into account in the proposed speech
programme.
Subaim 2.2 To enlist educators of Deaf particularly teachers learners
in problem-solving regarding the creation of a new speech
programme, thereby widening the repertoire of possible solutions to
overdome obstacles.
Subaim 2.3 to assess the needs of school principals in relation to a
speech programme for Deaf teachers.
Subaim 2.4 To exploit the knowledge of communication pathologists
including Ling's (1976) speech programme in order that cognisance
be taken of their views in the desi of the ro osed ro amme.

Aim One: To execute theoretical research so that the design of the proposed speech programme is
seen to be based on valid assumptions.
Subaim 1 : To describe background issues in order that the proposed speech programme is seen to
have taken these into account.
Subaim 2: To describe the pathology of the speech of the Deaf so that the rationale for selection of
faults to be addressed by the speech programme can be appreciated.
Subaim 3: To describe theories of speech teaching for the Deaf- historically and contemporarily and
potentially in order to provide a rationale for theories in the proposed speech programme.
Source: Original

Table 4.1 graphically depicts aims that motivate the study and shows which have been covered, are dealt

with in this chapter and those that will be discussed in Chapters 5-6.

 
 
 



Two diametrically contrasting research options, quantitative, and qualitative are available. A longstanding

debate, even 'paradigm war' (Gage, 1989:4) continues between proponents. Quantitative research

embodies principles of traditional science, where the investigator enters the field with predetermined

hypotheses, tests them using objective tools (Rockhill, 1982) and describes results in quantifiable, usually

numeric terms (Omry, 1983). In contrast the qualitative researcher enters the field suppositionless

(Kvale: 1983) without predetermined hypotheses, since a priori theories are believed to narrow or 'blinker'

perception. The whole picture is not viewed and consequently important observations may be missed.

Instead of numeric formulations or predetermined questionnaires, the researcher relies on powers of

human reactivity and comprehension to understand the inner reality of subjects (Rockhill, 1982). Table 4.2

Summarises important differences between these methods.

Qualitative Research Quantitative Research
A broad, holistic approach - the whole is Narrowly defined variables are isolatedgreater than the sum of its parts.
An inductive approach - no specification of A deductive approach - specification of
variables. Hypotheses emerge after data variables. Hypotheses are formulated prior
collection and analysis. to data collection.

Theory will emerge - emphasis on discovery Theory is tested - emphasis on hypothesis
testing and verification

Enquiry aimed at understanding phenomena Controlled conditions - a limited set ofin naturally occurring states - an unlimited outcome variablesset of outcome variables
Data in the form of words denoting themes Data in the form of numbers providing
and categories descriptive and inferential statistics

Seeks to explain people from their own frame Seeks to explain human behaviour from
viewpoint of the scientific observer - theof reference - their inner reality external reality

Sources: Seashore Louis, 1982; Rockhill, 1982; Omery, 1983; Smith and Heshusius, 1986; Rudestam
and Newton, 1992

 
 
 



Table 4.2 shows fundamental differences between approaches:- wide versus narrow focus, indicative data

captured in words versus deductive data captured in numbers, focus on subjective inner versus objective

outer realities, naturalistic, discovery orientated enquiry versus controlled experimentation. These

differences embody the dilemma described by Rudestam and Newton (1992) of the control of quantitative

research versus the meaningfulness of qualitative research. Quantitative research emphasises control by

eliminating influences of as many confounding variables As possible - findings may inspire confidence but

may not be meaningful. Qualitative research relies on observation of complex human behaviour but does

not invoke control of confounding variables - findings may be meaningful but may also be uncontrolled

and therefore not inspire confidence.

Both are therefore potentially flawed. However, within these vulnerabilities where there is integrity of

design and methodology, each is legitimate (Smith and Heshuisius, 1986), and capable of providing

scientifically important information (plante et.al., 1994). The choice rests on which approach best answers

the research question posed. As Plante et. al., (1992:53) cogently state: "What makes any instance of

research good or bad is not whether it is qualitative or quantitative but whether it employs the most

appropriate method for the problem under investigation. It is not the case that the investigator has two

equally suitable methodological approaches available to answer the research question posed. The specific

question dictates the best approach. "

Qualitative research was selected as the approach most suited to answer the research question posed, for

three reasons:

 
 
 



There is a paucity of research literature describing what teachers need in terms of a speech programme

and their attitudes and feelings towards speech teaching. Ling (1976), virtually the sole speech training

programme currently available, makes little mention of research into these areas. Because no

predetermined theories exist research needs to be exploratory and open minded to facilitate emergence of

valid theories.

The focus of the study is phenomenological, it explores human issues - the inner world dynamics of

educators of the Deaf Social phenomena are different to those of the hard sciences (Seashore Louis,

1982) - indeed the validity of applying a logico-positive approach to human behaviour is questionable.

4.4.3 WORDS RATHER THAN NUMBERS ARE SUITED TO CAPTURING THE ESSENCE

OF THE DATA

As Rockhill (1982) pertinently states where phenomenological data are described in numbers human

perspective may be lost in favour of statistical accuracy.

4.4 VULNERABILITIES OF QUALITATIVE RESEARCH AS THEY RELATE TO

TIDSSTUDY

Clarity of vulnerabilities is necessary so that they may be obviated where possible and where this is not

so, flaws maybe explicitly stated in order to enhance validity of the study. Four vulnerabilities need to be

addressed: firstly limitations of generizability of findings, secondly lack of objectivity, thirdly esoteric

terminology and fourthly lack of control.

 
 
 



The qualitative approach makes little claim on the power to generalise to other populations (Rudestan and

Newton, 1992). Findings are thus limited to the context in which they were elicited. It is argued that

this disadvantage does not apply to a significant degree to this study as the world of educators of the Deaf

is regarded as similar. If this were not the case, articles addressed to educators of the Deaf as a group in

journals would also be invalid. This follows Plante et.al.'s (1994) view, that reasoned generalizability of

situations exists - unless populations are highly dissimilar. Educators of the Deaf, who share common

experiences and problems with regard to speech development can be regarded as essentially similar

populations. Although educators interviewed in this study are all situated in the South Africa, generalising

to other geographical environments does not seem problematic, as judging by literature, the situation of

educator's abroad seems the same.

A principal concern is that a qualitative enquiry does not have the same claim to objectivity as does

quantitative enquiry (Smith and Heshusius 1986). The subjectivity of the experience as captured through

the lens of the researcher is taken as a given (Rockhill, 1982).

• Subjectivity is the key to objectivity (Rockhill 1982). Following Rockhill's argument, understanding

a phenomenon as it is manifest outside the self, involves getting inside the subjective experience

of the" other" .

• There is no neutral, disengaged investigator, even in quantitative research (Rudestan and Newton,

1992). The presence of an observer inevitably alters that which is being observed - therefore, the

investigator cannot be separated from the object of enquiry (Rudestan and Newton, 1992). This has

been described even for modem physics (Popper 1965; Toulmin 1972; Teyerabend, 1981a, 1981b; -

cited by Rudestan and Newton, 1992;). Although this vulnerability is common to both approaches, it

is probable that it affects qualitative research to a greater degree.
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• A safeguard against bias was part of the design. Results were analysed separately by an impartial

analyst. This is a sound measure for researcher transparency (Lincoln and Guba 1985 - cited by

Krefting 1991).

• The nature of the investigation does not favour bias. If the investigation were to compare efficacy of

speech programmes, including a programme designed by the researcher, bias could well be an issue.

The investigator would have strong motivation, stemming from self-interest, to demonstrate that the

self designed program was superior. However in this case comparative efficacy is not a factor.

Analogous to commercial marketing the formula of the product is a fait accompli - theoretical

assumptions that underlie the programme are accepted. The investigator seeks to uncover concepts

that will "package" the product for maximum acceptance. Therefore it is in the researchers best self

interest to employ strict scientific rigour in order to accurately gauge and describe teacher attitudes

and needs.

The deliberate lack of control of qualitative research was to some extent curtailed. Certain predetermined

criteria of school and subject selection were employed. The execution of the investigation does therefore

not follow a purist approach. This hybridization is regarded as strengthening the validity of the research

without compromising its qualitative nature.

Terms employed by qualitative and traditional researchers differ. Examples of this are given in Table 4.3

below.

Qualitative term Quantitative term

Credibility Internal validity
Transferability External validity
Dependability Reliability
Confirmability Objectivity

 
 
 



As table 4.3 demonstrates nomenclature differs significantly.

Qualitative terminology being more recent may be less familiar to other researchers and this may limit

readership thereby compromising the impact of the research contribution. In agreement with Giorgi

(1985) the way findings are presented depends largely on the type and diversity of audience the researcher

has in mind. Research findings of this study are directed to the wide audience of researchers and

educators of children with hearing losses, in order that what is researched scientifically can become part of

classrooms practice. Research methodology is written using traditional terms because it is more likely to

be familiar to readers. Although this compromises the purity of the approach, advantages are considered

to outweigh disadvantages.

Twenty-eight subjects were drawn from four schools in the provinces of Gauteng and Kwa-Zulu Natal.

Congruent with the aims of the study, three categories of educators were selected - teachers, the largest

group, communication pathologists and school principals.

• Schools at which the researcher had been employed previously were excluded. This

principle was followed even where a decade had elapsed since employment, and the principal

and majority of staff members had changed. It was hypothesised, that even if subjects had not

personally known the researcher, the methodology instituted may still have been operant, or

the researcher may have been known by reputation positively or negatively, - and this may

lead to bias. Because of this, no schools in the Western Cape, the province in which the

researcher had been employed, were included.

• Schools where the policy was that class teachers held no responsibility for helping pupils

develop speech were excluded. It was hypothesised, that educators who had no responsibility

to improve speech would not be stimulated to solve a non-existent problem and they would

therefore have no need for a speech programme.

 
 
 



• Communication mode of the school was not considered. Schools that followed either oral or

signing philosophies was included.

Table 4.4 summarises information regarding the selection of schools for the study regarding -language and

mode of communication.

Number of schools Official Language Communication Mode

Number of schools English Afrikaans Signing Oral

4 3 1 3 1

As table 4.4 demonstrates the majority of schools selected represented English speakers and used

signed communication.

The following criteria of inclusion were applied to all three categories of educators - i.e. to teachers,

school principals and communication pathologists (criteria that apply to specific categories of

educators are dealt with in 4.6.3,4.6.4 and 4.6.5).

• All subjects needed to be conversant in either English or Afrikaans, as these are the languages

spoken by the researcher. This applied irrespective of nationality, race, religion or any other

consideration. Where other languages were spoken, an additional moderator would have been

needed to translate and validity of translation and continuity of discussion could have been

problems.

 
 
 



• Problems of subject/interviewer familiarity were anticipated because the interviewer was also the

researcher, and had been actively involved in education of children with hearing losses in South

Mrica over a period of decades. The world of educators of the Deaf is circumscribed, and

subjects and interviewer/researcher could have been in contact at congresses or lectures given by
,

the researcher. To counteract this, it was decided that if familiarity became apparent during a

single interview session, the interview would be terminated. If familiarity became apparent

during a group interview, the interview would continue in order to obviate disturbance of group

cohesiveness, provided subject and interviewer/researcher had never been employed

simultaneously at the same school.

• Only subjects currently involved in education of children with hearing losses were included. It

was hypothesi sed that educators not currently involved with teaching would be out of touch with

their feelings or needs regarding speech teaching.

• Gender was not taken into account. Teaching is generally a female dominated profession and it

was predicted that most of the educators would be female. However, it was speculated that male

teachers would have the same needs in terms of a speech programme.

• Selection was purposive and convenient according to Abdellah and Levine's (1979) definition that

participants are selected because they are available for participation in the study at the time it is

conducted. Principals were asked to arrange for teachers to participate in group and single interviews

at a specific time. This method of sampling fulfilled an additional research need. If teachers were

given a choice of participating, the sample may have resulted in a skewed population where only

teachers with highly charged attitudes to speech - either positive or negative - responded. By selecting

subjects according to availability, it was hoped that a spread of attitudes would be reflected in

accordance with the principles of random sampling. Additionally as Krueger (1994) notes,

randomisation removes bias in selection, since all participants possess an equal chance of involvement

in the study. He stresses the importance of randomization in studies, such as this, where inferences are

made to a larger population.

 
 
 



• All teachers were required to teach classes. The programme is designed for use in the classroom and

teachers who taught in one-to-one situations were considered to have different needs to class teachers

working with groups.

• Supervisory teachers were excluded as superior hierarchical relationships among participants can

inhibit discussion (Krueger, 1994). For example, teachers who were expected to give speech

instruction and did not do so, or felt their ability to be inadequate, or held negative attitudes to speech

instruction, may not have wished to disclose this to senior staff members for fear of repercussions.

• The level of qualification was not taken into account. Given the general lack of training in speech

teaching, even for qualified teachers (described 1.2.2) it was speculated that both qualified and

unqualified teachers would have had insufficient training. Furthermore investigation into the level of

certification was considered as having the potential to cause insecurity or defensiveness among

participants, which would not be conducive to the creation of the secure environment necessary for

conducting a successful interview.

• Familiarity among group members was not taken into account. Krueger's (1994) suggestion that

group members be strangers, was not followed due to the logistics of organising teachers from

different schools - often a great distance apart - to meet as a group.

In contrast to teachers, communication pathologists have a background of theoretical knowledge in

addition to practical experience. They fit Kruegers (1994) description of the client that possesses

characteristics that render him more critical because of an added knowledge base.

• Communication pathologists were selected using the same principle of randomization, as were

teachers. In practice scarcity meant that the single communication pathologist employed at the

school was the subject interviewed.

• Only communication pathologists whose function included a significant amount of time in speech and

language therapy were included. Those whose duties were exclusively related to audiological

assessment were excluded. It was speculated that these involved solely with audiological aspects

would have different needs.

 
 
 



Principals have a different pedagogic function to teacher or communication pathologist, as they are not

generally involved with daily teaching. They fit Krueger's (1994) description of organisational decision

makers with budgetary authority.

It was speculated that the programme would need to be acceptable to them, because although not

involved in day to day teaching, they had organisational and fiscal decision making power. A speech

programme that did not satisfYthe needs of school principals is therefore unlikely to be selected, and may

therefore never reach potential users.

The interview was selected as the most suitable research instrument. It's function is to allow the researcher

to enter into the other person/person's perspective (patton, 1980 - cited by Merriam, 1991) in order to

gain an understanding of experiences, feelings and actions (Kvale, 1983). The interviewer can be

compared to a doctor, whose initial task is to question the patient in order to obtain a description, which

provides relevant material upon which to draw conclusions. (Kwale, 1983).

Kvale (1983) notes that although the interview is one of the most used methods in psychological research,

it is one of the least analyzed methods within the theory of science - as judged by the paucity of available

developed theory. He regards this situation as reflective of the inherent complexity of the interview

situation, which makes development of theory problematic. Correct rules of interview technique rely on

sensitivity and creativity - qualities, which cannot be formalised or guaranteed. Consequently the interview

appears unscientific from a quantitative view of science, where only data that are reproducible and

quantifiable are valued. He notes the irony that interviews are used in commercial marketing where the

ability to predict and control behaviour is crucial.

 
 
 



The interpretative nature of the data means reliabilitymeasures are not within the same frame of reference

as quantitative research. The qualitative terms "dependability" and "triangulation of data" are probably

more suited to describe this aspect of research.

A co-analyst received identical, unmarked transcripts of interviews. These were analysed independently,

using the same method of analysis, and findings were compared. Employing a co-analyst served two

functions: Firstly. to ensure that categories and themes described by the researcher were not idiosyncratic,

and secondly as a safeguard against bias.

A focus group session is a discussion in which a group of respondents, under the guidance of a moderator,

talk about topics important to the investigation. Participants are chosen from a target group whose

opinions and ideas are germane to the investigation. Usually more than one group session is conducted to

ensure adequate coverage. (Folch-Lyon and Trost, 1981).

Focus group interviews were limited to teachers. The logistics of gathering the scarce supply of school

principals and communication pathologists into a group was considered impractical. The distances

between schools and the paucity of numbers - especially once criteria of had been applied - meant

forming a group was outside the scope of this study. Interviewing teachers in groups was less problematic

as a group of teachers could be formed at one school without undue problems of organisation. Since the

proposed programme is designed to be used primarily by teachers, not principals or communication

pathologists - this situation was regarded as acceptable. Single interviews were deemed satisfactory for

gaining the necessary information from principals and communication pathologists.

 
 
 



Focus group interviews were particularly well suited to the fulfilment of subaim 2.2, - to stimulate creative

problem solving among teachers with regard to a speech programme. Interaction between participants

creates a dynamic, whereby the synergy of the group has the potential to uncover constructs which may be

lost with individually generated data (Kingry, et.al 1990) - the gestalt-like energy generated transforms the

group into more than the sum of its participants (Krueger, 1994).

Teachers were regarded as having potential to make significant contributions to the design of the

programme if they were provided with the opportunity. Such belief in the wisdom of the participants is

regarded by Krueger (1994) as a prerequisite for conducting a successful focus group.

There are parallels between designing a speech programme using focus groups and commercial marketing

techniques. In this study, the client is the educator of the Deaf, and the product is the proposed speech

programme. As in private commercial enterprise the focus group investigates psychological issues of

consumer behaviour (Folch-Lyon and Trost, 1981) so that the researcher learns what the needs are, and is

thus able to formulate strategies to meet them (Labouw, 1985 - cited by Krueger 1994). The academic

research of this study is not regarded as an end in itself - the ultimate goal is to develop a speech

programme that fulfils real needs. A speech programme developed in the environment of an academic

ivory tower may not do this.

Following Krueger (1994) smaller groups ranging from five to seven participants were conducted because

they are easier to recruit and host, more practical to set up and manage, and more comfortable for

participants. Additionally in cases, such as this, where participants have specialised experience in the topic,

smaller groups provide more in depth information.

Singe Interviewers were also conducted with individual subjects. Folch-Lyon and Trost (1981) note some

individuals experience a greater feeling of anonymity in a group, whereas others feel safer disclosing

information in a one-to-one situation. The research design makes provision for both alternatives with

teachers only, as their input is the focus of the study. Principals and communication pathologists were only

interviewed in single interviews.

 
 
 



All single interviews with teachers, principals and communication pathologists targeted subaim 2.1, to

investigate attitudes of educators towards speech teaching. Additionally, they were tailored to probe

specific areas pertinent to the three categories targeted. To this end:

• Three unstructured, single, phenomenological interviews were held with teachers. The climate of

emotional freedom, empathy and safety was considered to foster revelation of deeper emotions.

Phenomenological interviews address subaim 2.1 to investigate the attitude of educators with special

attention to teachers.

• Two semi-structured interviews were held with school principals. Rogerian techniques were used, but

specific questions were added. This was directed to subaim 2.3, to assess the needs of school

principals in relation to a speech programme for the Deaf

• Two semi-structured interviews were held with communication pathologists. Once again Rogerian

principles applied, but questions were added to garner information specifically in relation to Ling's

(1976) speech programme. This addressed subaim 2.4 - to access the general knowledge of

communicational pathologists with special reference to Ling (1976).

An extensive pilot study was undertaken to uncover potential weaknesses in the design. None of the

subjects or schools interviewed in the pilot study was used in the final study. Four focus groups were held

at schools - one was a preschool attached to a university. The central question and interview techniques

were changed for the final study.

The problem of including personnel from different hierarchies in a single focus group was experienced. A

need for exclusion of supervisors or school principals was accentuated at the organisational phase of the

final study and confirmed before the commencement of the focus group interview.

One principal was interviewed in the pilot study. An attitude of defensiveness due to the incorrect

perception that the purpose of the investigation was to assess comparative merits of schools was

uncovered. The introductory information presented to school principals for the final study was changed to

obviate this.

 
 
 



Two communication pathologists were interviewed as a dyad, in an attempt to gain the interactive synergy

offocus groups. This was discarded because no scientific precedent could be found.

The main study was initiated by contacting school principals telephonically to obtain permission and

arrange a date and venue for interviews.

Ten interviews were conducted.

• focus group interviews with three different groups of teachers

• single phenomenological interviews with three different teachers

• single semi- structured interviews with two different school principals

• single semi-structured interviews with two different communication pathologists

All interviews were held during school time, so that staff would not feel resentful at extending their school

day. No children were allowed to be present to avoid distraction. Aspects of confidentiality and

anonymity were discussed at the outset and repeated at the conclusion of the interview. This was

regarded as crucial for the creation of the safe environment necessary for honest disclosure. Participants

who feel apprehensive at the possibility of exposure will not fully disclose thoughts or feelings. (Krueger,

1994). All interviews were taped and transcribed verbatim. The function of the tape recorder as an aid to

written transcriptions was explained. Open-ended questions and techniques of clarification and

amplification were used consistently.

Focus group interviews with teachers. Focus· Group 1 consisted of five teachers, Focus Group 2 of

seven teachers and Focus Group 3 of seven teachers. By the end of the third Focus Group, no new

knowledge was seen to emerge. No additional focus groups were therefore interviewed.

Groups sat in a semi-circle to promote a feeling of contact and intimacy, to facilitate communication - so

participants could see each other - and to underscore equality - no participant was seen to be in a position

designated superior (e.g. at the head ofa rectangular table) or inferior (e.g. at the back of the room).

 
 
 



Teachers were informed about the nature of the research so that they would perceive themselves as

research collaborators (Erikson, 1990) generating ideas that would be valued and have practical

results. This was believed to encourage meaningful discussion.

It was stated at the outset that each participant's perceptions were relevant and no opinion could be

regarded as correct or incorrect. Stewart and Shamdasni's (1990) observed that securing participation

is important at the beginning of focus group discussion to reassure the reticent respondent, and deal

with dominant members of the group. Every attempt was made to create a congenial, non-

judgemental, safe atmosphere, conducive to easy, honest sharing of ideas.

One central question was posed: "What would you need from a speech programme for Deaf

Children?" This was reiterated at the end of the interview.

• Unstructured single phenomenological interviews with teachers. Moderator and participant sat

facing each other. A single question was asked: "How do you feel about speech teaching?" No other

questions were posed - the focus was on exploration of feelings.

• Semi-structured interviews with communication pathologists.

Participants and moderator were seated facing each other to maximize eye contact and ease of

communication. Three questions were asked in the order given below, opinions on Ling, and needs.

"How do you feel about speech teaching?"

"What are your opinions regarding Ling's programmes?"

"What would you need from a speech programme?"

Each question was posed separately and discussed until the moderator sensed no new information was

emerging.

• Semi-structured interviews with school principals. Principals were contacted telephonically,

informed of the nature of the research, and asked if they were willing to be interviewed to discuss

speech teaching. Reassurance was given that the purpose was not to gather comparative data on

merits of different schools. Choice of seating was left to the principal. In both instances the principal

sat at the desk facing the moderator. This arrangement was satisfactory in terms of eye contact and

ease of communication. Further, it was in accord with the status of the principal.

 
 
 



"How do you feel about speech teaching?"

"What would you like from a speech programme?"

Data analysis, the process of making sense out of the raw data (Merriam, 1991), is both an art and a

science. It is science in that it follows a preplanned protocol and an art in that certain individuals possess

an aptitude over others (Krueger, 1994) As Krueger (1994) states, good analysts like good athletes are

born with certain skills. Expertise is substantially dependent on the mental make up of the analyzer and

this cannot be dictated. He provides examples of qualities that define a good analyst. They include

openness to new ideas, ability to step outside personal experience, to understand ideas from the vantage

point of others, psychological security necessary for encouraging divergent views and, finally superior oral

and written communication skills.

4.9.2 SYSTEM OF ANALYSIS ACCORDING TO GIORGI (1985) AND LINCOLN AND

GUBA (1985 CITED BY MERRIAM 1991)

The system of analysis combined the similar methods of Giorgi (1985) and Lincoln and Guba (1985 - cited

by Merriam, 1991). There were four analytical steps.

• Step one: The transcript is read in its entirety.

The text is read as a whole to get a sense of the general meaning. It is not "interrogated" (Giorgi,

1985:11) by further analysis. This was modified in this study in that psychologically laden gestalts

were recorded and analysed. There seemed to be little point in only reading and not recording

valuable information.

 
 
 



The researcher re-reads the transcript, identifying units of meaning. A unit of meaning can be found in

a phrase, sentence or paragraph (Lincoln and Guba - cited by Merriam, 1991) and occurs when the

researcher becomes aware of a change of meaning that appears to be "psychologically sensitive"

(Giorgi, 1985:11). Giorgi (1985) suggests scorings these directly on the text. Lincoln and Guba's

technique (1985 - cited by Merriam, 1991) whereby each unit of meaning was written on a separate

card, was chosen because of the flexibilityoffered.

• Step three: Everyday expressions used by respondents are transformed into scientific language

and grouped according to common criteria.

Step three has, therefore, two phases. The first centres on language whereby appropriate scientific

terms are selected. The second is conceptual - themes are probed so that they can be grouped into

conceptually similar categories. A discussion section was added to each theme so that exerpts could

be appreciated in context with immediacy and clarity.

• Step four: Transformed units of meaning are synthesized into a cohesive statement (Giorgi,

1985)

This level of analysis transcends categorisation. It seeks to develop theory through interpreting and

relating aspects of data. (Merriam, 1981). Results are written as structure which can communicate

with other researchers (Giorgi, 1985).

The research methods of Lincoln and Guba (1985 cited by Merriam) and Giorgi (1981) were followed in

the main. A major departure is the inclusion of complementary quantitative descriptive methods.

One such quantitative measure was the division of themes into major, moderate and mmor

categories. A theme was accorded major status if it emerged in 70% - 100% of interview

situations, moderate if it emerged in 50 - 70% of interview situations, and minor if it emerged in

below 50% of interview situations.
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teachers, three single interviews with teachers, two single interviews with principals, single

interviews with communication pathologists. Creation of a major theme did not depend on the

responses of a single interview situation. If that were the case one participant or group could

reiterate a theme and cause it to be scored as major - even though it was only important to that

participant or group. An example of this is in Focus Group 3. A single participant forcefully

reiterated the idea that speech training for Deaf children should take place in conjunction with

hearing children. No other teachers, communication therapists or principals raised this issue. If

the theme was scored according to the number of times it was raised in that interview, it would

have been accorded the status of a major theme - even though it was only important to one

persevarative participant. The rule was therefore, that for a theme to be accorded the status of a

major category, it needed to be raised at least once in 70% each of the ten interview situations.

Similarly a moderate theme needed to be raised at least once in 50% - 70% of the ten interview

situations, and a minor theme at least once in 10% - 50% of the ten interview situations.

Quantified analysis is further refined by taking into account the category of educator who raised

the theme. Thus, for example the theme of Level of Training constituted a major theme for

teachers, but was not raised by principals or communications pathologists. This is important for

interpretation of data. In this example it demonstrates that only teachers perceive a lack of

training in speech instruction.

The scoring system was deliberately-weighted in favour of teachers, congruent with the aim that

the proposed speech programme is designed for class teachers. The inclusion of school principals

and communication pathologists is used to gain data that will add to information on needs of

teachers. Thus whereas principals and communication pathologists are represented in a total of

four interview situations, teachers are represented in six. Additionally a greater number of

teachers were involved.

 
 
 



This chapter describes the methodology used to execute the research. Rationale was provided for the

eclectic mix of quantitative and qualitative approaches. The major thrust of the design is qualitative;

quantitative descriptions are used as a support to address vulnerabilities that the qualitative design

presented, and also to heighten and clarify relevant aspects of information.

 
 
 



This chapter sets out the results of the investigation. Two aims are traversed. The first, to

pioneer complementary studies into the attitudes and needs of educators working at special

schools for the Deaf with regard to speech teaching. Motivation for this was developed a reaction

to Ling and Stoker's (1992:1 telling statement: " ... many educators have confided to us, that

teaching speech is the subject they fmd most threatening". (This writer's emphasis) The research

seeks to move observations into a scientific realm. where attitudes are made explicit and

investigated with scientific rigor, in contrast to the current knowledge base which relies on

hearsay. The chapter is lengthy because of the pioneering nature of the investigation. Quoted

exerpts are unique and invaluable for understanding a thus far unexplored area. As such, they

deserve to be appreciated in their original form. uncorrupted by overlays of interpretation or

summarisation. Dangers of misinterpretation can be illustrated with reference to the children's

game, Chinese telegrams. Here the first player conceives of a message and whispers it to the next

player, who ·whispers it to subsequent players. The humour occurs when the fmal message,

repeated aloud, bears little resemblance to the original. To obviate the risk of corrupting the

message of educators, direct quotations are used. Although selectivity was employed, too much

pruning was considered to limit the access of future researchers to the rich fund of material. The

length of the chapter may thus err in the number of quotations included. However, in view of

their unique value this was considered a worthwhile drawback. To compensate for this, repetition

of previous data is strictly curtailed.

The second, indeed the major aim, is to use the empirical data to substantiate the claim that the

proposed programme (described in chapter 6) does not grow out of a set of idiosyncratic

preferences, but is firmly rooted in researched data, both theoretical - described in previous

chapters, and empirical - presented here.

 
 
 



The chapter proceeds according to the four step plan described previously: first, transcripts are

read as a whole; second, units of meaning are identified; third, units of meaning are categorised

according to scientific language and in the fourth step results are written up as a cohesive whole

Congruent with qualitative research methodology, the emotional responses of the researcher are

regarded as essential - they are the subjective lens through which the data are captured. Gestalts

experienced are described in the following order: firstly for focus group interviews with teachers,

secondly for the phenomenological single interviews with teachers, thirdly for single interviews

with communication pathologists, and finally for semi-structured single interviews with

communication pathologists. (A fuller description is provided in Appendix C.)

All participants seemed keen to share their views - this extended across the board to focus group

and single interviews.

Different emotional climates in focus groups were experienced. Focus Group 1 demonstrated a

palpable negativity towards speech instruction. This was directed strongly at the communication

pathologists who had designed and implemented the speech programme, based on Ling (1976).

There was a distinct "us the teachers" versus "them the communication pathologists" dichotomy.

One participant became emotional to the extent that negativity was perceived to be directed

against the researcher. What was even more perplexing was that this same participant had been

interviewed a year earlier as a participant of phenomenological interviews, and was then labelled

the 'positive' teacher.

Focus group 2 demonstrated a relaxed attitude to speech instruction - despite the fact that it was

viewed as a difficult task which, with the exception of one teacher, (discussed following this)

believed they were unable to fulfil. The paradoxical combination of failure without angst did not

perplex the interviewer as the principal of the school had been interviewed previously, and her

attitude towards speech proficiency was that it was of minimal importance relative to the

psychological development of the pupil. This perception was heightened when they mentioned
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the previous principal, whose attitude towards speech instruction caused feelings of anxiety and

failure.

A disconcerting incident occurred when it was revealed that the teacher, described by her

colleagues as an expert, had been using the researchers preliminary programme for over a

decade. This occurred midway through the interview, although the teacher had recognised the

researcher at the onset of the interview. A sense of awkwardness was perceived; it seemed as

though the teacher was embarrassed that she had not shared material - easily reproducible

designed to be photostatted - with colleagues. Another facet of unease, was this teachers attitude

to communication pathologists - a sense of defensiveness was noted when their expertise was

praised by other teachers. It seemed as though other teachers were aware of this At one point this

teacher describes how she could not correct a pupil's deviant pitch. Another teacher said softly

and somewhat pointedly, "the speech therapist did". An undercurrent of hidden agendas

appeared to be operating.

The third focus group demonstrated a surprising willingness to teach speech, despite the fact that

there was no infrastructure. This was shown by innovativeness in gaining skills and utilising

resources, including utilising the researchers' preliminary programme. There was a sense of

valiant cheerfulness in the face of lack of support.

The emotional responses experienced in phenomenological interviews with teachers

demonstrated the virtues of random sampling, Teacher 1 had a negative attitude to speech

instruction. Teacher 2, on $e surface, a positive attitude towards speech instruction, and Teacher

3 a moderate attitude - speech instruction was important but was also acknowledged as

problematic. A closer examination of the 'positive' teacher's responses reveals a highly complex

dynamic. Each positive statement regarding speech instruction is abutted by a negative or

ambivalent statement. A sense of lack of connection and congruence with regard to this

participant was experienced by the researcher during the interview. This was not experienced

with any other participant. In the following year this same participant was re-encountered as a

member of Focus Group 1. Her reactions here were highly negative. She is the participant

described as being emotional to the extent that she was perceived as aggressive towards the

researcher. This elicited a somewhat confused attitude in the researcher.

At this point, although on a more analytical than purely gestaltist note, it is possible to conjecture

that a complicated psychological dynamic was played out over the year that elapsed between the
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two interviews. In the earlier phenomenological interview, the teacher suppressed feelings of

negativity towards instruction because she believed speech instruction would bear fruit. She

suppressed negative emotions out of a feeling of guilt - they were were internally censored as

being unacceptable. Once more Ling and Stoker's (1992: 1) term "confided" is recalled. This

teacher may not have had the conscious awareness of negative feelings or the confidence and trust

to "confide" to the researcher. One year later her efforts have not borne fruit, and she, with the

support of her colleagues, is able to express negativity towards speech instruction. Her highly

charged emotional stance may a be reaction to the cognitive dissonance she felt in relation to

earlier interview, to which she made no allusion.

The single interviews with communication pathologists were characterised by a rational tone,

both describing negativity towards speech instruction without heightened emotion or

defensiveness. This is discussed in the theme eleven "Multidisciplinary team".

Two different reactions were experienced during the single interviews with school principals. A

sense of relaxation with one, who demonstrated confidence, probably due to involvement with

Deaf education over many years, and a sense of discomfort with the other, who demonstrated lack

of confidence. Probably a result of inexperience with Deaf children.

 
 
 



5.4 STEP THREE: CATEGORISATION OF UNITS OF MEANING AND

TRANSFORMATION INTO SCIENTIFIC TERMINOLOGY

Figure 5.1 identifies the themes; quantifies them into major, moderate and minor categories, and

shows the spread of educator responses.
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As figure 5.1 demonstrates twelve themes emerge:

• Nine major themes: oral/manual issues - 100%; pupil progress - 90%; quality of experience

of educator and learner - 90%; negative components of deviant speech - 90%; relevance of

speech training - 90 %; level of training and knowledge of resource material - 80 %;

multidisciplinary team - 80%; diversity of speech abilities 80%; requirements of a speech

programme - 70 %.

• Two moderate themes: - breadth of focus - 60 %; time constraints - 50 % .

• One minor theme: group versus individual instruction - 40%.

Themes are discussed in the order presented in the histogram except for theme 9 which is

discussed at the end. Each is set down according to the following format: Firstly, direct

quotations from the transcript that represent the theme are given. Secondly, excerpts are

critically analysed. Thirdly, implications of the theme as relates to the proposed speech

programme are described. A number has been allocated to each quotation.

5.4.1.1 Excerpts supporting this theme

Signing was seen as:

• unavoidable

".... You can stand on your head you're going to get sign language from them .... " (#1)

• negative, in terms of adaptation to a hearing world

"... there is nobody there H410 signs, there's nobody there 'vvhocan help them in any other

way, they've got to have thenzselves understood ... ". (#2)

• negative, in terms of development of oral speech

"... jy moet baie klan Ie op die spraak gedeelte want vir my raak die kinders baie ajhanklik

op doen gebare en party van hulle praa! heeltemal sonder stem ... " (English translation: «

you need to lay a lot of great emphasis on the speech aspect because, for me children

become very dependent on using signs and some qf them speak completely ~1!ithoutvoice".

(#3)

 
 
 



• negative, in terms of rate of utterance

".... It slows them dmvn ". (#4)

• positive, in terms of entree into Deaf society

..... they will sign and they yvill accumulate deaf language because they are deaf But they

will always have speech and they ~villalways be able to speak and they will always be able

to use it as a foml of communication with hearing persons because it is something they've

developed naturally alongside signing has not ever been a: "You are not allowed to sign,

you have to speak its never been a frightening thing. It's been a peifectly natural thing. "

(underlining represents speaker's emphasis) (#5)

Oral education was seen as:

• Negative causing Deaf individuals to be marginalised from both hearing and the Deaf

societies .

•,.. and they're actually lonely children" (#6)

"his parents understood his speech ... and a family friend .. understood, sort of ". but his

parents have died '" and she (the friend) feels aH1ul because she can 'f understand him. He

can't go to the Deaf clubs because he can't sign .. he has nothing ". (#7)

• A significant number of responses centred on the adult Deaf community:

their power to dictate school policy and attitudes to speech and speech instruction.

"But then you've got the adult deaf .". who say to us, you are not to teach like that" (#8)

".... They're ambivalent I think they 1;vouldlike to be able to speak clearly when they need

to but they don't like to be made to feel they're got to do drill and feel, you know, that they

are failing". (#9)

"... they're going more for sign language and now they're pushing for recognition of sign

language and they feel velJ strongly .. that speech is not for their benefit, it is for the

benefit of the hearing - and its time hearing people changed their attitude and accepted

deaf people, and sign language as their language". (#10)

".... That is coming nOH' vel)' strongly from the adult deaf, that the.v don't have to be doing

speech - you don't have to teach them speech because they don't need speech eventually

~vhen they leave us. " (#Il)

•.... it becomes a major issue to the point that there are many deaf adults that absolutely

freak out at the HJholescene of speech because it has been so badly done. " (#12)
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"... and so they have .... a tot of them grown up fvith a kind of negative feeling ... towards

speech. .. it's something theyfeelncgative about". (#/3)

This theme was raised in 100% of the interview situations, demonstrating its

importance to all categories of educators. Cogent issues of the oral/manual debate were

articulated. Several of these concepts were discussed in 1.3. The philosophy of the proposed

speech programme is that, not withstanding whether the pupil attends a school which follows an

oral or a manual approach, speech should be developed according to each child's potential. As

discussed in Chapter 1, it is possible that children educated orally, with no recourse to signing,

may use speech more frequently and develop better speech, Conversely, because of the stress of

not being understood they may develop deviant vocal problems related to vocal tension. Pupils

who sign may use speech less frequently - (quotation #3) but may develop better vocal production

because they are allowed to sign, and therefore do not manifest vocal tension. On the other hand,

vocal apparatus that is not exercised because signing is an option may not develop optimally.

Where pupils are educated according to a bilingulist approach speech proficiency is not a

consideration.

Speech training and signing are not considered to be mutually exclusive. The proposed speech

programme does not exclude any'philosophy. It is possible that the reliance on the grapheme may

even be congruent with the bilingual approach.

A speech training programme must be a positive experience. The experience must not be

abusive, and on a more subtle level, it should not be taught in patronising manner engendering a

feeling of inferiority. The observations of the adult Deaf need to be taken into account if such

improvements are to be made.

This theme refers to of meaning perceptions of lack of progress of Deaf learners despite

instruction. Numerous comments were made expressing this:

 
 
 



"... you don't see anything tangible - it becOlnes very difficult". (#1)

"I've begin 'rviththe sound, that sound, I've worked with itfor so many - but do they

really acquire it, that's another thing". (#2)

"Ons bereik op 'n stadium op 'n doodloopstraat waar ons kinders nie verder kan kom

nie". (English translation: at a stage we reach a dead end, where our children can't go

further). (#3)

'There's no tangible results ... " (#4)

"... so its really frustrating putting in that much effort and not getting anything out of

it". (#5)

"and then at times you find that they don't reaLLyaquire the sounds and I feel that ....

I've wasted the time. I could have done something else in that time. " (#6)

• Lack of progress was evident in the short tenn.

"Because you're working in the morning, You're working hard with them in the morning.

Thinking that o.k. they're going to ... simply because they're deaf they 're not going to

remember it the way you ... taught it in the morning. " (#7)

• And in the long tenn

I just didn't think it had much rub off. I mean generally". (#8)

• It was specifically noted in relation to profoundly Deaf children

"From e.rperience in this school for the profoundly deaf children I just found that we didn't

make much progress with the speech. " (#9)

• Reports from past pupils were in accord

"... and they (adult deaf) tell you "we sat for hours doing blblbl and tltltl and it had no

relevance in real life. And when we went out there it didn't help us at all". (#10)

• Lack of progress in the face of unrealistic expectation was described.

"And the previous principal used to say "speech is like anything in life if you want it hard

enough you'll get it", and that li'OS most demoralising and I've never forgotten it. " (#Il)

• Teachers experienced feeling of failure as a result of lack of pupil progress.

"J.}' beleef dit as a mislukking. flet jy regtig vir hierdie kinders hierdie jaar iets beteken?"

(#12)
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(English translalion : "You e.\perience it as a failure - have you really meant anything for the

children this year? ")

This theme was raised in 90% of interview situations. The only interview situation in which it

was not raised was the interview with the inexperienced principal. It is possible that this principal

was not yet aware of this phenomenon.

The observation that children with profound losses are unlikely to succeed is supported by

Subtelny, Orlando and Webster (1980 :180) who in their evaluation of a speech training scheme

state: 'The sobering fact is that most subjects with less hearing received training and yet failed to

achieve improvement' .

• An effective programme should be designed to enable progress to occur. This study is

directed to designing such a programme.

• Provision should be made for small gains to be noted. Educators may feel more motivated if

they become aware of even minimal gains.

• Educators should be warned against harbouring unrealistic expectations, as sow the seeds of

disappointment. The difficulty of the task should be explicitly noted, to obviate against the

type of situation described in quotation (#1).

This theme examines how speech instruction is experienced by teacher and learner. The

experience of the teachers is gauged from their statements. The views of learners is assessed by

teachers themselves.

 
 
 



• The m~ority of educators generally expressed negative feelings.

".... ek beleej dit maar negatief" (#1) (English translation: I experience it as negative)

"The most frustrating thing .. " (#2)

" the frustration I go through ... ,. (#3)

" its very frustrating ... " (#4)

".. .frustrerend ... "(#5) (English transalation: frustrating)

• Found speech instruction difficult

"I think speech is the most difficult" (#6)

".. so its very. very difficult". (#7)

"... because nothing is worse and it's the hardest thing they have to do". (#8)

• Tiring

"... it's a strenuous thing ... " (#9)

• Uninteresting

".. is Ling virons verskriklikvervelig. Boring" (#10)

(English transalation: "Ling is terribly boring for us. Boring")

• Teachers lacked confidence in their ability - this was not described by principals or

communication pathologists.

"I think at the moment we feel to a certain e.xtent }t'efeel incompetent and we feel that it's not

really our field being a teacher. and that it's a specialised field. Especially with a deaf child

'" [ mean there you need specialised knowledge to do that. " (#Il)

• had ambivalent feelings.

"I have mixed feelings actually about speech. " (#12)

• felt confused as to when maximum potential had been reached.

"[ know what has gone into their speech with their previous teachers, there's no way I can

hope to even match that. What's the point of now hammering this drill work .. ?" (#13)

"... at what point can you say, well a child is novv eight, nine, ten and still not able to, you

know vocalise a vvhole set of sound,; or able to make - do you continue?" (#14)

"... now when I hear about someone like the actress Marie Maitlin, from what I read she

couldn't speak. She was an adult, she couldn 'f speak until she went into films and then
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through intensive therapy. Now at thai age is that actually possible? ... does that happen or

... if you haven 'f got it yet are you ~;/asti!lgyour time?" (#15)

• The 'positive' teacher's responses as described earlier exhibited ambivalence, for

example:

"ja ek genietdit - dis is partykeer frusterend maar ek geniet dit" (#16)

(English translation: "Yes 1enjoy it. it is sometimes frustrating, but I enjoy it)

"ja ek geniet dit. Dit is baie tydrowend ... ·' (#17)

(English translation: Yes I enjoy it. It's very time consuming.) (#15)

• Turning to educators perceptions of pupils attitudes a similar negative pattern is evident.

Some excerpts reveal uncertainty regarding pupils feelings:

''I'm just saying how I feel. I'm just wondering whether the children feel that way". (#18)

".. am I going to make him feel bad.,?" (#19)

• Others describe perceptions of negativity from pupils with surety - in terms of frustration

" 1think (frustration is) not only for the therapist butfor the children ... " (#20)

" and the frustration that the children go through you know, because we're not seeing

results". (#21)

,.... its frustrating for the children because you 're trying to get something that seems so

difficult to understand and master ... ". (#22)

• in terms of boredom;

"... and then they go 'da da da dee dee dee' for hours and hours". (#23)

.,I am bored and the children are bored 'we.re all bored". (#24)

"... jy hou aan se "kie, fide. kie kie" daar voor die spieel. (#25)

(English translation: "you keep on saying ke ke ke in front of the mirror. Its not pleasant for

them. ")

"... dis nie lekker vir hulle om 'n ding oar en oar te se nie", (English translation: its not

pleasantfor them to say a thing over and over again.". (#26)

'The child gets desperate". (#27)

• in terms of lack of relevance.

"... so a lot of them don't understand it. And because they don't understand it, its not

meaningful to them ... " (#28)

"I see that its not making sense to them its meaningless to them .... " (#29)
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" I feel they don't understand what you're trying to get, especially you know, ~vith the little

one5;, they don't know ... sometimes 1feel to them it is just something they have to do ~ihen

they come here or when they're in the classroom and tJl(v're doing it... ". (#30)

"Ek meen, waarom dit l'ir hom belangrik is om hier voor die spiee! te sit en te se 'kie', 'kie',

'kie', 'kie',. Hoekom wii Mevrou he moet ek die heeltyd se 'kie', 'kie', 'kie'? Waarheen is

OflS op pad?" (#31)

(English translation: "I mean why is it important for him to sit in front of the mirror and say

kI/kIlkI/kl/, '''vhy does teacher want me to say kI/kI/kI/ all the time? Where are we going?)

• Negative feelings of older pupils were emphasised.

"These that are a bit older, I feel that they are not enjoying it". (#32)

".. en dan is dit partykeer vir ludle babagoed wat hulle moet doen. " (#33)

(English translation: "... and then sometimes it seems that they have to do babyish things ".)

• A further area of concern was that speech correction could cause psychological damage.

"... but I think there are hammerillgs which mayor may not be rectifiable ... " (#34)

"(she) isn't really aware her speech is inferior ... and if I constantly ... pick on her she's

going to think, "hang on, I'm obviously not doing something right here" .. I don't want to

squash her ... " (#35)

• Concern was voiced that interruption of communication for the purposes of speech

correction could disturb the desire of the pupil to share thoughts with the teacher.

"TIle other day he asked me something and I corrected his :speech because I knew it was a

sound that he could make, and he was just being lazy. So I e.,-plained to him and he repeated it

much more clearly. A little H;/lilelater he started to say something to me and he said "No

never mind" and Tsaid "No tell me", and he wouldn't. I couldn't get him to and knew what

had done that. I'd actually broken down that sort of wanting ". (#36)

• Pupils became demoralised when unable to correct errors.

"TIle other day at home I took him and Tsaid: "Noti' your voice is vel)' high try" and Tcould

see this little face. He was trying so hard to bring his voice down and there was no change".

(#37)

"... 'n kind word geweldig moedeloos as hy die heeltyd 'vir horn se "WH', "VtV, WW, " en hy kry

tiit nie reg nie". (#38)

(English translation "a child gets extremely dishearten (f you keep saying "vVtV, "\'i1.', ww" and

he doesn't get it right "j

• A small minority of comments - five in total - describes speech instruction as a positive

experience, all are given below.

 
 
 



The first positive comment was made in relation to Sneddon's (no date provided in the book)

speech programme, used for group lessons.

"It was fun ". (Focus Group 2) (#39)

The second positive comment was made by 'the positive teacher' in a phenomenological

interview. In response to the question whether pupils also enjoy speech. The positive response

is qualified by negative comment.

"ia ek dink die kindel's geniet ook spraak. Hulle raak gefrustreerd as hulIe nie 'n klank kan

se nie". (Focus Group 1) (#40)

(English translation: "Yes I think the children also enjoy speech they become frustrated when

they can't say a sound"). .

Three positive comments relate to the preliminary programme designed by this researcher.

'They do love it. The little ones - four and five year oIds \-villtake the little black boards and

they'll come and sit in front of the mirror - all on their own and they'll do the sounds by

themselves and they'll play teacher without me being there. So that is good". (Focus Group

2) (#41)

"... your programme excited me because it ""'asif~formal, it H;asfun and I think the speech

work as we're doing (it) now is Jim lvith the children. 771eyactually love it". (Focus Group 2)

(#42)

"... and I think those games to get the various sounds like having a piece of paper with a

hole in it and you pull .vour hand back to lOth"makes it Jim for them rather than and ordeal".

(Focus Group 3) (#43)

This theme emerged in 90% of interview situations. It represents a significant proportion of

responses. The depth of the discussion that follows reflects the importance and need for clarity

of this unexplored phenomenon.
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It is appropriate that teacher's own feelings and perceptions of pupil's feelings are combined in

one theme, as these are interdependent. Pupils reactions, whether positive or negative will

influence the teachers attitude to the subject, and the attitude of the teacher will in turn affect the

quality of teaching (White, 1990). Students are more likely to be motivated if the teacher

is enthusiastic about the subject (Biehler and Snowman (1993)). The effect of teacher motivation

can be seen most clearly where one teacher gives instruction in several subjects. Students prefer

learning the subject she enjoys teaching. (Biehler and Snowman ;1993).

Little is known about teacher's attitude in relation to speech instruction, and even less is known of

the attitude of the Deaf learner (White, 1990). Scant attention has been paid to the psychology of

the hearing impaired pupil as a target of speech teaching.(White, 1990). This also applies to this

study. Due to the vastness of the study, no interviews were conducted with Deaf learners.

However, it is logical to assume that teachers, in a close relationship with pupils correctly assess

their feelings - boredom and lack of motivation easy to judge.

The picture that emerges is that teachers fmd speech instruction unpleasant on many levels -

frustrating, difficult, strenuous, uninteresting and causing feelings of incompetence. Pupils are

perceived as frustrated, bored, desperate, experiencing a sense of meaninglessness and, at times,

insulted by the inappropriateness of teaching material in relation to age.

Different theoretical models demonstrate that positive motivation is extinguished in such a

situation. According to the behaviourists, past experiences shape the learner's reaction to a

school subject. (Biehler and Snowman, 1993) Judged on the exerpts past experience of speech

teaching has been, and the learned response is negative. Maslow's theory of needs states that high

levels of motivation in learning occurs in situations perceived as meaningful, relaxed and secure

(Biehler and Snowman, 1993). The excerpts describe situations where the learning situation is

perceived as meaningless, unrelaxed and insecure.

Within this negative scenario two small beacons of positivity exist. The first is, White's (1990)

observation that teacher attitudes are not fixed since teachers from different schools do not have

the same attitudes to speech teaching. The second, is sourced in the few exerpts which describe

speech teaching as a positive experience. Responses of the two teachers who used the

researcher's preliminary programme is complicated by the fact that they knew that the interviewer

had designed it. Therefore these responses may have been to flatter the interviewer. However,

 
 
 



there is a case for accepting them as valid since both teachers used the material of their own

volition, without any external direction over a lengthy period.

The second programme described positively was that of Sneddon. (no date given) whom the

principal of the school knew personally.

The response by the 'positive teacher' (#40) is suspect due to the ambivalence of her statements

(described in Step 1).

A crucial factor, central to this study, is that a positive attitude is possible. Teachers reactions to

the preliminary programme suggest that this may well be true for the preliminary programme.

5.4.4 THEME 4 : NEGATIVE COMPONENTS OF DEVIANT SPEECH: TECHNICAL

AND PSYCHOLOGICAL

These are divided into two categories: first technical problems, second psychological problems as

a result of the caused by deviant speech. Figure 5.1 Gives an overview of this subdivision.
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Figure 5.1 shows that quoted exerpts will be divided into two sections: the first, technical

problems relating to speech production, the second, psychological problems relating to the

reactions of hearing individuals to the speech of Deaf children and the attitude of the Deaf

children towards their own speech.

Technical aspects of speech production include, segmental and suprasegmental errors. Segmental

errors are discussed first:

• Development of back consonants are more problematic than front consonants. This is

expressed by a teacher in relation to /b/ and /d/: The /b/ the consonant - produced more

frontally is described as easier to produce than /d/ .

••... I found teaching a /dl quite hard for my children but the Ib/ sound is a much easier one".

This same relationship was also described by a communication pathologist for the two

consonants positioned sequentially one step further back .

••.... I find it difficult to teach them /k/ and /gl. The It1and Idl that is O.K because you

can still show ... '.'(#2)

 
 
 



• A large proportion of statements centred on the difficulty associated with development of

velars, the consonants produced furthermost back.

This was described for the velar fricative which occurs in Afrikaans.

" ... die [~] is moeilik. (English translation: the [X ] is difficult) (#3)

• The majority of statements describing problem phonemes centre on the 1kI. One teacher

describes in dramatic terms her desperation teaching /kI (the pupils' name and surname

contained /kI).

''I've been here for nearly thirty years and I've only achieved one Ikl with (names the child)

and 1 remember, 1 think she ~vasfour or five and 1actually said a prayer, 1 said: Please G-d

help me ... " (#4).

• In response to the interviewer's question: "which sounds do you think are difficult to teach"

One teacher replies simply:

"Ikl lid Ik/l" (#5)

• Children of approximately ten years old are described as not being able to produce a /kl .

..... ek werk met graad twees en hulle is so tien jaar oud, baie van hulle kannie die Ikl se

nie", (#5) (English translation: "I ~vork with grade M'o's and they are approximately ten

years old, rnany of them can't say the Ikl") (#6)

• In the earlier phenomenological interview the positive teacher describes strategies used to

develop /kl. She states in a satisfied tone.

"Ek het 'n paar maniere wat ek gebruik, ek werk voor die spieel en ek het prentjiekaarte van

gesiggies, VI'}S maar na hulle daarop. Elulle k.vk ~vaarmy tong gaan. " (#7)

English translation: "I have a few methods that 1 use, 1 work in front of the mirror and 1 have

picture cards of little faces. I just show them. They look at where my tongue goes ".

The following year, in the Focus Group interview, she describes dissatisfaction with these

same strategies. When asked by the interviewer to state how she teaches a /kI, she answers in

a dissatisfied tone.

"Nothing - ons het niks nie. Ek kyk in die spieel". (tfzglish translation: "Nothing, we have

nothing. J look in the mirror"). (#8)

"Ek het net die spieel en myse(f as voorbeeld. '.' (English translation: "] have only the mirror

and m.vselfas example"). (#9)

• other consonants were mentioned as problematic - but to a lesser extent

 
 
 



"Ek voel die Afrikaanse kind sukkel om /5/ te maak", (English translation: "/ feel the

AfrikaaflS child struggles to produce and /s/ (#10)

• Phoneme production was described in terms of position in the word.

"The initial sound in the vvord, they need to recognise it". (#I!)

"Begin klanke en eind klanke wat hulle geneig is om in Ie siuk en uit te los'. (#12)

(English translation: They tend to swallow and leave out beginning andfinal sounds)

• Voice/voiceless discrimination between surd and sonant pairs, was described by a

communication pathologist as too difficult to teach.

"I teach one of them but not the discrimination". (#/3)

• She would teach this contrast later.

"... when they're old enough to understand the alphabet. (#/4)

• Further on in the interview she states it is unrealistic to expect a Deaf child to grasp the

voice/voiceless distinction.

"... / find that with the voice and voiceless, you know lve do say physiologically its supposed

to be a voiceless sound, but when you're saying it in a word they can't make out the

difference ... " (#15)

• Other problems noted by communication pathologists were

"difficulty with blends". (#16)

"difficulty with fricatives". (#17)

• Vowels were described by one teacher as more difficult to develop than consonants (the

teacher confuses the terms vowels and diphthong's) .

.... ek l'ind baie keer dat die klinker kombinasies - die kinders sukkel nog steeds .... Soos lu: I

en 'ui' en luu!. ... ek vind .... dat hulle regkom om die konsonante te gebruik .. ". (#/8)

• Several suprasegmental deviations were described - including descriptions of abnormal

pitch, intensity and resonance:

"... the pitch is way off and its too high or its an animal like sound you know a gutteral sort

of sound". (#/9)

"Hulle skreeu of dis so onduidelik". (English translation: "They scream or its so

indistinct"). (#20)

".,.stemgebruik is byvoorbeeld ... almal die meeste van hulle is of hoog of laag". (English

translation: voice is for example all, most of thern, either high or 100v") (#21)

" (they need) a little bit of rhythm") (#22)

" nasal" (#23)

" high and [ow"(#24)

 
 
 



• The second subdivision relates to psychological problems. Supporting statements describe

firstly, the reactions of the hearing to speech of the Deaf and secondly the attitude of the Deaf

speaker to his own speech. This topic was an important aspect of discussion to Focus Group

2. The excerpts below are taken from that interview.

• Concern was voiced that Deaf speakers were viewed negatively by hearing individuals.

",.. I shrink within myself when I hear hmv some of them sound and I know they've got

peljectly good brains and people outside think they sound like animals" (#25).

Teacher I : He sounds like little animal"

Teacher 2: Yes he does, But he's peljectly bright". (#26)

"Teacher 2: ... people get wrong impression they think they are deaf and

Teacher 4: stupid". (#27)

"Yes that squeak it annoys people (teacher imitates deviant high pitch) all the time". (#28)

• Teachers described how Deaf children react to the hearing listener. Only one account

(#29) was given of a child whose deviant speech did not cause him embarassment in the

presence of normally hearing individuals.

u••. (he) has this very high, irritating voice and Vet) little speech ... but he likes to use his

voice" (#29).

"They do get shy.,.". (#30)

",.. (are) ayvare of the people saying they have got a terrible voice (#31)

. "they don't have the confidence to use their voice ... " (#32)

..... there are a lot of children who can but don't because they re scared". (#33)

Empirical data corroborate fmdings recorded in the Theoretical data. (Chapter 2). Educators with

no recourse to techniques of scientific measurement make the same judgements as researchers.

In relation to segmental errors; back consonants were viewed as more frequently omitted and

difficult to develop than front consonants. (3.9.1). A delineation between the different levels of

skills of teacher and communication pathologist is evident. The teacher can cope with most

forwardly positioned consonant. (the bilabial plossive /b/, is, easy to develop but the consonant

 
 
 



produced one step further back, the alveolar plosive Id/, difficult). The communication

pathologist demonstrates more advanced skills. She does not find alveolar plosives problematic,

but consonants produced one step further back, velar plosives IkI, Ig/, difficult.

The velar most frequently referred to as problematic is the plosive IkI. The continuant /91 was

not even mentioned. In Chapter 2 it was suggested that continuants were more difficult than

plosives, yet paradoxically, in these excerpts the plosive IkI is noted for difficulty of

development, whereas its continuant counterpart receives no mention. Geffen and Freeman

(1980) ranked phonemes according to the proportion of times they were correctly produced. IkI

scores poorly in position 29 out of 31 whereas II) I comes last, in the thirty-first position.

Similarly when ranked in terms of omission I~I is the consonant most frequently omitted,

whereas the IkI the third most frequently omitted. In terms of substitutions, the IkI scores poorly

at 14 out of a possible 15 rankings. However the 1/)1 ranks as the worst, positioned at 15 out of

15. All these scores show that the IkI is, albeit slightly, more often produced correctly than the

IIJI. There appears to be an inconsistency in that the phoneme I~/, the most problematic, is not

even mentioned by educators.

One possible explanation is that omission of a IkI is more noticeable than the omission of a IIJ 1

The short, staccato, burst of the IkI is perceived with clarity, it is either present or absent. The

101 on the other hand is not distinctive. An amorphous voiced sound could give an impression

that the phoneme has been produced. It is also possible that although IIJ 1 is more frequently

produced incorrectly, it is easier to teach than the IkI and therefore may cause more concern

among teachers. For production of 19 1 the back of the tongue needs to be raised and vocalisation

(which can be felt) directed through the nose. In contrast, precise and synchronised movements

are required for IkI, a build up of intra-oral pressure in conjunction with lingual/velar contact and

release. Oral emission is not an unambiguous cue, as a substituted glottal stop is felt on the hand

in the same way.

The techniques employed by teachers for development of a IkI are ineffective. The 'positive'

teacher, for example, describes the strategies she used - (quotation # 7), illustrations of tongue

positions and demonstration of the position of her tongue in the mirror. Neither strategy is

adequate for eliciting the complex, quick synchronisation of velarllingual contact and release and

intra-oral pressure. It is not surprising that one year later she answers differently (#8 and #9),

that she has nothing, just the mirror. In agreement with this teacher it is difficult to imagine that

any amount of observation of the position of the tongue will lead to development of IkI.

 
 
 



The teacher who notes that children of ten years can not yet produce a /kJ, makes a pertinent

statement. A child of ten who has not yet produced a /kJ is hardly likely to do so fortuitously in

the future. The picture painted by teachers in relation to /kJ production is one of negativity and

failure.

Other excerpts which corroraborate research theoretical are: difficulty of development of

fricatives (#17), (23.9.1), table 2.7; page 48) blends (#16) (2,3.9.1); complexity of surd

sonant distinction (#13, #14 and #15), (24-3». Suprasegmental problems (#19 - #25 ). Only

one excerpt, supports the researchers' assumption that vowels are more difficult to develop.(#18)

There are two possible explanations for the seeming lack of support for this view. Teachers may

unconsciously, auditorally "fill in" the correct vowels and not consonants. Because vowels have

a wider, more amorphous target, they maybe more malleable to auditory closure than consonants

which have narrow, precise targets. Consequently consonants are more clearly perceived as

incorrect and the teacher would tend to attempt to correct them. Supporting this assumption is the

fact that specific consonants were mentioned far more frequently than specific vowels - educators

notice when consonants are deviant.

Moving to reactions of the normally hearing audience and the Deaf speakers reaction to his own

deviant speech, several important factors come to the fore. Teachers are discomforted by

negative perceptions of hearing individuals. (#25 - #28). This is congruent with Sainsbury's

(1986) observation that the Deaf are regarded as constituting a group identified by characteristics

other than a hearing impairment, such as below average intelligence. A less well documented fact

that emerged was the reaction of Deaf individuals to their own speech. (#30 - #33) Negative, non-

verbal messages conveyed by the hearing population have psychological repercussions.

Previously established research data were empirically substantiated, and should therefore be

incorporated into the proposed speech programme. For example, since back consonants are more

difficult they should receive more attention. This is particularly relevant to the /kJ which was

singled out as a highly problematic phoneme. Effective strategies for development of /kJ should

be employed and ineffective strategies that look good on paper but do not work in practice,

discarded.
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The emphasis of the proposed programme is on consonant, not vowel development. The reasons

for this are twofold: firstly, consonants are considered more accessible to development, therefore

time spent on them is productive; secondly, problems of consonant production are more

noticeable vowel production. Educators perceive a greater need for strategies aimed at

consonants rather than vowels.

Psychological factors articulated are not within the scope of the proposed speech programme. It

is understandable that abnormal speech patterns cause negative impressions among the hearing

population, and that these are non-verbally communicated to the Deaf speaker. It would be

simplistic and unrealistic to say that the proposed speech program could remediate speech to such

an extent that this situation would be eliminated. Knowledge of the. psychological implications

places an enormous responsibility on educators to consistently develop a healthy self concept in

pupils, stressing that self worth is not dependent on speech proficiency.

5.4.5 THEME 5 : LEVEL OF TRAINING AND KNOWLEDGE OF RESOURCE

MATERIAL

This theme surveys the resources educators have to aid them in their endeavours to improve

speech. It is divided into two areas: firstly, available training, secondly, available books.

The first area to be examined is the area of training. Insufficient training was noted only by

teachers - not principals or communication pathologists. The sentiment was reiterated by

teachers in every Focus Group and in two of the three phenomenological interviews. The only

interview, targeting teachers, where this theme was not articulated, was the phenomenological

interview with the "positive teacher" . However, as noted, subsequently, a year later when a

participant of a focus group, hers was the most vociferous voice describing lack of training.

5.4.5.1 Excerpts that support this theme

• Numerous excerpts from teachers expressed awareness of lack of training.

"I feel I'm a trained teacher of the deaf but not a trained speech teacher". (#1)

"Ek dink nie 'n mens het die opleiding .... Ek het nOli nie die spesiale diploma vir die dowe ...

maar ek het ook nie die regte opleiding as 'n spraaA.1erapeut om te "veet hoe 'moet jy 'n

klank 1-vatdie kindel'S nie kiln se leer nie. Ek het nie daai opleiding nie. '.' (#2)

(English translation. I don't think a person has the education. 1don't have the special

diploma in the Education of the Deaf .. I also don't have the right training as does a speech

 
 
 



therapist to knoll' hOlt' 1.5hould teach sound the children can '( sa);. I don't have that

training).

".. .found it very difficult especially when I first came here ~vas the fact that we have no speech

training. And you just get 'There is your class get on with it' And yOlI think - where do where

do }ve go from here?" (#3)

"teachers are not shown how to get sounds from children". (#4)

"... anl I doing the correct thing or am I causing more haml ". (#5)

"You know 1shouldn't be causing more damage ... " (#6)

• Teachers describe how, in the absence of a formal infrastructure, learning takes place on

an ad hoc basis.

"Teacherl used to come in to my classroom everyday". (#7)

'Teacher6: You go next door and they say 'Ja well I also do that' and try this or whatever it's

just.

TeacherS: ..... hit or miss" (focus group 3). " (#8)

"If 1was trained in that field, like therapist 1 wouldfeel OK". (#9)

"I certainly need the help, because you know I've never been trained in anything like that and

1just bumble along as best I can". (#10)

".... I would like more help". (#11)

"Ek dink miskien is opleiding ook belangrik" (English translation: 1 think perhaps training is

also importanO. (#12)

"So if we were sho'vvn hmv to do all that - I think its essential really. We are not trained - lve

are trained as teachers but lvere certainly not trained in speech production". (#13)

"We'd be happy to learn these things". (#14)

• The following excerpts describe the second part of the theme, lack of available resource

material - programmes and books Five resources were noted, set out below in an arbitrary

order.

• The first resource to be discussed is by van Uden: his techniques were described during

Focus Group 2, with reference to writing not speech development.

"Well van Uden says that the Deq[ should be e.lposed to the written fOm! by the age of two or

three. I have found that hhen the 'vvordrecognition starrs you're into reading very well". (#15)

" 1 start 'vviththat balloon speech straight away". (#16)

" I've al'vvays believed in these speech bubbles - whether it comes from van Uden or Ling or

Ping or who-ever ... ". (#17)

• The second resource noted was Sneddon's book. This was mentioned only in Focus Group 2.

 
 
 



"Teacher5: ... you /vl0i1': (the current school principal) gave liS a speech production book

from ... )

Teacher 3: Professor Sneddon" (#18)

"Teacher 1: You /vIOW just e.rercise control and throat things. And we all did that quite

effectively for awhile. We were all sort of 'gung ho' and did it and then I must say, it's

something that ifl,ve had a working progrmnme that covered those sorts of things and that

became an accepted part of the school day ... It was great that was more - that was really

more a relaxation thing and just getting people to be less tense ... it "vasll't necessarily (a)

speech thing I was fun! Because the kids were used to

Teacher 4: Physical -

teacher 3: .., Physical! We would breath in and we would do our things.

Interviewer: Oh?

Teacher 3: and we would do our things and then we would: OK, lets all breathe in and say

the "sh" "sh" on the board you know ...

Interviewer: Yes?

Teacher 4: ... but if they breathed incorrectly you didn't know what to do about it... " (#/9)

• The third programme was Ling (1976). The majority of comments related to Ling were

elicited during the Focus Group 1, where teachers followed a modified Ling speech

programme designed by communication pathologists employed at the same school. Certain

comments overtly directed at Ling's programme are in fact related to the modifications and

not Lings programme per se. A more valid critique of Lings programme is gained from

reviewing the comments of communication pathologists, described later in this chapter. For

this reason the source of the quotation - teacher or communication pathologist is specified.

The first group of excerpts represent teachers in Focus Group 1.

• Ling is incorrectly criticised for prescribing vocabulary to complement phonetic learning .

. "... die meeste van die woorde (prescribed l,vords) is daar i,vatdie kinders nie eel's kennis van

dra nie. " (#20 - teacher Focus Group 1).

(English translation: The children don't have any knowledge of most of the (prescribed)

words.)

... "Baaie van die woorde val glad nie in ons kindel'S se ervarings veld nie. Ek meen 'fllatmy

betref is hopeloos to mooilik." (#21- teacher Focus Group 1).

(English translation: Many of the words are not within our children's field of experience. I

mean in my opinion, it's hopelessly too difficult).
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"Ling is nou lIie in/ases ingedeel nie maar jy bly hamer op dieselfde ding, op dieselfde ding.

Die kif/del:'; kan liit doen, maar hulie bly die mooilike goed nie kan doen nie". (#22)

(English translation: Ling is not divided into phases, you keep hammering on the same thing,

the same thing. l11e children can do it, but they still can't do the difficult things.)

• Other criticisms are the lengthy nature of the programme:-

"En ek dink ook Ling is op die oomblik so 'n lang uitgetrekte proses ... " (#23)

(English translation: And I also think that at the moment Ling is a long, drawn out process).

• Unsuitability of suprasegmental subskills:

"En dan spesijiek in Ling, die toonhoogte oejenninge wat daar is - ek voel ons kinders knm

glad nie d£lar by nie." (#24)

(English transliuion: And then specifically in Ling the pitch exercises I feel our children don't

get them at all ... "J ([eacher Focus group 1).

"Ek wit graag aansluit d£larby. Ek het ook al klass gehad, 'n swakerige klassie wat meesal net

met gebare praat, dan is hierdie (pitch subskills) vir my ook niks werd nie." (#25)

(English translation: I1;i'Cmtto join in here. I've also had classes, a weak class who, in the

main, used sign language then these (pitch subskills) are worthless to me. (Teachers Focus

group 1)).

"... by die kleuterskool ..... ons begin met die prosodiese eienskappe en ons werk baie lank-

en ons kry die lengte van klanke, die kort en die lang klank en dit kry ons onder die knie en

ons kry die harde en die sagte klanke tot 'n mate onder die knie maar met teenhoogte

oefeninge het ons bitter min sukses." (#26)

(E'nglish translation: In nurser)! school tvhen we begin with the prosodic features and we work

a long time - and we get the duration of sounds - short and long sounds - that we get right

and ),veget the loud and soft sounds - to an extent - right - but we have very little success

vvith the pitch exercises).

",.. ek rneen dit is 'n stremming op jouself en jy as jy weer laag d£ln moet praat is dit 'n

stremming op jou stem oak". (#27)

"Dit is '11 abnormale venvagting op 'n kind". (#28)

"Diris seer op die oor'·. (#29)

• Ling is also mentioned by teachers in Focus Group 2.

"Having looked at Ling method again, I don't know all that much about it, but just very

briefly I think there is a lot of danger in that sort routine by saying: you cant do that sound

untit you do this sound. And I think the child gets desperate, you get frustrated and in the end

not much is achieved." (#30)

 
 
 



• The two communication pathologists were asked directly to comment on Ling. Both

were familiar with his programme.

"fuse it - but not extensively". (#3l)

HI do use it for the children that I feel "vill benefit from this programme but then I don 't use

Ling that exclusively". (#32)

"I just prefer wor"-1ngthat t'vay. Just doing a whole lot of things at the same time ..... " (#33)

• Communication pathologists were asked to indicate which aspects of

Ling's programme they regarded as positive.

"I think its systematic .. " (#34)

"It gives direction as to where you're going". (#35)

...... you have specific targets" (#36)

"Its very thorough ". (#37)

• They were also asked to indicate which aspects of Ling's programme they regarded as

negative. There were significantly more negative than positive comments:

..... it is too lengthy" (#38)

..... very repetitive" (#39)

...... boring" (#40)

...... drill work is very boring". (#41)

.•... its very tiring". (#42)

...... frustrating" (#43)

...... it is time consuming". (#44)

"I think in tenns of time and the sort of thing you need to cm'er .... your manpower and that

sort of thing its..... difficult to just stick to one programme". (#45)

...... Sometimes some of the sounds yOlt know with maturi(y it comes depending on the type of

hearing loss they have". (#46)

..... I just find that going through all the stages where the children cannot hear a lot of the

sounds .

"Frustrating and boring". (#47)

• Ling's evaluation procedure elicited the following criticisms from communication

pathologists:

"With the Deaf children I don't use that because they don't use it (the corrected phoneme) like

l,cvithnormal hearing children... (who) tvif[ use it after1:vardsand that's how they will acquire it

so then you knOlV maybe when the child comes back you say: "ok he's using the sound
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.spontaneousl)"· flOW "whereas lvith the Deaf child, you knoll'. once they leave here, the,\:don't

use the speech. ... Its very hard,for me 10 say: Ok they've obtained the skills. (#48)

../ might say., .. nlis 1;veekwe've started, I'll only hear the sound next year", (#49)

• A fourth resource - noted in two of the three focus interviews - was the prelimanary

programme designed by this researcher,

...... your programme excited me because it was infonnal, it was fun and / think

the speech work as we're doing it now is fun with the children. 171eyactually

love it". (Focus Group 2 (previously quoted)). (#50)

"and these games... how to get the various sounds like having a piece of paper with a hole in

it and }'OU pull your hand backfor a I I makes it fun for them rather than an ordeal', (Focus

group 3 (previously quoted)). (#51)

"They love it when we went to that conference in Cape Town I just loved your books, but

naturally I don't work lvith a child Hiitha page out of your book / take out what I "vant".

(Focus group 2 (previously quoted)). (#52)

"It's not a rigid - in actual fact I do your programme '.'(Focus Group 2). (#53)

"They do love it the little ones. Four and five years old will take the little blackboards and

they'll come and sit in front of the mirror all on their own and they'll do the sounds by

themselves and they'll play teacher without me being there". (Focus Group 2 (previously

quoted)). (#54)

• One teacher (in Focus Group 3) mentioned a fifth resource - a book called the "Big book of

Sounds" (Flowers, 1980)

...... You first start with Ib/ and /ll and then it becmnes /bll" (#55)

..... for practical application and actual relevance to your daily life situation there is nothing

there .... just basic sounds". (#56)

The lack of training and suitable resource material described in the theoretical research (chapter

1) were clearly illustrated in quoted excerpts. Teachers demonstrated the validity of Hogan

et.al's., cogent message (Subtelny 1980) that there is a great need for in service training for

regular classroom teachers, as they are usually the personnel who provide speech instruction to

the hearing impaired. Paradoxically teachers from the only school that provided training (in the

form of a modified Ling programme) evinced the highest levels of dissatisfaction. This
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demonstrates that providing a speech program is not sufficient - the speech programme must be

suitable.

It was pertinent that a need for training or resources was not articulated by principals or

communication pathologists. This is understandable in view of the different roles played by

principals and the different training undergone by communication pathologists. Principals do not

experience a need for training or resources, as they are not engaged in teaching. Communication

therapists have had training and can compensate for a lack of resource material because they have

an armoury of alternate techniques at their disposal which can be applied to Deaf pupils.

In the face of lack of training and resources an ad hoc nature to learning exists - for example

teachers try to gain information from each other. It is noteworthy that untrained teachers who are

not provided with resources, continue to expend effort in this direction. It would be

understandable if they simply stopped trying. This seems to point to a situation where teachers

regard speech as important, therefore worth the effort. It is possible, that if teachers were

supplied with a suitable programme they would be motivated to use it.

An in depth analysis of the available programmes reveals the following.

van Uden was mentioned in Focus Group 2 (#15 - #17). The excerpts, however, do not refer to

speech - this supports the view expressed in Chapter 3 that only educators who have studied at

van Uden's institution will have access to the speech training methods he developed.

Sneddon's programme was mentioned in Focus group 2 (#18 and #19). The method was

described as enjoyable for teacher and pupil. It is unlikely that significant speech improvement

can occur where the programme employed is designed for normally hearing children and is

taught by educators who are not trained in remediating the speech of Deaf children. However, it

is possible that vocalising in a relaxed situation may strengthen vocal cord function and improve

breath control.

The third programme noted was Ling's discussed briefly in Focus Group 2, but pivotal to the

discussion of Focus Group, 1 where teachers followed a modified version. Comments taken from

this discussion are carefully weighed to clarify which relate to Ling's programme per se and

which relate to superimposed modifications. Two criticisms made by teachers are considered

invalid: firstly, that Ling prescribes an artificial vocabulary to complement phonetic learning and

secondly, that the programme lacks a hierarchy of incremental learning phases. Two other
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criticisms are considered valid and were corroborated by by communication pathologists- that

Ling's programme is uninteresting, and at times unrealistic. The writer agree with both

criticisms. The writer also agrees with teachers that Ling's pitch suprasegmental skills are

unrealistic expectations and unpleasant to teach because of the vocal strain on pupils and teachers

alike. It is possible that singing which produces natural pitch changes (described in Chapter

Three) exercises this function more effectively and in a more appealing manner.

Neither of the communication pathologists used the Ling programme extensively or exclusively.

Unlike teachers they had an available armoury of techniques to draw. They saw speech training as

a pointless task, since pupils did not improve. In contrast to teachers, communication

pathologists viewed improvement as an unrealistic aim - lack of progress was seen as the fault of

the intransigence of speech problems, whereas teachers who saw lack of progress as related to

their lack of expertise, expressed the view that if pupils were instructed by a communication

pathologist, speech performance would improve. (This is discussed further in the theme that

describing the relevance of speech teaching (5.4.6».

A comparison of the critiques in Chapter 3, and in this chapter, reveal similarities and

differences. In Chapter 3 it was hypothesised that Ling's style of writing was too technical for

teachers. While this was not directly articulated in the interviews, no teachers in Focus Group 1,

who used the modified programme, made mention of reading Ling in the original. Complicating

the validity of this argument is the fact that Focus Group 1 spoke Afrikaans and Ling's book is

written in English. Language difficulty may have precluded easy reading. However, only one

teacher out of all the participants interviewed mentions that she has read the book. Although

Ling's style of writing was not criticised by educators directly, it is possible that it was by

default, since only one teacher had read his book. This substantiates the claim that his style of

writing is not suited to an audience of classroom teachers.

The criticism that the programme is uninteresting for teacher and pupil alike (chapter 1, section

2.2.3.1, page 13) is supported by the numerous excerpts from communication pathologists and

teachers.

The criticism that too little is attention given at a phonological level was not directly mentioned by

teachers or communication pathologists. However, this defect is implicit in theme 5.4.10 which

articulates a need for speech training to have a wider focus.
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The criticism that the programme was unrealistically optimistic is supported by statements that

speech was not corrected despite following his programme. Teachers, were left with a sense of

failure.

The fourth resource described by only one teacher, is the single volume entitled "The Big Book

of Sounds" (Flower, 1980). The book offers a scheme of prepared lessons. There are some

positive factors. The teacher is provided with a programme that is easy to understand and has a

planned format for lessons. However, closer examination reveals that the material is not

designed according to the common faults of Deaf speakers. This is well demonstrated in the

example that the teacher gives: She states a/bl plus an III will produce the conformulated blend,

/bll. This simplistic description does not take into account the complex synchronisation of lip and

tongue movements needed for correct production of the blend, nor does it attend to the potential

problem of intrusive voicing. It is more probable that Ibl plus III will be produced incorrectly as

16)/.)1 than correctly as Ibl/. Additionally, as the teacher comments the system is not well

integrated into real communication. A further disadvantage is the stiff, old fashioned design the

illustrations and the stilted language used.

The fifth resource discussed in two of the three focus group interviews was the researcher's

preliminary programme.

Firstly, an ad hoc nature of procurement of resource material is demonstrated. The programme

was designed in the Cape, and emerged at schools in two distant provinces. i.e. Kwazulu Natal

and Gauteng. The teacher in Focus Group 2 (#52) refers to a conference held in the Cape in 1987

at which the researcher lectured. The teacher in Focus Group 3 received the material from a

mutual colleague who had, more than a decade previously, been employed at the same school as

this researcher. Secondly, both teachers use the word 'fun' to describe the programme. One

teacher notes that children spontaneously incorporate the speech lessons into creative play. In

view of the recorded negativity surrounding speech training this observation is 0 major

significance. Thirdly, the programme appears to be effective. Teacher 1, who uses the

programme was described by colleagues as achieving "tremendous" results.

 
 
 



Training is scarce as is resource material. One shining light, is that within this Wlsatisfactory

situation, some teachers continue to find ways to improve speech. Implications emerge with such

clarity as to appear simplistic - teachers need training and resource material.

• Comments expressing the view point that speech teaching is important.

• Comments expressing ambivalence.

• Comments expressing the viewpoint that speech teaching is unimportant.

Each of these will be dealt with separately:

Firstly comments expressing the viewpoint that speech teaching is important are provided.

This sentiment was expressed almost exclusively by teachers - all of the excerpts below were

made by teachers.

"Its something that is extremely essential", (#1)

"f think (speech training) certainly makes a difference in the child's life ". (#2)

"J feel its iniportant". (113)

"Ja Ja ek dink dis baie nodig. Absoluut nodig ". (# 4)

(English translarion: Yes, Yes I think its very necessary. Absolutely necessary)".

"f think first of all that every child must be given the opportunity to learn to speak". (#5)

"... its so crucial that from the minute they come to school we've got to start them on speech

~vork, because by the time they reach Class One its almost too late". (/16)

• Secondly comments that display a sense of ambivalence - the majority were expressed by

teachers.

"mired feelings ", (#7)

''I'm not comfortable yvith it but Ifeel its important". (#8)

 
 
 



"You feel perhaps Tm H'aSting ll(V titne now' - you shollldn't even sav that If you're doing

speech". (fI9)

"... en die spraak is belangrik, maarJ.v gaan nie hulle op !llille spraak toets ... " (:#0) (English

translation: ..... and the speech is important but you're not going to test them on their

speech. .. "

The excerpts of the teacher who changed from positive to negative will not be repeated.

However, it is clear that they represent ambivalence.

• A third group of comments, drawn almost exclusively from communication pathologists said

that that speech teaching is not important. All the excerpts below were articulated by

communication pathologists.

"My heart says that I don't - I am not really for teaching speech to the Deaf'. (#11)

"I'm not for teaching speech and articulation". (#12)

"They don't use it (speech) so it's not a skill that they use tvhen they communicate with each

other. It's a skill probably that the.v try to use when they talk to teachers and yet if one child

from one class goes to another class and if he is using that particular skill they still wont

understand what the other pupil is saying unless they're signing". (#13)

Assessments on the relevance of speech teaching will influence educator attitudes and determine

motivation to speech instruction.

The excerpts above reveal a wide range of commitment to speech development. Despite the fact

that teachers fmd speech training difficult, frustrating (discussed in 5.4.3) with progress virtually

non existent (discussed in 5.4.2) and training and resource material scarce (5.4.5), they continue

to see the relevance of teaching speech.

The second set of excerpts, also expressed mainly by teachers, display ambivalence. These

epitomise the hidden agenda glossed over in Stoker and Lings (1992: 1) statement that :"Many

fme educators and therapists have confided to us that expressive speech is the thing they fmd most

difficult and threatening in their work with hearing impaired children". This grey area of

ambivalence provides a wealth of complex information. Analysis of each excerpt yields important

information:

 
 
 



• The first excerpt ("mixed feelings") (#7» directly states ambivalence.

• The second provides some insight into why continued efforts are made despite the negativity

associated with speech teaching. "Not comfortable ... but it's important". (#8)

• The third shows the guilt a teacher feels when she entertains the thought that speech teaching

is a waste of time, "you shouldn't even say that if you're doing speech" (#9). Despite the

negativity associated with speech teaching, the teacher feels guilty that she has conceived this

unacceptable thought. The excerpt crystallises the conflict that teachers experience - they

believe speech to be important, but at the same time, experience has shown that their efforts

are in vain.

• The fourth excerpt, "speech is important but you're not going to test them on their speech"

(#10), demonstrates that academic progress and speech development compete. Speech is not

formally tested. Teachers have been trained in an educational framework that rests on an

infrastructure bounded by syllabi and mark schemes. This is in contrast to the approach of

speech pathology which utilises different systems of planning and evaluation. Teachers have

problems gauging progress that is not demonstrated by tangible educational symbols of ticks

and crosses on a written page .

The third group of comments that speech and consequently speech instruction is not

important, were articulated exclusively by communication pathologists. They saw little relevance

in the development of speech. Communication pathologist 1 stated at the outset of the interview.

"I'm not for teaching speech and articulation". She saw speech instruction as a meaningless task

and regarded speech usage as artificially engineered - intelligible solely to the class teacher of

that pupil and not even to other teachers at the same school.

Because of the small number of subjects, firm conclusions cannot be drawn. Several explanations

can be put forward. Firstly, the shortage of communication pathologists may mean that expending

time on speech development in the face of other pressures is simply not cost effective. Language

therapy, for example, may yield quicker and more noticeable gains. Secondly, unlike teachers,

communication therapists have received training - they may therefore not perceive a lack of

progress as a reflection of their inadequate skills, but as a result of an intransigent problem that is

irremediable. Thirdly communication pathologists may be giving voice to the principle that the

traditional 'pullout' model in which they have been trained, is not effective with Deaf learners.

It may be that success cannot be achieved unless speech development is approached in a holistic

 
 
 



way, whereby it is an integral part of the Deaf child's day and as such, speech receives

continuous reinforcement. A combination of these suppositions is probably at work. The

shortage of speech and communication pathologists and the variety of roles they play in additional

areas such as audiology and language therapy may leave little time for speech. Additionally,

gains in speech require lengthy involvement for smaller gains. Seen in this light the attitude of

the communication therapists can well be understood.

As concerns teachers, a whole language approach that includes reading and writing - traditional

and relevant areas of regular school practice - may be extended to speech. This is especially true

where training in speech can be used to improve other academic areas such as reading and

spelling.

5.4.7.1 Excerpts supporting this theme:

• There was little time for speech instruction .

....... maar ek kry rnin tyd" (English translation: but I get little time"). (#f)

..... I haven't got an hour". (#2)

...... There's a tremendous lack of time" (#3)

"171ereisn't time". (#4)

..... and I think we should be realistic .vou J...71Ol'V its ver:v easy in them)' to say 'oh \-veshould

all practice sound so and so - but when it comes to the nitty grit(v .... You have not got the

time". (#5)

...... When I do speech which is rare novv because of constraints of time ..... (#6) 'Teacher 2

: I think that time thing is a huge problem.

Teacher I: It is:. (#7) (Dialogue from focus group 2).

"We worked with them ... I took at least an hour everyday on speech, I mean that is just not

on". (118)

 
 
 



• The regular school curriculum was demanding.

"En daar is baie goed ~vatjy moet doell. wiskunde en lees en faaf en so" (49)

(English translation: And there's a lot (~f stul]' that you have to do. maths and reading and

language and so on.)

• Speech took time away from academic subjects that were formally tested and formed the

basis of promotion to the next standard at the end of the year. Pupils pass or fail a standard on

academic, not speech, progress.

"Spraak is belangrik maar iY gaan nie hulle op hulle spraak toets... " (# 10)

(English translation: Speech is important but you're not going to test them on their speech.,. " .

"Hulle moet die einde van die jaar "n seker standaard bereik het" (#11)

(English translation: They must have achieved a certain standard by the end of the year).

• Individual and group speech training were both seen as time consuming.

"Dit is (speech training) baie tydrowend wantiY moet individueel werk met die kinders." (#12)

(English translation: Its (speech training) very time consuming because you have to work

indi vidually l'\lithchildren.

"As iy fonnele werk onderrig dan moet jy nOil tyd inruil om hier to kom sit en praat". (#13)

(English translation: When you're doing fonnal \vork .VOli have to give up time to go and sit

and talk).

",.. en ook in die kias, dit neem tyd om vir 'n kind oor en oor te se as hy verkeerd gepraat

het", (#14)

(English translation: ... and also in the class, it takes time to have a child say something over

and over again if he has said something incorrectly).

• Time constraints because of academic pressure were more relevant to senior classes.

"... I'm sure if Il'VQSthere (in the high school), I vl!ouldn't correct speech either". (#15).

"f have no right to talkfor the high school teacher because I'm not teaching under their

pressure. l'rn teaching babies .. , ". (#16)

'"And obviously by the time they get to me they are ten, eleven. I've got syllabus things to get

on with. You knmv I've got academic work to get on with ... I can't spend time on individual

sounds". (#17)

It is clear from the quotations that teachers perceive they have little spare time to teach speech.

However, the way in which time is apportioned represents more than a physical, temporal
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measure, it also demonstrates the level of importance a chosen activity is accorded. While it is a

valid assertion that schedules are demanding and communication problems associated with a

hearing impairment mean that teaching is more arduous (McNeil and Jordan 1990) it is also clear

from the excerpts that teachers judge pupils' achievements - and by implication of their own

success - in terms of traditional evaluations that are quantifiable. The question arises, how can

speech training fit into this pedagogic framework? There is no quick answer. Simply

transplanting speech teaching into a traditional framework is inconceivable. If pupils were to pass

or fail a standard according to speech skills, then congenitally, profoundly deaf children would

continuously remain on the first rung of the educational ladder . Changing the philosophy of a

school is not only unrealistically idealistic, but also a gargantuan task that will require challenging

the psyche of educationalists programmed over centuries. This is beyond the scope of the speech

programme.

Probably the most effective way to deal with the situation is to accept at the outset that schools are

serviced by individuals with mindsets that are congruent with traditional organisation, and to

incorporate this philosophy into the blueprint of a speech programme.

• Speech teaching should be packaged in a manner that is congruent with a school like

approach. The proposed programme has speech workbooks designed to this end.

• The structured nature of the educational philosophy should be exploited. Teachers should be

assigned a regular period for speech.

• Speech development should be seen as enhancing academic subjects. In this way the·

perception that speech teaching takes time away from 'real' learning is addressed. The

proposed programme uses speech instruction to foster learning of reading, writing and

spelling. This means the teacher saves time by using academic material for speech, and

additionally views speech instruction as complementing and reinforcing academic learning.

The Listening Reading Speaking method (LRS) which has a traditional educational approach

is an example of this.
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There is a natural diversity of speech skills across a school for the Deaf This theme was raised by

each category of educator - teachers, principals and communication pathologists.

5.4.8.1 Excerpts that support the theme

• Diversity of skills was noted

"Some children .... Find some sounds easier to produce than other sounds ... there is a great

variety ", (ill)

"I think that each child will need his mvn programme". (#2)

"It there l'\.'asa programme that would be helping the children 'vvhoreally

could benefit, but not making the other feel, you know, if it was a fun thing

and I could get out of them tvhat they could do, but really, I don't know if
that's possible. But that is often I find, a problem in class". (Underlining reflects speaker's

vocal emphasis) (#3)

• Potential for speech was described as being affected by hearing levels, quality and

timeousness of intervention. (Both excerpts were articulated by communication

pathologists. )

I wouldn't go for speech for the profoundly deaf children. For the hearing impaired (correct

term: hard of hearing) depending on how much the degree of hearing loss and tvhether its

prelingual or post lingual depending on that we do encourage speech for those who can

hear". (#3)

"... they didn 'f have ear(v diagnosis and management that adds to the frustration of teaching

speech ", (/14)

• One problem, specific to the South African context , was Black children from rural areas

who had not received timeous diagnosis and intervention. Diversity of languages was an

additional problem ..

"And from the rural areas '" there are a lot more problems we face there and I don't reall,v

know hmv to get speech sounds out of them. ", (#6)

".... In the same class we have these rural children HJhoare coming in aged sir, seven yvith

no voice and this is where do VOltstart and is it reallY H'0!1hwhile ... ?" (#7). .'

"At the moment I've got a nelrvchild ltvho's just come in. She's got a jair amount of hearing.

She speaks Zulu to her mother very! ~vell, but she knOtt'Sno English, she knows no signs.

She's actually just started with us and I have to teach her signs and English, so, she's

learning two languages together nmv, and what do you do with that"? (#8)

"And they can '{ talk English". (1fJ)
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"I think another thing 10 con5ider is the language, because here lfind it's a battle, you know

thar's the other battle. ... The one has concepts in Sotho and the other one has concepts in

Zulu. " (#/0)

• Diversity of needs was described for different age groups:

"But these girls you're talking about - they're older children, ... So J just realise - We're at

different levels here." (#10)

"accepting what Teacher 1has said and I think, weill do. By the time I'm taking the

children, eight, nine years old there are some children that I feel, rightly or wrongly, I

shouldn't be spending a great deal of time with specific sounds." (#12)

• Children who had potential for speech development should be provided with training.

"... it also depends on the child's ability if they show the ability to learn speech, I would

encourage it... " (#13)

".... Absolutely! If a child, a deaf child, or a hearing impaired child any way, can speak, is

able to speak, it is our duty I feel, and our responsibility to give that child that avenue of

communication. To give them that oral and make them able to speak. " (underlining reflects

the speaker's emphasis). (#14)

• Certain children were perceived as not having potential for speech.

'Teacher 3: Shame poor "Child 19. (#15)

Teacher 1: She won't speak" (#15) (Dialogue from focus group 2j

"1 think by the age of seven, eight years old, you knmv if that child is going to be a speaker

or a silent child. But until that time, we've got to give them as much input as we can. " (#16)

• Comments were made regarding the value of persisting with speech development where

learners were perceived as lacking potential.

".... If that speech production is simply making sounds, putting ,vour tongue there, doing

things and manoeuvring }'our face around and has no relevance to communication for that

child, I see little point. I see little ·valuefor a speech programme for a child like that". (#17)

"... is it really worthwhile ltvhen the.v have a backlog of recognition of the written form when

there's nothing at age seven plus". (#18)

• The dishonest practice of selecting pupils with superior speech skills for public

demonstrations was described perjoratively

"... but that's the trouble you knmv people do tend to take the children who can ... on

demonstrations ... and what happens to the children who can't do these things"? (#19)

"but at the same token kids who couldn't produce those sounds were like ag well work with

you later .. ". (#20)
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• An evaluation procedure to identify pupils who could not could not succeed at speech was

needed.

"I think as teachers ~vehave to have some kind ()f It'lly perhaps, and this is only from e.tperts,

who can show us.... At what point can you say look this child is really .... going to cotton onto

speech and deserves to have a speech programme. Another child, like a child in "Teacher

4's" class perhaps might never, ever cotton on to speech. And perhaps we should be able

to... " (#21)

"Ek wil weet wat moet ek van my Ainders venmg, want op die oomblik verwag ek om trent

eweveel van al die kindel'S in my' klas wat spraak aanbetref. ... jy het jOll swak sprekers en jou

goeie sprekers, maar ek lvil graag weet net wat kan ek van horn verwag. Is hy al op daai

vlak. Op die oomblik weet ons nie". (#22)

(English translation: I want to know Hhat I can e.r:pectfrom my children, because at the

moment in regard to speech I e.r:pectthis same from all the children in my class ... yOll have

your weak speakers and your good speakers, but I badly want to know what can I e..\pect from

him. Is he on that level? At the moment we don't knmv.

The diversity found among hearing pupils is exacerbated by the range of hearing

losses and quality of aural rehabilitation of Deaf learners. Children with a wide disparity of

speech skills according to similarity of chronological age levels are grouped together.

Unlike hearing learners, chronological age and speech ability do not correlate. Children in higher

classes may have low speech skills - children of ten years of age were described (5.4.4 "Negative

components of deviant speech") as not being able to produce /kJ.

Measures to remediate speech maybe perceived as age inappropriate by students. This was

described in theme 5.4.3 (Quality and experience of teachers and learners), where older children

saw speech training as "baba good" (5.4.3 - #33) (English translation: baby stuff). Older

children will not be motivated to engage in activities they perceive demeaningly inappropriate for

their age. A speech programme needs to take into account the emotional as well as the speech

needs of pupils.
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Appreciation of the excerpts describing the diversity of speech skills in a school for the Deaf has

important implications for the design of a speech programme.

• Teacher education should form part of the speech programme so that she has a reservoir of

knowledge for diverse abilities.

• Regarding unrealistic expectations from pupils who demonstrate little potential , some teacher

guidance should be provided so that frustration and negativity are obviated. This may take the

form of emotional support for educators.

• Speech material should be age appropriate in terms of psychological suitability and yet

correctly target the level of speech skills.

This theme examined the strengths and weaknesses of group versus individual teaching of speech

in the classroom.

5.4.9.1 Excerpts Supporting this Theme

• Individual lessons were perceived by some educators as the best strategy for improving

speech performance.

"fa want met my werk dit die beter as iv individueel werk, daarvoor doen ek nfe groepspraak

nie". (# 1)

(English translation: Yes. because for me individual \vork is best therefore I don't do group

speech).

• Impracticality of individual instruction because of class organisation and time constraints.

"... dan sit jy met die ander kinders r\'at moet slil sit en werk, maar jy lJ10ethier aandag gee,

en dit is nogal vir my moeilik". (#2)

(English translation: then you've got other children who have to sit still and ivork. but )'ou've

got to give attention here, and its hardfor me .... '.

"... to sit with one child - the others are ... are you just keeping them (the rest of the class)

busy? " (#3)

"well they're calling you from the other end of the roOlII, because you're all in the same room

... and you're waiting to reallyfocus on it, but B. C and D need you, there' very little they can

do on their own and the thing collapses and you give up. " (#4)
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"... there's no time for it (individual speech training) any more. But in a group you can attend

to each one in a very individual way and still make him feel what he's done was ok". (#5)

"... these children had no input from home, and where do you find the time (laughs helplessLy)

to actually spend time with each?" (1t6)

"she just feels she's failing .... In her case she needs to be '" taken on her own where she

can 'tfeel afool". ( #1)

":.. one child could say a whole bunch of words .... And the other child can't then it is

upsetting the other half". (#8)

 
 
 



Advantages and disadvantages of individual and group speech training were clearly brought out in

the excerpts.

Although individual training was described as superior in terms of results it was seen as

problematic in terms of time and classroom organisation. Group lessons were considered as

ineffective and problematic in terms of speech skills. Concern was voiced that group situations

could be psychologically detrimental, if pupils with inferior skills compared themselves

unfavourably to students with better skills.

The proposed programme makes provision for individual speech and group instruction.

Individual teaching is structured to facilitate class organisation. The whole language approach

means that a teacher can attend to the speech needs of individual pupils, while the rest of the class

is creatively engaged in thematically complementary activities. For example a poem, used as a

basis for speech instruction, may be illustrated, written or leamed by the class while the teacher

provides individual help. (appendix A) Speech booklets designed for individual work, form part

of the proposed programme. Problems of class organisation are partially solved through this

avenue in that books are designed to be decorated and coloured by pupils. Additionally, cutting,

pasting and cognitively based activities are included. The teacher can use these activities as

opportunities to give individual speech help while the rest of the class is constructively occupied.

This, however, does not provide the teacher with significant blocks of time. She will need to

find additional ways to organise the class. A limitation of speech booklets in relation to class

organisation is that, unlike learning in other school subjects, pupils need feedback when directly

involved with phoneme development.

Excerpts below express the idea that the focus of speech training should not be limited to

correction of articulation.

 
 
 



5.4.10.1 Excerpts supporting the theme

"What is our ultimate goal at them Inaking those .... sOlll/ds?" (/11)

'The crux of the whole thing is the fact that this person is a human being and communication is

the name of the game for human beings". (#2)

"it must eventually all become one thing and I think by my stage - by standard three - that must

start happening. And it must come from what they are talking about. It must come from their

own experience. " (#3)

"But all I'm concemed about is, H,'eshould be looking at it as a whole thing, you can't really just

take it out like that and look at it. .... It can't just ever be a little separate thing". (#4)

"think basically what I'm trying to do here, a holistic programme. " (#5)

• The need for intelligibility - familiarity with deviant speech means teachers understand

speech unintelligible to the wider hearing audience.

"in the beginning of year I mean I couldn't understand the voice. " (#6)

"You knOlVI always think that some of the kids speak so well until I ask somebody else what

they said and they go - (teacher mimes a person who does not understand) meantime I can

hear exactly lvhat he is saying ". (#7)

"by the end of two temu they can \"oice without sign and you understand everything they say,

but they go to the shop and ask for a loaf l?f bread (the unfamiliar listener) won't understand it

in a month of Sundays". (#8)

'\ve get so used to their voices they'll say something and ive know VI/hatit is but a person who

comes into your class for the first time - you're so proud of that child because you understand

exactly what they are sa.Ying 'with your back to them and the other person's like - 'what did

he say, did you understand him, did you know l-vhathe said?'" (jf.))

• The need for broader focus in terms of transference skills learned during speech

instruction to other areas.

"... in speech time they could produce the sounds beautifully. They could even produce them

in the word beautijitl - but H;hen they had to say the .•vord Iyvhenthey were talking, just talking

generally - it wasn't there. When it was isolated they could produce a blend or whatever it

H'aSbut when they H'ere ask to produce it or when they were just talking casually - they didn't

seem to have an.v correlation benveen the two of them. It ~vaslike this was speech and then

this was talking and the two weren't somehoVl' the same." (#10)

 
 
 



• Real situations should be set up to effect a greater carryover

"/ think lvhat we need to do is we need to set up real, real live speech situations and

encourage our parents to do the same. ,. (#11)

• Speech proficiency was described as improving in a real-world environment.

"... well (f I think how Deaf people '5 speech improves when they leave school and / think that

happens because there are situations where they haVe to talk ... " (#12)

• Correction of speech should occur during academic lessons.

"... I taught R.E (religious education) right throughout the school and I had the senior kids.

And in that - well all right, R. E. is not an e.mm subject and it's more rela.red - but I often

would just remember little H'ords somewhere and I'd say to them. "you can actually say it",

and I remember "Child 7" saying. "How? Too difficult. It's difficult", and / said "It's not"

and because he had been taught speech sounds and he remembered he said "Oh yes, I

remember that" and we'd break it up into syllables and then we get the rhythm of the word

and they'd leave that class feeling actually quite good". (#13)

" I'm certainly not going to embark on a programme to make sure my children can all say "l"

but, when it comes up .... When we do news, vvhen we do anything, when we do history,

geography, maths, whatever we're doing and this child constantly says - can't say that "k"

sound. / want to be able to do at some stage. "Ok, kids, we've got ten minutes now let's have

some fun". ""''hatdo I do to get that "k" sound? Ok. "Let's all do it". That's what I want to

do. I don't \-vantto have to say "say k" whatever, take you out, cmne on "do it", "do it", "do

it". " (#/4)

"I know in the high school if they're doing a geography lesson they're not going to worry

about the speech, but there could be a word that the child is actually perhaps saying and the

teacher could just - in a split second or aftenvards - or just make a mental note to say. this is

how you actually say it. Break it up for them and just, 'remember ,vhen you Hieresmall this is

how you leamt it?' That's my ideal, but you see if someone I not so strong about speech, then

they won't do that". (#15)

• Only teachers - not communication pathologists or school principals - suggested using

writing.

"I think the other day I read, don't shmv the ,vritten f0/711too soon vvith the speech. I want to

know why not because they can all sign the letter of the alphabet. So if they know that's - 'p'

(teacher signs the letter) why can't you make - why are they not allowed to know that this is

 
 
 



(teacher draws the letter 'p' in the air) also 'p', Surely this is crucial for (inaudible) the

reading", (#16)

"what stage does one shmv the 't' in the written fonn? How early do you start showing him

that he's saying 'Daddy' and not 'Ally' or whatever and that he's saying 'two' with a 't' and

not '00' when do you sho'yvnhim that 't' for the 'too' or '00' or do you just say 't', 'toe' 'too'

or do you show him the 't'? (#17)

And we all do 'm'. Then I write 'pram' on the board I say 'come on now you know', 'pram '.

(teacher prolongs the 'm' sound) I want to hear the 'm " and they are so excited. " (#18)

"... three years old, they come into pre-school at three years old and they see the writtenfoml

of the speech sound, whatever it is at that age and four and five year oids can recognise some

of the sounds lvithout me having to prompt them. And I believe that written fonn is so

important. " (#19)

".... From home then I use that as news for them and they are so excited they want to read

every lvord that's written down there you know. They understand so quickly. " (#20)

"1 do believe in the written fonn. It creates an interest in the children too. All the children.

They are so keen". (#11)

• Vocabulary should not be artificially prescribed for speech, it should arise out of

naturally acquired language.

"... en ek voel ook 1;voordeskatwat hulle nie ken nie, jy moet kyk na die woordeskat wat in

huZZegebruikstaal is, moet jy na toe goon. Want daar's byvoorbeeld goed soos, se nou maar

"bank" byvoorbeeld, of "beursie" ... hulle weet dis iets wat jy jou geld insit, maar die

benanzing "beursie" pas nie vir hulle daarby nie. Hulle ken nie die woord nie.". (#22)

- (English translation: ... and I feel also vocabulary that they don't know, you must go to the

vocabulary they use. Because, for example things like, say, "bank" for example or "purse "....

They kllOl'Vits something you put your money in but the label 'purse' doesn't fit. They don't

low~'v the l1-'ord.)

'Teacher 1: Maar op hierdie stadium by my is my Ling program en my taalprogram

twee afsonderlike.

Teacher 5: ...entiteite

so met ander woorde ek doen spraak en ek probeer my bes daarin; ek doen

tn,v taal en dit is waar ek werk. Vit is nie saam nie." (Excerpt from Focus

Group 1). (#23)

(English translation: 'Teacher I - but at this stage my Ling programmes

are
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nvo separate ... Teacher 5 - entities. Teacher 1: so in other words, I do

speech, and I do rny best. And I do language and that where I work, they

are not connected.

"So jy kan eintlikjou spraakprogram moet aanpas by jou taalprogram. Ek meen, anders

maak dit nie sin nie. " (#24)

(English translation" so you can actually fit your speech program to your language program,

I mean otherwise it doesn't make sense ").

"... dis oak asof 'n mens met jou taal bereik jy meer met praat as wat jy met jou spraak as

sulks bereik ... my taal situasie gee my 'n Hryergeleentheid am spraak (te doen). (#25)

(English translation" ".... Its also as if a person achieves more speech during language as

during speech lessons as such ... my language situation gives me a wider opportunity to do

speech").

"so ~vehave the Darbysheire language programme here and it is very good, they play games

it is all totally natural and within that a certain standard of speech ..... Language is actually

a philosophy more than a programme but it incorporates as good speech as you can get and

people are given models the whole time in a very natural way of how to say without specifying

specifics. " (#26)

• A broader focus included the concept of speech development linked to music, singing,

drama and auditory training.

"... on a tape recorder. we sing and like teaching concepts and that sort of thing. Or teaching

body parts of teaching fruit and vegetables and that sort of thing. We put that in a song and

we make actions, the shapes of the things and that sort of thing and we try and sign about it. "

(#27)

"In the fonn of music. I use music a lot" (#28)

"And we have a wondefjul music teacher who could do. and is doing lovely work that really

links up with our classes. But ... she could really link up with a so-called speech programme

in a most wondefjul and creative way. Especially for those children who aren't going to

achieve on this whole articulation score ... ,. (#29)

"Teacher 1: J agree. As a matter offact that's more natural too.

Teacher 3: And it's a natural spontaneous sort of thing andfun. " (#30)

(Etcerpt from focus group 2 describing using music)
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"But these children (yvithpoor speech skills) could lurve great jZllI with possibly 'babas' and

\l'hamots in a music scene ". (tI3l)

"... jy gebruik nOli meer goners om JuLllegellOor stimuleer. Jy 'yveetjy klap dit 01' die trolletie

want ek mel ook daar's 'n leemte daar. J.Y' bereik eintlik baie met Dazzle (an auditory training

schedule) as jy Dazzle oak inbring. (#32).

(English translation: .. , you use more things to stimulate their hearing. You knOYvyou beast it

on the? Because I feel there's potential there.)

"It's (auditory training) crucial. I h'ould include that in a speech programme." (#33)

"... for instance this "fee, fie foe I smell the blood of an Englishman" - that son of little

rhymes but when you telling those stories - I am now right down to grade level when you are

telling those stories and then they are responding 'yviththat sort of thing. It isn't a set lesson

where all was saying "fie fy" like the old Ling taught us, but is in little rhyme and it comes

back that sort of thing they do enjoy ... " (#34 )

"I mean .vou can see Child 4 sign stories, but it is sign language - but 'yvhenhe gets to bits like

what's 'jee, fie, foe, fam' or '[ huff and I Plif{ and I blm'v'your house down '. (Several

teachers in unison) And I mean he was doing it all - he went from sign language to English.

It is something that deaf Aids whether, they can appreciate what it sounds like or not you know

actually having fun with sounds. " (#35)

"Drama in 'yvherethey could perhaps sort of reinact a real life situation. Like where I had an

incident vvitf!sportmwnship where the child became angry and you know she displayed some

unpleasant attitudes on the course (Laughter) ... to enact a situation like that and to enact a

situation as vvhat the child should have done - you kno\v he should have behaved. Acceptable

behaviour. ,. (#36)

Despite quantification of this theme as moderate, it should be regarded as having major

implications, as it was raised by each category of educator, and also mentioned in each of the

three group interviews. Additionally, in contrast to the negative feelings the teachers report when

teaching speech (Theme 5.4.3), they express more positive feelings when describing the teaching

of other subjects - such as language, reading, writing or drama.

The value of developing speech as an isolated entity is questioned. This includes development of

speech and language as separate entities, transference of speech skills, judgement of intelligibility
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within the narrow frame of the school environment. Drama, singing and auditory training were

all described as creative opportunities to widen the focus.

The proposed speech programme does not address the suggestion of including hearing individuals

into the programme, nor does it address the problem of listener familiarity - although both are

seen as pertinent issues. The type of organisation required is beyond its scope.

Other suggestions, however, are included.

• A method for using drama and singing as creative vehicles for achieving speech improvement

forms an integral part of the proposed speech programme.

• The LRS method provides a structure for auditory training to occur in complementary tandem

with speech training.

• Employment of the grapheme, is pivotal. It is understandable that teachers have a positive

attitude to inclusion of graphic avenues - unlike the phoneme that grapheme is a familiar

educational component. The belief that employment of the grapheme supports speech

development means that the grapheme/phoneme connection is central to the philosophy of the

proposed programme. To this end reading, spelling and writing are considered as valuable

systems that can be exploited to enhance speech development. The discussion that follows

centres on reading. The principles apply equally to spelling and writing.

The kernel concept is that when traditional skills are initiated, a young Deaf learner is in a

different position to the hearing child who has already learned to speak and can thus apply

knowledge of phonology to graphic forms (Winnitz, 1980). An example illustrates this. The

hearing child, who is presented with the grapheme 'C', has two advantages over the child with a

hearing loss. He has heard the sound in infancy, and later produced the sound in speech. The

child with a hearing loss has been sensorally deprived on two counts - auditorally and

kinaesthetically. The 'c' grapheme is not a graphic symbol of an auditory perception or an

orosensory gestalt to be Deaf child, it is simply a curved shape. Because of this crucial difference

in circumstance, it is strongly suggested that children with hearing losses need to learn to read

using an approach that takes this difference into account.

 
 
 



Winnitz (1980), proposes that children with hearing losses be taught the International Phonetic

Alphabet (IPA). While in agreement with the principle of incorporating a phonetic approach, the

task of learning phonetic symbols in addition to graphemes is considered onerous and confusing

for the young learner. The system employed by the proposed programme provides the Deaf

learner with information on speech production without interfering with normal grapheme

representation. Table 5 compares the use of normal graphemes, the IPA system and diacritical

symbols of the preliminary programme for the word 'sunshine'.

Normal Grapheme 5 L{ () (\

IPA Symbols S /\ n ell n
Proposed speech c0 /
programme "...r o~
Diacritical Symbols S U e;:Superimposed on

/
ra hemes.

Source : Original

Graphemes:

Os' The grapheme and IPA symbols are the same. However, in terms of speech

production the pupil has no information. In the proposed speech programme the

diacritical symbol depicts a continuous stream of air. Cognition is heightened by

drawing attention to the snakelike form of the letter corresponding with the

traditional hiss, Issss/, ascribed to a snake.

'u' The IPA symbol for the 'u' is different to the grapheme however it does not provide

any extra information on speech production. In the proposed speech programme

there is no diacritical symbol used to indicate this vowel. Therefore the only

information to be gained is from observing the mouth shape - which is not

distinctive. Complex information on tongue height is omitted - no symbol is
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regarded as suitable for conveying production adequately, only symbols considered

valuable are included.

'n' The IPA symbols and grapheme are the same for the 'n'. However, neither provides

information on nasality or continuance - vulnerable elements of production. The

diacritical symbol of the proposed speech programme does this. The circular portion

- taught initially as a clown's nose - represents nasality, the extended line represents

continuance .

'sh' Graphemes and IPA symbols differ. Neither provides information on speech

production. The diacritical symbol used in the proposed speech programme depicts

a 'windy cloud' which represents aspirated frication.

'i' The grapheme and IPA symbols for 'i' are different. The IPA symbol provides

some information on the production showing the presence of two elements. The

diacritical symbol used in the proposed speech programme provides more

information showing open and closed positions without interfering with the normal

spelling of the word.

'e' The non-vocalisation of the final 'e' is well represented by the IPA system, however,

the spelling of the word is corrupted. The diacritical symbol used in the proposed

speech programme cancels the letter with a dotted line - pronunciation is clarified

without spelling being affected.

These examples support the claim that the diacritical symbols superimposed on graphemes are

valuable for transforming graphemes into a tool for reading speech improvement - thereby

providing a wider focus for speech teaching. This has been stated elsewhere in the study with

reference to the LRS and van Uden's argument that grapheme support for oral language is a

natural strategy. Taking a different direction, a new claim is made, that attention to speech will

improve reading. The speech/reading relationship is viewed as symbiotic. The learner is given

an additional dimension of knowledge, namely speech production to help him in the learning of

graphemes. A reading programme designed according to these principles forms part of the

proposed speech programme.

Speech instruction as part of diverse educattonal areas is congruent with the holistic approach of

the proposed programme. Indeed, in agreement with Mulholland (1980) speech instruction

 
 
 



unrelated to academic content is considered to violate recognised principles of learning.

However, there is potential danger that this principle can be incorrectly applied and pupils may

for example, recite poetry or sing, without speech improvement being addressed. The note of

caution, therefore, with regard to a wider focus is that without clear goals, lessons may be

enjoyable but may not target speech improvement.

The roles played by class teacher. speech and communication pathologist and school principal and

parents were described.

• Superior levels of training and skills were ascribed by teachers to communication

pathologists.

"/ must say last year with "Speech Therapist I" being here it was wondeJjul because she

could actually get out sounds l,'}'hichI could never, ever do, because she knew how to do it.

(#1)

"... ons het ,'lie die agtergrondkennis van die spraakterapeute ". (#2)

(English translation: We don'r have the background knowledge that speech and

communication pathologists do). (#2)

"A speech therapist would be that person is most qualified to give you a sort of course in how

to teach speech". (#3)

• One teacher uses the word 'real' in terms of the training given by speech and

communication therapists.

"... real 5peech therapy" (#4)

• Seech training is a team effort - consisting of teacher, communication pathologist and

parents

"1 think the point / was trying to make is that speech teaching to the Deaf is probably the most

difficult thing in the world to do as l,'veall know and I'm just saying that the onus cannot be

on the teacher alone". (#5)

"On the parent's part. and certainly a class teacher cannot do that, 'vvhichwill then mean

outside work done \;vitha speech therapist". (#6)
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"/ feel that the speech therapists dOlvonde!jltl work, but is's flot enough. The class teacher

must be s!/(nvn what is expected. She can work with the speech therapist". (#7)

"/ am Vel)! lucky. l have a class - ~vondeifuL children, but they have all had lots and lots of

hard workfrom home, from outside speech therapists. l'rn thinking of a little girl in my class,

she speaks beautifully and that's because she's had a lot - she's really - you know, she's had

a lot of input right from when she was down here with 'Teacher ]". Right the way through

and from at home and outside therapy - and that's great". (#8)

"But on the other hand, a programme that / could perhaps do with the group, as a whole, if

one child goes out with the speech therapists once or twice a week and (f I was spending just a

certain amount of time with my group, as a whole". (#9)

• Some excerpts express the view that all speech instruction should be given by

communication pathologists.

"Ja because they've got the knowledge, they've got the background, they know how everything

fits in together. " (#10)

"Teacher 5: ... ek wil eintlik vir jou daar in die rede vaLen se ek dink eintlik moet 'n

spraakprogram deur spraakterapeute gedoen word.

Teacher 3 Dis reg ja" (#11)

(English translation: "Teacher I .., l want to actually confront you on this and say I think a

speech programme must actually be done by speech therapists.

Teacher 3: That's right yes". (#ll)

''It's something that must be done by the trained professions. " (#12)

• The inadequate number of communication pathologists was mentioned.

"Die spraak terapeute is te min. "

(English Translation: There are too felv speech therapists). (#13)

"... ek voel altyd as daar een kind / wat sukkel met spraak, dan moet hy amper elke dag by 'n

spraakterapeut uitkom, dan glo ek sal dit resultate lewer, maar soos ons wat 'n

spraakterapeltt een of twee keer per lveek in jOlt kLas het. dis vir fll)' te min tyd." (#14)

(English translation: I always feel if there is one child that struggles with speech, then he

should go to a speech therapists nearly every day, then 1 believe results will be forthcoming,

but like us where a speech therapist comes into the class once or twice a week I think its too

little time".

• Those teachers who followed an existent programme designed and supervised by

communication pathologists voiced dissatisfaction with communication pathologists.
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'Teacher 2 Hufle gee vir om opleiding,., iV/oar 5005 b,vvoorbeld /k/ ons moet mel hoe

daai maak (Teacher touches her throat),

Teacher 2 , Ja en dis te min", (/iI5)

(English translation: Teacher 2: 771eygive us training. But for example /k/ - tve must feel how

to make that:

Teacher 5: And that's that. Teacher 2: yes that's too little).

"... wat ek kan doen as hierdieding nie ~verknie? Want ons spraak1erapeute, as ons

byvoorbeeld se: "Hoor hier, ek sukkel met die Iii, dan kom hulle met een voorbeeld. En dan

gaan probeer jy daai '.'oorbeeld met jou leer/ing en dan werk dit nie, en dan sit jy hier en

wonder wat is die volgende ding ".

(English translation: "What can I do if this thing doesn't work? Because our speech therapist

- for e:rample if we say "listen, I'm struggling with the /jl then they come with one e.mmple.

And then you go and try that e.x:amplewith your pupil and then it doesn't work, and then you

sit here and l~'onder what the ne.\'t thing is.) (#16)

• One teacher appeared to be jealous of the admiration awarded to communication

pathologists. (This was described in 5.2). The following two excerpts demonstrate the

undercurrent of conflict:

Teacher 1, previously acknowledged by the other teachers as demonstrating superior speech

training skills, describes how she failed to lower a high pitched voice.

"Teacher 1 : The other day at home J took him and I said, 'Now your voice is very high, try'

and I could see this little face. He was trying so hard to bring his voice dmvn and there was

no change". He actually vI/illnot change that voice".

Teacher 2 : (adds quietly) "Now the therapist did", (#14)

This theme is not picked up as another teacher begins talking about a different subject.

A second example of an undercurrent of competitive conflict seen with the same teacher is

demonstrated in the following exerpt.

Teacher 3: (describing a pupil who speaks well) "she IUld outside therapy. she's fortunate she's

had this input from her mum and as I say outside therapy. "

Teacher 1 : (interrupting) 'That's terrible, yvhat about inside therapy".

Teacher 3 : (in a pacifying tone) "and inside therapy, ja inside and OUTside.I've said repeatedly.

(The tension is diffused by laughter)." (#15)

 
 
 



• The role of the parents was described.

"Heaven help those who have got children, little ones at home all the time.

Who still have tantrums too". (#16)

"Oh yes, [mean very hard, [take my hat off to parents with Deaf children. " (#17)

"[ mean [ took a Deaf child home once, old (names a pupil) when her parents were away,

just to be this model mother. [thought, I'll be this model mother [ expectfrom the mothers. [

wasjinished when ['djinished being the model mother". (#18)

"And look, none of us have got deaf children so it is a terrible terrible thing". (#19)

".... en ek verstaan ook van die ouer se kant. Ek het eenkeer gehoor 'n ouer se: ek kan nie vir

my kind honderd keer se, 'praat nou reg'of so nie, hulle is daar op vakansie". (#20)

(English transalation: "... and [understand the parent's situation also. [once heard a parent

say "[ can't say to my child a hundred times 'speak correctly' or something, they are on

holiday).

"But coming back to the parent story. With these rural children, you almost have no contact

with the parents at all". (#21)

"[ mean they are in families that actually hardly ever communicate with them. [have a letter

on my desk, which says. from one child, "Don't communicate at home. Can't communicate

with myfamily". Now [mean you know those are very important issues". (#22)

"They've all got very hard working parents most of them, and they're just a special group

and they've had a lot of input". (#23)

"Now where do the parents come in on this? Because the children go to computer, they go to

P.E., they go to music, they go to whatever, they have maths, they have lllnguage teaching

where the language teacher says: I'm not doing speech now. In the end we're not left with all

the time with that child. So how are we going to bring the parents into some knowledge of

whats happening". (#24)

"My (name of pupil), she speaks beautifully and she's had outside therapy always and she's -

at home - at home it's been something that's been really encouraged to speak ... ". (#25)

"Nou daar is baie ouers wat saamwerk, wat my hulle samewerking gee". (#26)

(English translation: "Now there are many parents that co-operate, that give me their co-

operation. ")

"It is very seldom that you get a parent who will really try". (27)

"You know (names a teacher) just mentioned about the parents. I just want to say I've tried.

I've stood on my head. I've flapped myflippers and you canforget help from parents. It's not
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only in the Deaf world, it '5 in the hearing \mrld. You'll hear teachers in the hearing \mrld

saying: The parents are Just .. they don '{anSH'er their leUel:"- you kllOH'- and I've tried velY

hard. I've got the parents. I thought they lvere enthusiastic in the meantime it's me, and I

would make little booklets for them and say: NOll' just do this lvith them at home. Nothing was

ever done. " (# 28)

"That I \vanted to add now. The parents should actually also be in this particular programme

lvhere kids can take things home and where the parents are also involved in getting them to

use speech ".

• The school principal's role was noted.

''Teacher I : '" (names the principal) gave us a speech production book.

Teacher 5: Professor Sneddon". (#29)

"and the previous principal used to say. "Speech is like anything ill life if you wallt it hard

enough you'll get it" and that was most demoralising and I'v never forgotten it". (#30)

The value of a multidisciplinary team approach to the speech development was discussed in

Chapter 1. Class teacher, communication pathologist, the parent and the school principal were

mentioned in the excerpts.

For the most part teachers perceived a wide gap between their ability and that of communication

pathologists. Some wished to relinquish speech teaching to speech and communication

·pathologists.

The shortage of communication pathologists was noted by both teachers and communication

pathologists - confirming what was described in 1.2.2.1. In contrast to teachers, communication

pathologists did not perceive short comings in training.

Despite the acknowledged value of co-operation between communication pathologist and teacher

(Chapter 1) these excerpts demonstrate that no formal structures exist to facilitate such co-

operation. Communication pathologist did not comment on teachers behaviour, such as level of

skills. In contrast, teachers demonstrated a range of attitudes towards communication pathologists.

Teachers in Focus Group 1 - the school that had an infrastructure for formalised help from

communication pathologists, expressed generally negative comments regarding communication

pathologists. Skills - perse were not criticised, but there was dissatisfaction at the perceived

paltry help received. Teachers seemed resentful at the onerous and unfair burden communication
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pathologists had placed upon them by requiring that they teach speech. They appeared eager to

relinquish all responsibility for speech development to communication pathologists.

In contrast, Focus Group 3 made little mention of any contact with communication pathologists.

It was though the two types of educators inhabited different worlds.

Two sets of attitudes emerged from Focus Group 2, one of admiration of skills and a second,

exhibited by one teacher only, of perceived threat. Throughout the interview the skills of

communication pathologists were praised by other teachers. Therapy was described as 'real' - the

adjective is telling - as though teachers do not give 'real' help but 'pretend' - they go through the

motions of speech instruction without expectation of success. The term 'outside therapy' is used

in the same way to designate superior instruction by a communication pathologist. A different

attitude emerged from the teacher, described by colleagues in the group, as an accomplished

speech teacher. She appeared to have gained the reputation of being able to develop speech

successfully. The incidents have been noted, (#14 and #15), but are repeated to provide a basis

for the discussion that follows. At one point she defensively challenges a colleague who describes

a pupil who received "outside therapy" - i.e. speech instruction from a communication

pathologist. With a facade of humour she interjects strongly:

"That's terrible, what about inside therapy". The colleague then pacifies her by saying in a

humorous tone, "And inside therapy, ja inside and outside. I've said that repeatedly". The

tension is diffused by laughter. Other teachers seemed aware of this teachers defensive attitude as

is evident from excerpt (#14)

It would seem that this kind of jealousy is not uncommon world wide, judging from Bishop's

remarks: "We must be willing to mend broken fences ... in the spirit of co-operation. We must

stop expending energy bickering among ourselves and channel that energy into meeting the needs

of Deaf students" (1980 p. 420). Parochial, egocentric defence of territories will prevent co-

operation and collaboration within a multidisciplinary team. The defensive teacher may well have

extended her knowledge base and improved her skills, if she viewed the communication

pathologists as a helpmate instead of a threat.

Focus group discussions reveal a lack of a constructive relationship between teacher and

communication pathologist. Focus Group 1 displayed negativity at being authoritatively coerced

into an unpleasant teaching experience and not receiving sufficient guidance. Focus Group 2
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hardly mentioned the presence of a communication pathologist. Focus Group 3 generally admired

and wished for a greater contribution, although one teacher demonstrated an attitude of

defensiveness. The proposed programme may bridge the gap since it has both a speech pathology

and educational focus. This may mean that teachers and communication pathologist could be

engaged in genuine collaboration and exchange of knowledge - each contributing different skills.

It is probable that greater co-operation would exist if communication pathologists were also

trained in the proposed approach - they would share a common knowledge base. Alternatively a

communication pathologist could act as a co-ordinator - employed in this way able to make a far

greater impact on the speech development of a school than attempting to teach an unrealistic

number of pupils.

The influence of parents is recognised as an important component in the development of oral

communication - where no value is placed on this, the child's desire to talk and improve speech

will be adversely affected (Campbell, 1980). However, a healthy bond between parent and child

is considered to be a far more important goal than development of intelligible speech. The

wisdom of transforming the parent into a speech teacher is questioned. Coping with a Deaf child

is regarded as demanding enough, without imposing the role of speech teacher. The role of

parent is to impart skills of a different type - to teach love, values and develop self image. It is

simplistic to expect all parents to provide ongoing support for speech development. For example,

some children may be boarders, other children in South Africa are schooled in a language

different to that spoken by parents. Over and above these considerations, attention to speech

performance may interfere with the Deaf child's desire to communication with parents.

Within these constraints the proposed speech programme makes provision for pupils to

demonstrate new skills to parents, with the aim of setting in motion a dynamic whereby parents,

because they are aware of new skills, have higher expectations and provide reinforcement.

Little was said regarding the role of the school principal. One past principal was described as

causing distress because of unrealistic expectations. The current principal at the one school that

used Sneddon's programme demonstrated the influence a principal she can wield in the selection

of a speech programme. To this end the needs of school principals were taken into account in the

design of the proposed speech programme.

5.4.12 THEME TWELVE: EDUCATOR REQUIREMENTS FOR A NEW SPEECH

PROGRAMME

 
 
 



The theme of requirements was artificially engineered - it did not emerge naturally from

discussion. During focus group discussions and single semi-structured interviews, educators were

asked to comment on what they required from a speech programme. The question was not posed

during the phenomenological interviews. Phenomenological interviews explored the emotional

component and asking teachers to conjecture requirements for a future programme would have

been a more rational focus. It may have been, that unless directly asked to imagine what they

wanted in a speech programme, educators would not put their mental energies into describing

solutions. This may be because a situation of learned helplessness has arisen, where educators

have been inured to the fact that no help is available, and consequently do not project energies

into what they perceive as a futile endeavour. The quotations by a teacher and a communication

pathologist respectively, support the supposition that educators had not even conceived the

possibility of a new programme. "I don't know" (#1) "I never thought about it". (#2) For this

reason the question needed to be directly posed during suitable interview situations.

The theme is placed fmally because it is essentially a summary of preceding themes -

requirements transform problems into potential solutions. For example the negative experience of

speech training (5.4.3) is answered by the neccessity for games as part of speech instruction.

Excerpts fell into five categories: Firstly, modes of transmitting information; secondly

psychological needs; thirdly the requirement of technical information for the correction of speech

production; fourthly, adaptation of speech instruction to the educational paradigm, and fifthly, the

need for the inclusion of the hearing world.

5.4.12.1 Excerpts Supporting this Theme:

• Modes of transmitting information.

This requirement emerged strongly only from teachers - it was not articulated by

communication pathologists or school principals. "Wel ek dink net een ding )vat sal help, is 'n

intensiewe opleidingsprogram. As jy - 5005 Teacher 3 - gese het as jy 'n riglyn het en jy

)1/ordregtig intensief opgelei sodat jy daai 'competent feeling' het, maar hoe en waar in die

praktyk weet ek nie", (#1).

(English translation: "Weill think that just one thing lvill help that is an intensive training

programme. If you - as teacher 3 - said - if you have guidelines and are trained intensively
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so that you can get that 'competent feeling', but hmv and yvhere this can happen in practice, I

don't knOll''').

• Five potential training avenues were described - workshops, a person, a written

programme, a video, visual aids showing anatomical information relevant to speech

production and computers.

"Teacher 3: I mean \-'veall had to go to new math things because there is a new math thing.

We have to go and it's to the benefit of the kids. I mean, you have to go and there's a speech

workshop,

Teacher 2 : It would be wonderful". (#2)

"We need workshops desperately". (/13)

"[ suppose the therapists could teach a speech programme". (#4)

"We need something to sort of guide us. When you first come here from varsity or wherever

or maybe from a hearing school. You don't have a clue - [ mean you have never done speech

before. So it's like a huge mountain tlUlt you got to tJy and climb to teach the children but

with no idea. We just need somebody whose experienced whose used different ideas and has

found they tvorked. Just to give a few pointers". (#5)

"Teacher 5 : I-want somebody to come in an show us hoyv to get those sounds because [ have

no knowledge of them. Ijust look at other people and try the same thing", (#12)

"I think you have to have a written programme. Yes and also in your programme have some

course for teachers of hard of hearing like a training programme". (#7)

"Like a handbook type of thing ". (#8)

"Ek praat nou van die handleiding wat hy wir ons sal gee met die voorbeelde daarin. Dat

die mooi uiteengesit is. Dit is vit my die belangrik5te ".

(English translation: "I'm talking about the handbook that yOli vvill give use with the

eramples in it. It should be set out well. 17lat's the nwst importantfor me"). (#9)

"The possibilities are enonnous on a video aren't they?" (#10)

"A video is nice because you can come back to it as many times as you want". (#11)

"Well the video would be a therapist like yourself, somebody ~vithknowledge, working with

different children, different ages with different problems and - and say just how you would

attack the problem and discuss that kind of thing, and then perhaps a little bit of physical

showing us what you would do , so that we could in fact have that and as you said, use it at a

meeting. It's not always practicalform one to travel all along the countryside. So much

easier to hm'e something like that". (#12)

"Teacher 5 : A video is nice because you can come back to it as many times as you want to.
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Teacher 1 : Ja, and if we know we've got a view of all the speech sounds you know we can-

and a bit of natural speech". (#13)

"And don't just show on video and say 'this is this child's audiogram'. Rather say: 'This is

how he sounded a few months ago and this is what's been achieved and this is how it was

done'. That kind of thing. Don't just say 'here he is and here's his audiogram and this is

what he's doing now... ' What went before that, what happened before that". (#14)

"Teacher 2: [think a very realistic sort of situation (on video) is needed, because sometimes

we do see people, you know with these children and they can do this marvellous thing and we

always say '[ wonder how Deaf that child is and where did this really start?"

"Teacher 1: Ja, because you know we've seen, sometimes we've seen on videos where

children are reading, and it sounds so wondeiful, but you don't actually know -

Teacher 3: They're playing a game and you don't know if they've practised that game for

three hours before they actually video it. " (#15)

Teacher 4: And the voice intonation. 'See the bird - look at the bird' and you don't know

how they've got it with that audiogram, which is now all you've got.

"Teacher 4: And we could remove the despair if someone said (on video) to me 'I'm going

to leave this because this is going to be impossible, possibly in a final position or medial or

initial', you could lose much of your desperation and frustration. Even if you said this

particular target is unattainable [ am going to leave this alone. (#16)

"[ want some knowledge as to how to get there. Physical knowledge of what one should do

with one's body andface and tongue and everything". (#16)

"Ek sal voorstel dat 'n mens meer visueel aspekte saam kan he. Soos byvoorbeeld om aan 'n

kind te verduidelik hoe lyk sy mond aan die binnekant hoe lyk sy keel aan die binnekant. Wat

presies gebeur waneerjy 'n /k/ se, wat gebeur waneerjy a Ij/ se... " (#17)

(English translation: "[ would suggest that a person has more visual aspects with it. Like

for example, to explain to the child what his mouth looks like inside, what his throat looks

like inside. Whatprecisely happens when you say /k/, what happened when you say Ij/... "
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"Waar word die klank - waar H'ord die Ill, waar moet die tong kom daarbo" Waar raak hy

aan die rehemelte. As ons miskien 'n model kan he".

(English translation: "Where is the sound - where is the III - where must the tongue be at the

top - ""here does it touch the palate - if we could possibly have a model". (#16)

"But 1think some kind of computer" (#17

• Psychological issues included protection of self image, enjoyment - particularly a game

like approach - and strategies for motivation.

"Well the group thing - if it's possible to create a programme that children who are just

finding this a nightmare, don't have to feel that way, that they are failing, because they

cannot get those sounds out, and now this child is producing that sound". (#20)

"So iewerste moet daar eintlik 'n motivering vir die kind ingebou word, want op die oombloik

is daar nie regtig die kind self 'n motivering - iets wat hy sien hy bereik - of hy - want ek

dink omdat die dowes nie hoor l-\,'athulle se nie, is die vir hulle 'n 'achievement' as hy nou

skielik kan 'eu' se nie, want hy hoor dit in elke geval nie. Dis vir hom so hald nie deel van

homself nie. So ek dink miskien is 'n motiveringstelsel, iets wat gekoppel is aan 'n gesonde

motiveringstelsel wat sin maake vir die kind, 'n belangrike ding". (#21)

(English translation: ""So somewhere a motivation will have to be built in for the child,

because at the moment there is no real personal motivation for the child - something that he

sees he has reached - or he - because I think while the deaf cannot hear what they are

saying, it isn't really an achievement when he can say 'eu' because he doesn't heat it in any

case. It is as if it is not part of himself So I think maybe a motivational system, something

that is coupled to a healthy motivational system which makes sense to the child, an important

thing".)

"I'll go back to this fun thing again. I really think one of the things you want are dynamic

easy enjo,vable ways set out in the correct order of the development of the child's speech

sounds. You (referring to the interviewer's programme) had a 101 ideas". (#22)
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"Ek dink die beiangrikHe din is om diet vie die kind interessant to maak sodat die nie vir ham

vervelig is nfe. Want 'n kind kiln hom maklik afskakel en hy wi! nie regtig probeer nie,want

dis nie vir hom lekker nie. 'n lIt/ens moet iets kry am dit vir ham lekker to maak". (#23)

(English translation: "I think the most important thing is to make it interesting for the child

so that he doesn't find it boring. Because a child can easily switch off and he doesn't really

want to try if it's not pleasurable for him. A person must find something to make it

pleasurable for him ".)

"Eksra oefenige wat meer interessant is. Dat ek nie net gaan sit by <nspieel en die heeltyd

se 'kie', kie' kie' end die kind agtema nie want ons het am trent twaalf kinders en elkeen kom

<kie', 'kie', <kie'. Minder vervelig". (#24)

(English translation: "Ertra exercises that are more interesting that I don't just sit by the

mirror and say all the time <kie', <kie', kie' and <kie', <Ide', <kie'for the next child - because

we each have about !tvelve children and each one comes <kie, <kie', kie. Less boring".

"You get all enthusiastic and you do a bit - I don't know how other people do but I get

absolutely bogged down - I am bored the children are bored, we're all bored so we don't do

speech for ages - because I find it hemy going. But if there was something just round the

comer that will get ,VOll a bit e.rcited again - you need to be stimulated a lot in speech. That

is what I need." (#25) (underlining reflects vocal emphasis).

"And also little games or little things - activities that you can do, you know that is a fun sort

of thing ". (#27)

"To use (teach) sounds that a lot of ..... profoundly Deaf children can hear ... vowels, ...

sounds that are more visible to them, concentrate on that ... So I would just group some of the

sounds that I feel are easy for children to leam, sounds that are not easily discriminated

visually, I lvouldn 't choose them ". (Communication pathologist) (# 28)
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"... this programme (Ling's) is in detail it deals with every sound, on every level, I think ... I

would want to simplify it ... " (#29) (Speech and communication pathologist).

"You know personally I feel I wouldn't even think about having a speech programme for the

sounds that are difficult for the children to hear". (#30) (Communicationpathologist).

"Daar moet baie voorebeelde in (the handbook) wees date 'n mens presies kan weet hoe moet

jy dit navolg". (#31)

(English Translation : "There must be many examples (in the handbook) so that a person

knows exactly how to proceed".)

"The /k/ sound for instance. You work with a child and you'd say : 'This is ideally how I

would do it but now it is not working with this child, I will give you - and then even if you

don't have the child - but you show us (in the video) and say here is another way of trying to

elicit the sound, here, and then if that doesn't work, try the following'. Give us three, four

different ways because this is the whole thing". (#33)

"la, and you know a child getting a /k/ sound or whatever not just from one child, from a

range of children because one child might be able to do it quite easily and another child might

have another problem where it makes it more difficult. So that you can see, well if that

approach does not work with this child perhaps I can use an approach that you use with

another child". (#34)

"Want een voorbeeld werk nie altyd in 'n situadie nie. ly moet 'n klomp ander ook he om

jou te kan help om dit aan te pas". (#36)

(English translation: "Because one example doesn't always work in a situation. You also

have to have a lot of others to help you to adapt it correctly".)

"ly sien wat ek - ek soek stappe. Soor byvoorbeeld due /k/, /k/. Ek wil he iemand moet vir

my se 'jou kind kan die /k/ se nie. Hierso nommer een se vir hom hy moet sy tong ver

uitsteek. Dit is net 'n voorbeeld. Nou steek hy sy tong uit. Se hy moet sy tong krul. Drie,

nou moet hy sy tong teen sy verhemelte bo druk. Vier, 'so as hy dit nog nie kan doen, dat ek

kan terruggaan - ".(#37)

 
 
 



(English translation: "You see I'm lookingfor steps. For example the k/k, /k/. I want

someone to tell me: <Yourchild can say a /k/. here number one, tell him to stick his tongue

out far. It's just an e.xample. Now he sticks his tongue out. Tell him to curl his tongue.

Three, now he has to press his tongue on the top of his palate. Four,' so if he still can't do it

I can go back".)

"A little bit of help injust controlling (suprasegmentalfeatures) that because some Deaf don't

sound Deaf". (#40)

"Something I'd also like included in a programme possibly for the older children, where we

feel: <Okmaybe those sounds we're certainly not ever going to get out of them', but I would

love to know how to get more rhythm and regulate that voice". (#41)

"Interviewer: Whatparticular voices. You've said, you did this. (Interviewer gestures a

wave-like movement of the hand). Waving voices - the pitch going up and down".

Teacher: Thepitch.

Interviewer: The pitch going up and down Teacher: High and low". (Dialoguefrom Focus

group 2). (#42)

"Teacher: (imitates a high pitch). You know I don't know how to say to him, <Yourvoice is

up there now bring it down a little bit'. If we can get them to moderate their voice, perhaps

a little bit of rhythm that of course helps being intelligible, maybe one can't expect thatfrom

some of the children. But to moderate that voice and you know sop those animal-like

sounds ". (#43)

"Jy weet miskien is dit dan belangriker dat in plaas van dat one me Ling se klanke begin, dat

ons nog meer aandag aan byvoorbeekd lip - en tongwerk gee. Want die ding is as die kind

se lip en tong nie regfunksioneer nie, dan help dit nie, dan kan hy nie die klanke vorm nie ".

(#44)

(English translation: "You know maybe it's them more important that instead of beginning

with Ling's sounds that we give more attention to, for example lip and tongue work. Because

the thing is if the child's lips and tongue don't function correctly, then it doesn't help, he

can't make sounds ".)
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"Omdat ek nou kinders het Ivat syvok praat, sa! ek dalk vvif oefinge by so 'n program he am

JudIe rongetjies se spiertjies reg te kry

(English translation: "While! now have children who speak poorly, I would maybe want to

have exercises with such a programme to strengthen the muscles in their tongues.

"En ek yvil oak weet watter klanke leer hulle aan na watter klanke. Want as jy byvoorbeeld

'n dowe kind vergelyk met 'n horende kind. Ek weet nie, ek is nOll dam, ek weet nou nie hoe

die navorsing al gedoen is nie, ek dink nOll maar, Gaan ek verwag day my kind 'n Irl moet

se\'vaar hy nag nle eers 'n lal kan se nie". (#46),

(English translation: "And I also want to know what sounds they learn after what sounds.

Because - if you compare for example a deaf child with a hearing child - [ don't know I'm

being stupid now - / don't know about the research done - I'm just thinking - do I expect that

my child says an Irl when he can't yet sayan lal sound?")

"[ don't know what sound you teach first and what should come next, I don't know, because

/ am not in that field, / have never done that". (#47)

"And also explain why J am teaching III or why I am teaching Igl - do I teach /gl before I

teach Irl?" (#48)

"So eintlik way jy soek is rniskien dat klanke oak tot 'n mate gestandaardiseer moet word dat

'n mens weet ". (#50)

(English translation: "So actually "vhat you're looking for is perhaps that sounds are to an

extent standardised to that a person knows ?")

• Requirements relating adaption of speech production to the educational paradigm were :

group speech form a component, that the programme progresses continuously

throughout the school no no additional preparation required by teachers;

"... and my request would also befor group work".

"A programme aimed at a group, at older children that one could do together every day at the

beginning of the day, just to initiate good speech ability sort of thing". (#57)

"Specific easy group activities and fun group activities that one can realistically do with a

wide range of children", (#58)

''Teacher I: "Well, it you didn't know how to correct sounds your group work wouldn't be

use any use anyway.

Teacher 3: No it wouldn't. 1mean it wouldn't be of any -

Teacher 1: It willfallflat on your group work", (Dialogue from Focus Group 2). (#59)

"...A logical progression that there H/assome course for the child, the standard one teacher

passing the children on to standard tH'Ocould say, 'This child has reached this far in course

 
 
 



and therefore you would ha ve to vvork on the jollmving and has had problems with these

sounds - has done ....vell with these ones' and so on". (#60)

"A structured book so Teacher 7' started it with the little ones and it was carried on

through ". (//61)

"Ek sou wou he as ons so 'n handboek kan kry en hulle begin kleuteifase en hulle werk hom

op tot by standerd een, waar ek nou is, dat elkeen nie so 'n vrag werk kry om in sy jaar to

doen nie, maar die werk way hy doen, moet Izy kan goed doen en ajgehanded kry sodat die

volgende een daarop kan bou, sodat dit 'n vloeiende riglyn kan ....vees vir 'n afsluiting op die

einde. Nie net 1051 stllkke wat nit saamgevat is nie". (# 62)

(English translation: "I would like a handbook that they start the nursery school phase and

they work it up to standard one - where 1 am now - so that everyone doesn't have such a load

oj work in her year but the work she does she had to do well and complete it so that the next

one can build on it - so that it moves in a flowing direction with a conclusion at the end. Not

just loose pieces that are not unified".)

"So I would like something that is really ready to use". (#63)

"Practical and even if you can't tear it out, something that you can copy, something that is

sort oj instant - 'Oh good 1 do this next week"'. (#64)

"I would like to open a speech bookfor the teacher andfind a set of big pictures, with

corresponding words or sound letters and 1can then go and photostat or something that is

really ready jor me to use. And you don't have time to nmv go and make pictures and make

words because you already doing thatfor reading and maths and everything". (#65)

"And 1 keep going on about a real situation where they want to produce this sound". (#66)

"What would sway me? If 1 could be assured this programme would help me communicate

with the child - so 1 could understand the child better, that is number one for me". (#67)

• Principal's requirements

Both principals desired a creative programme as against one that employed drilling of

phonemes.

"... do it in a kind ojplay way". (#68)

"1 think it must be creative ... ". (#69)

• The experienced principal emphasised speech as part of other learning.

"Well, I think it would be. you see 1 don't know to what degree you are emphasising speech.

I'm saying that it could be role playing that it could use games, it could act, it could take

natural communication conversation situations, in a way that the child is hardly reaUsing that

it is the speech that is being addressed, so it is that kind of programme". (#70)
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\vithOllt it being an individual kind of therapy, flogging specifics in speech. But J \vould

like to all to be inc0'1wrated into a kind (!l natural learning programme ". (#7l)

"You knoH' as incidental as it could be ". (fl72)

"... as natural language as possible. llsing natural language, using everyday situations",

(#73)

• The inexperienced principal required inclusion of technology and that signing be taken

into account

"J think you need to do that and obviously bringing in technology. Children love to play with

machines. Voice stimulator and things like that [ think Hlould be vital", (#74)

"[ am looking for an education programme ~1/hereboth aspects - sign language and the voice

gets equal share". (#75)

"But that speech will be like a separate subject if you want it. So there would be sign

language 'would be one thing which would be taught a certain number of lessons per week.

You have your voice and speech language development ... language enrichment as well as

vocabulary", (#76)

The answers given to the direct question - "what would you want to see in a speech programme?"

were a predictable summary of the factors that emerged from previous themes.

Vehicles for transmitting information and the need for training, were voiced by teachers - not

communication pathologists or school principals. This is again, a clear comment on the different

roles played by principals and the higher level of training of communication pathologists. A clear

mandate is given that the proposed programme is most needed by teachers.

Five avenues for transmitting information were suggested. A person, workshops, a video, a

written programme, and computers.

An individual, skilled in speech development for the hearing-impaired demonstrating techniques is

desirable. As Mulholland (1980) comments, teaching speech is not only a science, it is an art. It

is probable that written instructions may be suitable for imparting scientific knowledge, but not

for the nature of an art form - the learner needs experience the process. This extra dimension is

also noted by Rowe (1980) who recommends the introduction of master speech teachers, not only

skilled at developing speech, but who also can instil enthusiasm for learning. This is an idealistic
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solution. In practice, the calibre of master speech teacher required is rare, and even if available

the amount of work to be done may mean her presence would make little difference to speech

improvement across the school.

The second suggestion, that a training video be available is more attainable. Although the

interactive element is absent, a video demonstration has an added dimension to that of pure book

learning. The requirements that teachers gave regarding a video were specific - most importantly

that the video be 'a warts and all' production, that showed struggle and failure, not a falsely

utopian depiction of teaching ease and perfect of results.

The third training avenue was a written component, for example a training manual. In essence

this is the purpose of Ling's (1976) book, 'Speech and the Hearing Impaired Child" as theory and

strategies for speech development are contained therein. However, the book is regarded as

unsuitable for this task. The written component of the proposed programme is different. Unlike

Ling's which addresses the teacher and the researcher, the only audience envisaged is the class

teacher. This dictates what information is included and the style of writing adopted.

Communication pathologists and researchers are not target audiences. A further departure from

Ling (1976) is that teacher training forms part of lesson material targeted at pupils, whereas

Ling's book contains mainly theoretical data for teachers.

A second intra theme category describes technical aspects of to speech science. These were a

need for technical information - strategies for development of speech, guidance on correction of

deviant suprasegmental features, a set developmental order for phoneme development, limitation

of phonemes included for development, non-speech exercises aimed at promoting control of

speech organs and an approach to dealing - pupils who had not been exposed to timeous

intervention.

The need for strategies to develop speech is self explanatory. Information of a technical, complex

nature must be appropriately communicated to the teacher. Teachers were emphatic that

information be conveyed in an easily comprehensible manner. The proposed speech programme

avoids a medico-pathological approach. Diagrams have a cartoon like design and explanations

are relatively free from complex, technical terms.

Correction of deviant suprasegmental features is a complex task. Certain requests demonstrated

that teachers did not understand this. For example, one teacher states she wishes to improve

 
 
 



rhythm. Deviant rhythm is not an isolated factor - it is an intertwining of a multiplicity of

factors, of example, poor residual hearing, delayed aural intervention and exaggeration of mouth

and tongue movements in an effort to promote intelligibility by making phonemes visible. The

programme only addresses development of attainable components of suprasegmental development

as for example attention to stress patterns.

While acknowledging the importance of suprasegmental development and correction, the

programme does not give this significant focus because they are considered to be difficult to

develop. Unrealistic goals are not included as they cause frustration and disappointment.

Teachers requested a scheme for the order of phoneme development. To some extent this was

unrealistic as they expressed the belief that phonemes could be completely corrected if done in a

preplanned order. For example a standard one teacher could correct the 1m! a standard two

teacher the Isl, and so on until all phonemes had been sequentially corrected. This reflects the

syllabus-type of thought process typical of an educational paradigm. Progression of phonemes

according to a laid down developmental scheme is a theoretical construct of the proposed

programme. However this exists within a framework of repeated cycles of intervention

throughout the pupils career.

In disagreement with the philosophy of the proposed programme, one communication pathologist

describes vowels as being accessible to correction because they are potentially more available to

audition. This attitude is also exemplified by other educators, including - Ling (1976) - who

develops vowels before consonants for this reason. It is not, however, the approach of the

proposed programme. Vowel development is de-emphasised because of the perceived difficulty

of production due to amorphous articulatory targets which provide little orosensory feedback.

The requirements for non-speech exercises aimed at improving control of speech organs was only

strongly articulated one focus group. The connection between non-speech activities and speech

improvement is regarded as tenuous. Some provision is made for non-speech activities in the

proposed programme - these are directly related to the speech problems of the Deaf.

The needs of exceptional pupils with poor speech skills, due to, delayed aural rehabilitation was

noted. This is, however, a complicated issue. Critical developmental periods have past. The

programme makes some provision for this in terms of the infrastructure of repeated cycles of

intervention.

 
 
 



Important requirements related to the educational paradigm were expressed. The concept of group

versus individual instruction was raised. Both have advantages and disadvantages. Positive

aspects of group instruction are that class organisation is not problematic, the teacher is working

in a familiar educational framework and the class dynamic provides stimulation. Disadvantages

are the possibility that incorrect production will not be audible and will therefore be reinforced

and that there is the potential for psychological damage where pupils with different abilities are

taught together. In contrast, individual tuition, more congruent with a speech pathological

framework, provides an opportunity to concentrate on the specific faults of each pupil. The

proposed programme makes provision for both systems, thereby capitalising on advantages of

each. Group speech is conducted through poetry, song, drama and development of incidental

speech using the blackboard. Individual speech is conducted as a separate component of poetry,

song and drama as well as in written speech booklets.

Teachers were precise in their requirements that the programme be ready to use, simply written

and devoid of complex and confusing jargon. These aspects have been taken into account in the

proposed programme.

A need for continuity was strongly reiterated. The proposed speech programme is continuous -

beginning with the pupil at school entrance, terminating with the pupil at school leaving.

One focus group articulated a need for visual aids to demonstrate anatomical aspects of speech

production to pupils. These are included in the proposed programme.

A few requests were made for computer programmes for pupils. Although the value of this

approach is recognised, computers are beyond the scope of this programme.

Two requirements were articulated that are worthy of attention because of the unrealistic

expectations they represent. One teacher describes a need for a programme that will improve

general communication, by addressing receptive aspects as well. Another teacher - albeit

humorously - requests that the programme perfect the speech of pupils so that they sound like

their hearing peers. Both expectations will cause of disappointment. The proposed programme is

limited in that it deals with the expressive component of communication, and makes no claim to

improve receptive communication. As regards the latter comment, the proposed programme aims
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at improving speech - this is a relative measure which varies according to each pupils potential -

perfect speech is not a realistic goal.

A minority of requests were for speech instruction to be linked to the wider world of hearing

peers and parents. The first suggestion is not within the scope of the programme, and the

situation has not been tested. It may be that hearing peers learn to sign, not that Deaf pupils learn

to speak more intelligibly.

The needs of principals were unexpectedly similar. It was anticipated that financial feasibility,

continuity or record keeping would feature strongly, whereas psychological issues - particularly

child centredness - was the strongest requirement. The proposed programme is sourced in a

creative framework. This will need to be clearly visible if the programme is to appeal to

principals.

In summary, a majority of requirements are met in the proposed programme. Because of the

scope of the programme and limitations of the handicap, others are not.

The disparate strands unite into a cohesive whole, metaphorically plaited together to provide a

clear mandate for the design of the proposed programme. Two paradoxes are solved. The first is

the overwhelming negativity towards speech instruction, coupled with the motivation of many

teachers to continue their efforts. The catechism of negativity is long - teachers described lack of

training, see no evidence of progress, speech instruction as an unpleasant task causing problems

of class organisation, impinging on already limited time resources and a negative experience for

pupils - yet paradoxically many teachers are willing to continue to give speech instruction, since

they view development of speech as important. This surprising result is regarded as the crucial

spark that can be ignited to gain support for a new speech programme.

Another paradox was that greater negativity emerged from the group that were provided with a

speech programme which was supervised by trained professionals. This shows that a speech

programme, even one accompanied by the guidance of a trained professional, is not an automatic

solution. It is possible that the crux of the problem devolves on the disparity between medical

 
 
 



speech pathology and educational approaches. Ling (1976) - the programme they followed - is

more congruent with a traditional speech pathology 'pull out' model than a holistic educational

approach. Further, the professionals supervising the programme - communication patholr>gists -

had received training in that model.

Within the tapestry each of the aims delineated for empirical research, set out in 1.5.3 were

addressed. The broad aim was to execute empirical research which would be used as a basis for

the development of the proposed speech programme - the wealth of ideas gives credence to the

fulfilment of this aim.

Sub aim one was to investigate attitudes of educators to speech instruction. Attitudes of different

educators were shown to be disparate.

Sub aim two was to tap into the problem solving abilities of teachers with regard to a speech

programme. A wealth of suggestions sourced from the focus group discussions.

Sub aim three viewed the requirements of principals, who wield fiscal and decision making

power. Predictably they did not become involved with minutia of voice or phoneme production -

but with the overall philosophy - creative holism versus behaviourist drill.

Sub aim four tapped into the knowledge of communication pathologists especially with regard to

an evaluation of Ling's (1976) programme. Their analysis proved invaluable.

Empirical research according to a qualitative design succeeded in addressing each subaim with

clarity.

 
 
 



The next chapter shows how the information gained by the empirical research described in this

chapter is used as the basis for a new speech programme.

 
 
 



CHAPTER 6: DEVELOPMENTAL RESEARCH:

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAMME

Two decades ago Bishop (1980:420) petitioned thus:

"This is a time for boldness in our approach to the complex challenge of facilitating speech in

profoundly deaf children. Traditional approaches have at best been marginally successful with a few

notable exceptions. Unfortunately, the exceptions are more the result of personalities than they are the

result of effective processes. If we are to gain significant improvements we must be willing to break

with tradition and take significant risks".

This chapter responds by describing an approach which is bold, differs from traditional approaches and

is considered to rely on effective processes, not the personality of the designer - indeed one that breaks

with tradition and takes risks. However, since novelty for its own sake is not a recommendation,

traditional approaches considered valuable are not discarded, but are included in a modified form

congruent with the new design. Such hybridisation is considered an enhancement.

The overarching goal of the chapter is to describe a proposed speech programme developed from

clinical experience and enriched by the empirical research described in Chapter 5. Subsumed in this are

aims to firstly, note the potential impact of the proposed programme to transform the current negative

situation, secondly, to describe the proposed programme that it is seen to be a departure from

traditional approaches and also rests on established theoretical assumptions; thirdly to delineate the

vocal skills targeted, and finally, to demonstrate congruence of the programme with the educational

paradigm.

 
 
 



In fulfilment of the first aim, the chapter opens with an argument describing the potential of the

proposed programme to effect change. This is followed by a delineation of theoretical constructs

which demonstrate concurrent features of originality and established theory. Skills targeted for

development are then set out with levels of difficulty and emphasis accorded to each. The final topic

examines the fit of the programme to the educational paradigm from the vantage point of learner,

teacher and established school systems. The chapter concludes with acknowledgements.

6.2 POTENTIAL OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAMME TO AMELIORATE SIGNIFICANT

PROBLEMS AFFECTING SPEECH INSTRUCTION FOR THE DEAF

A suitable speech programme could have the potential to change the current pessimistic situation

regarding development of speech proficiency of Deaf pupils, by transforming a negative to a positive

cycle.

The theoretical research (chapter 1-3), quoted from the literature shows that speech proficiency of

pupils does not improve, attitude of teachers towards speech instruction is negative, and suitable

resource material is lacking. These same issues were substantiated in the Empirical Research (chapter

5). Both research methods support the belief that a self-perpetuating, negative cycle operates in the

field of speech instruction for Deaf pupils. This is graphically represented in figure 6.2 below.

 
 
 



Figure 6.1 : Diagram demonstrating how inadequate infrastructure initiates and perpetuates a

negative cycle

1
~Lack of a speechprogramme

-"""Lack of trainingfor teachers

2
Lack of teacher expertise

3
Poor or infrequent teaching

.it,

Negative teaching

experiences and negative

1. Poor infrastructure for speech teaching exists in schools. This comprises a lack of a lack of a

suitable speech programme and training for teachers. The blue arrows show the initiating cycle, the

red arrows show the perpetuating, secondary cycle.

2. This leads to lack of expertise in speech teaching - teachers do not have direction, knowledge or

skill.

 
 
 



4. A more subtle consequence is that speech teaching, without adequate tools, becomes a negative

experience for teachers. This causes teachers to hold negative attitudes towards speech teaching

which leads to infrequent and poor teaching.

S. This results in a lack or progress

The cycle is perpetuated (coded in red) when teachers become aware that no progress is attained. This

leads them to experience speech teaching even more negatively leading to a poorer and less frequent

teaching and consequently even less progress.

This negative cycle can be transformed if the initiating component, the infrastructure is changed.

(Figure 6.2)
"

Figure 6.2: Diagram demonstrating how a change of infrastructure can interrupts the negative

cycle
1

(

peech programme
Good Infrastructure

teacher trainino

Good and frequent
teaching

A positive teaching
experience and a

positive teacher attitude

"Progress

 
 
 



Figure 6.2 demonstrates the change of dynamic if the infrastructure is altered.

1. Teachers are provided with a speech programme that incorporates a teacher-training scheme.

2. Teachers gain expertise.

3. Teaching improves and becomes more frequent.

4. Because teachers receive training and resource material, they gain confidence. Improved teacher

attitude leads pupils to respond more positively and speech training is transformed into a positive

expenence.

5. Pupils improve and this reinforceS a positive attitude in teachers.

A positive cycle is now set in motion.

The diagram shows that for the cycle to change only the initiator of the process - the infrastructure -

needs to be modified. Changing components lower down the process would not have the same effect.

Negative teacher attitude cannot change if causes are not addressed. Motivation for development of an

effective programme rests on the belief that the current negative cycle can be interrupted and a positive

cycle initiated. The question arises, why should the proposed programme achieve what others, notably

Ling (1976), have not? The answer is that it differs significantly from other speech programme. A

major difference is that the proposed programme is based on the needs of educators (chapter 5). It is

possible that this innovative approach may succeed where others have failed.

 
 
 



THEORETICAL
CONSTRUCTS

• Defocus on lip-reading
• Restriction of or digital

contact with larynx r throat
• Multi-sensory avenues

employed to enhance speech
perception

orosensory
graphic
kinaesthetic
hand analogies
inanimate ob· ects

SKILLS TARGETED FOR
DEVELOPMENT

CONGRUENCE WITH
THE EDUCATIONAL
PARADIGM
• the learner
• the teacher
• school systems

• control of vocal organs
• suprasegmental

development
• segmental: vowels and

diphthongs
• segmental: consonants
• phonological development

6.4.1 DEFOCrS ON LIP-READING CUES TO PROVIDE INFOAAIATION ON SPEECH

PRODUCTION

Direct attention to lip-reading is considered to be not only unhelpful, but directly harmful. The teacher

who exaggerates articulatory movements in an attempt to promote lip-reading clarity will cause

 
 
 



additional speech problems, by providing a deviant speech model, leading to abnormal lip and tongue

behaviours (L~ng, 1976).

Use ofthe mirror is similarly restricted. There are occasions where the use of the mirror is invaluable,

for example t~ demonstrate tongue positions. However, for the most part, the mirror simply otTers a

reversed image of lip-reading patterns, and as such is subject to the same caveats as described for

lipread perception of speech.

The rationale for this was described in the Theoretical Research (2.3.1.4). There are exceptions to this

rule, such as during remediation of deviant pitch, or, as a once only occasion in the execution of Ling 's

(1976) pitch subskills. This is however, done cautiously and fleetingly, because of the belief that

touching the larynx is potentially harmful for voice production. The impression received by the Deaf

learner is that voice comes out of the throat at the level of the larynx. This mental attitude is

considered to compromise resonance and forward placement of voice, analogous to the voice getting

"stuck" at the level of the larynx, and not being projected further into the oral cavity, where more

effective resonance takes place

6.4.3 REPEA TED CYCLES OF INTERVENTION REQUIRED AT PHONETIC A.ND

PHONOLOGICAL LEVELS

A basic theoretical tenet is that repeated cycles of intervention are needed in order to effect

improvement. Ling (1976) also advocates repetition of correct phonemes to achieve what he terms,

automaticity. His approach is linear. It differs from the proposed programme in that he regards

correction as being achieved completely in concentrated, sequential training session.

The proposed programme regards repeated cycles of intervention as essential, and provides a

framework for continuous revision throughout the pupil's school career. The approach is ongoing and

can therefore be termed circular. A key factor motivating this is the belief that enhanced perception of

speech improves production of speech, but this occurs over time.

 
 
 



6.4.4 MULTI-SENSORY AVENUES ARE EMPLOYED TO ENHANCE PERCEPTION OF

SPEECH

This is a major philosophy which underpins the theoretical basis. Where audition is not available, lip-

reading becom~s the primary source of information for speech production (Dodd, 1976). Speech errors

will reflect both lack of auditory perception, caused by the hearing loss, and misperception caused by

the confusion and limitations inherent in lip-reading received from the model in connected speech.

Whereas auditory acuity is a fixed measure, perception of speech via other avenues is regarded as

having potential for enhancement. Multi-sensory avenues can be employed to provide information on

speech production that circumvents lip-reading and compensates for loss of acuity. Five multi-sensory

avenues are considered to promote auditory perception namely orosensory, graphic, kinaesthetic, hand

analogies and the use of animate objects. They are viewed in the same light as van Uden with regard to

writing as a support for auditory perception. The hearing-impaired speaker may perceive a vestigial

auditory signal that becomes enhanced by a complementary avenue which utilises a different sensory

route.

Attention is focused on hitherto unperceived sound traces. Auditory training that relies on graded

exercises either by voice, as does Erber (1982) or music, as does Bang (1996) are not inclMded. They

are regarded as developing splinter skills which will not be integrated into audition for either

meaningful communication or development of speech proficiency.

In agreement with Pollack (1970) the earliest communication should, as far as possible be unisensory,

purely auditory. Multi-sensory avenues may disturb this focus. The rationale for adding multi-sensory

channels when the child enters school at approximately four or five year of age when he is eligible for

participation in this programme is that the potential for auditory improvement through pure audition is

considered to have been reached. Multi-sensory avenues can provide a new springboard for enhanced

auditory input.

There are five avenues, namely oro sensory, graphic, kinaesthetic, hand analogies and use of inanimate

objects.

 
 
 



Phonemes that share visemes and are closely related in terms of production should be developed in

juxtaposition - this will help the Deaf speaker clarify ambiguity of lip-reading by heightening

orosensory feedback. This avenue applies mainly to consonant development. A severe limitation of

lip-reading is that certain phonemes, which are auditorally different, have the same visual appearance.

These are termed visemes, (Owens 1972). A consequence is that such phonemes are likely to be

substituted for each other. As stated in the theoretical research, a fundamental rule governing

substitutions is that they often occur within viseme groups, but seldom across them (Osberger and

McGarr, 1982). Certain phonemes are considered to be even more at risk for substitution. These share

not only the same viseme, but also the same voicing distinction and place of production. Teaching

such phonemes in juxtaposition provides clear, comparative oro sensory gestalts, which will strengthen

orostereognosis and consequently aid correct development. Four pairs of consonants and the

surd/sonant distinction are developed with this dynamic in mind:

• /h/ and /m!

• /t/ and /s/

• /n! and /11

• all surd/sonant cognates

Before discussing this further, a complicating factor needs to be addressed, namely disagreement of

researchers with regard to constitution of viseme groups. This is described in Table 6.1 in relation to

the paired phonemes listed above. The phonemes paired are not a complete representation of all that

could be included in a single viseme - they are selected from the viseme group to be taught in .

juxtaposition.

 
 
 



Table 6.1 : Comparison between viseme groupings followed in the proposed programme and

viseme groups suggested by other researchers

Viseme/phoneme groupings in this
research

Agreementldisagreement with viseme/phoneme
rou in s su ested b other researchers

This is in agreement with most researchers - e.g. Bruhn,
1942; Burchet, 1950; Clegg, 1953 (studies cited by
Markides, 1983 - who re ard /hI 1m! as one viseme
This is not in agreement with Bruhn, 1942, Burchett, I
1950, Clegg 1953 or Ewing, 1967. They group It/din! as I'

one viseme and IslzJ as another. The rationale for
disagreement is firstly that It I and Isl are identical in I
terms of jaw closure, tongue position and non- i

distinctive lip shape (Van Uden lectures 1986) which
changes according to phonetic environment - it seems
therefore illogical that they are not paired. /n! and It I
which these researchers group together can present as
different visemes in open, final contexts whereas /sl and
It I remain visually identical in all contexts. This can be
seen by mirror observation of production. This would
seem to be in agreement with Lowell (1964 - cited by
Markides, 1983) who includes Isl and It I in a viseme
group. However, he also includesl e, 8 ,d ,n, I, z, tf, '3
,j, k, g,'j, hi in the same viseme group. This seems
hard to understand especially since If) I, I ~ I have a
unique and distinctive viseme. Choosing to regard
Lowell (1964) as being in agreement with the viewpoint
taken in the proposed programme would constitute
invalid ad hoc selectivitv.
Bruhn, 1942; Burchett, 1950; Clegg, 1953; Ewing, 1967
(studies cited by Markides, 1983), allocate /n! and III as
separate visemes. Fisher (1968) places In! and III in the
same viseme rou onl' in word final ositions.
This is in aareement with all researchers uoted above.

 
 
 



Now that the rationale for selection of vise me groups has been established an analysis of similarities of

phonemes within viseme groups is given. Table 6.2 delineates the high potential for substitution of

phonemes due to similarity of viseme, voicing distinction, place of articulation, manner of production

and auditory discrimination.

This is not discussed in terms of precise acoustic/motor parameters but in terms of speaker knowledge

- as will be the case of the teacher in the classroom.

 
 
 



Table 6.2: Analysis of similarities of viseme presentation, speech production and potential for

auditory discrimination between juxtaposed consonant pairs

Paired Vise me Voicing Place of Difference in Potential for
Phonemes articulation production auditory

discrimination
fbl and 1m! The same Both Both A slight Some potential exists

I

viseme lips are voiced bilabials deviation of - 1m!has a longer
placed labial and duration than another
together corresponding fbl. However, in

intra-oral connected speech
pressure causes this minimal
production of difference is
either an oral probably of little use.

I
stop, fbi, or a

I
nasal
continuent, Im/.

In! and III The same Both Both alveolar A deviation of Virtually no potential
viseme. The voiced continuity of both phonemes are
position of the lingual seal voiced continuants
tongue raised causes either an
towards the orally directed
hard palate can continuant, Ill,
only be seen in or a nasally
certain directed
environments continuant, In!

to be produced,
It! and Isl According to Both Both alveolar The narro\\! Virtually no -

the approach unvoiced lingual groove potential. Both are
of this study necessary for 10\,,,' intensity, high
no distinctive production of Isl frequency phonemes.
Vlseme IS is easily It is probable that the
apparent for occluded by the difference in
either It! or Is/. tongue thereby temporal interval that
Lips assume caus10g occurs 10
the position of production of It!. vocalisation between
surrounding Conversely the relatively longer
phonemes. contact between continuant Isl and
The only tongue and shorter plosive It/
visual cue alveolar ridge may provide some
available is the required for distinction.
relatively production of It! However, this
closed position may not be firm fractional interval
of the oral enough and an will probably not be
cavity for both Isl be produced of use in connected
phonemes. in error. speech.

 
 
 



Table 6.2 demonstrates how confusion is caused by the similarities of paired phonemes in terms of lip

reading, speech production and audition. Only a small margin of error in production needs to be

crossed before one phoneme is substituted for the other, and minimal potential exists for auditory

discrimination. Juxtaposing these phonemes, provides the speaker with the opportunity to develop

heightened comparative orosensory sensitivity, which in the absence of audition may aid the speaker in

differentiating one partner from the other. Surd/sonant cognates are not described, as their production

is identical with the exception of voicing.

Various systems have been developed to address the problem of communicating phoneme production

to hearing impaired individuals. Calvert and Silverman (1978) describe and evaluate four of these -

The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), Visible Speech Systems; developed by Melville and

Alexander Graham Bell, in America in 1894; Visual Tactile System developed in Israel by Zaliouk

(1954), and the Northhampton System, developed at the Clarke School for the Deaf in America, first in

1885 and revised in 1925. They evaluate the systems according to four criteria: the extent to which

symbols can convey information on how to articulate sounds, are free of ambiguity, are based on

written symbols of the culture, and are perceptually feasible. They state that none are regarded as

satisfying all needs simultaneously. They regard the Northhamptom System as superior being the most

pragmatic. The orthographic system employed in the proposed programme is described below, and

then evaluated comparatively with the systems delineated by Calvert and Silverman (1978), according

to their criteria for an ideal orthographic system. The term 'graphic' is used in preference to

orthographic as it denotes a broader system. The Collins Dictionary of the English Language (1979)

defines the term orthographic, as an aspect of / or relating to spelling, and the term 'graphic' as relating

to writing / or other inscribed presentation. The latter term is deemed more suitable because it denotes a

broader focus. Where aspects of spelling are specifically referred to, the term 'orthographic' will be

used.

The graphic avenue is two-fold. It includes diacritical symbols superimposed on graphemes and the

use of graphemes. These are described in figure 6.4.

 
 
 



I graphic avenue

J/
I-d-i-ac-r-it-ic-a-l-sy-m-b-o-I-s-I ~

l-Gr-ap-he-me-s-l
~ + ~

use of regular
graphemes

variation of the
size of the
ra heme

Exploitation of the
shape of the
ra heme

Figure 6.4 describes two major sub-divisions - diacritical symbols and use of the traditional

graphemes which are exploited in terms of shape and size.

• Diacritical symbols

A diacritical symbol is a distinguishing mark indicating that a written letter has a particular sound

(The Little Oxford Dictionary, 1983). The function of diacritical symbols in the proposed speech

programme is to illustrate aspects of production that are inaudible, invisible or visually confusing.

Diacritical symbols are generally super-imposed on graphemes.

The ordinary grapheme indicates a distinctiveness between phonemes that is unavailable to the

hearing impaired child during speech. For example, visemes for /hI and 1m! are identical and,

complicating matters further, change according to phonetic environments. An example will

illustrate this: the lip shapes for /hI in the syllables /hut and /hil are different in preparation for the

vowels that follow. The graphemes 'b' and 'm', however, are clearly distinctive and do not change

according to different grapheme environments. This clarity of the grapheme is incorporated and

extended by using super-imposed diacritical symbols, which target invisible aspects of production

that are vulnerable to error. In some measure this is regarded as compensation for loss of auditory

acuity and limitations of lip reading.

There are numerous advantages to using this system. These include:

• Ease of execution - the only equipment needed is a writing implement.

• Complicated phonetic knowledge is conveyed without recourse to technical or medico-

pathological terminology.

 
 
 



• No expense is incurred.

• Unlike the phoneme the message is constant.

• Unlike the phoneme the message is unambiguous.

• Kinaesthetic awareness is heightened because the nature of symbols is sensorally suggestive.

• Spelling is not changed - this means the pupil's learning of the spelling of words is not

compromised. Spelling ability may well be enhanced by providing the pupil with an aW'areness

of the production of the grapheme available to the hearing pupil via audition, but not the pupil

with hearing loss. This is regarded as an advantage over employing the International Phonetic

Alphabet (IPA) to provide clarity. Learning another alphabetical system is considered

cumbersome and confusing.

• The system is suited to the school situation as it is based on the grapheme.

Table 6.2 describes how diacritical symbols and graphemes are employed to provide information on a

variety of speech functions, suprasegmental and segmental. A separate table, Table 6.3

demonstrateshow the configuration of the grapheme is exploited to convey aspects of speech

production.

 
 
 



Table 6.3 : How employment of diacritical symbols and graphemes indicate supra-segmental
vowel, dipthong and consonant production, intrusive voicing and correspondence

Aspect of production
tar eted

Suprasegmental vocal
contours - as a adjunct to
Ling (1976)

Stress pattems (van
Uden, 1986 lecture
notes).

Stress pattems

Vowels (van Uden, 1986
lecture notes)

Diphthongs (van Uden:
1986 lecture notes)

Semi-vowels

Consonants

Clarification of
graphemelphoneme
confusion

soft

uttemace

2.
loud
utterance

~-
LJO ~O()

WO ,:\c."

bJok.
ba-th

3 (:.

whispe-
red
utterance

lo~_~~,i1'

Co"r~-,
/

1. An undulating, cloud shape represents a soft voice.
2. A sharply contoured dark rectangle represents a loud voice.
3. A dotted circle represent a whisper.

The melody bow develops in two stages: Rrstly the vertical lines
are drawn, representing major, minor accents and number of
syllables. Second, the undulating line is drawn. This reinforces
appreciation of the number of syllables, stress pattem and provides
a conc t of continui .
Variation of the size of the graphemes denotes variation of stress

The mouth shape for vowels is depicted via dacritical symbols that
portray mouth shape for peak vowels.
1. Rounding of the lips for luJ.
2. The lips in an open position for Ial.
3. The lips spread for IV
This is not considered generally helpful for vowel production.
Mouth shape is visible during production, therefore a diacritical
symbol portraying, it is superfluous. However, it is considered to
be a useful strategy for conveying the presence of both elements
of diphthongs.
Both elements of the dphthong are scored using the same
diacritical symbols as used for vowels. The first element is drawn
relatively larger than the second. This is congruent with dphthong

roduction where the second element is briefer.
The root vowel is written using small graphemes.

1. The cloud symbolises aspirated friction for "f'.
2. The loop circle for n represents sonority, nasality, (developed

initially by analogy to a clown's round nose) and continuity.
3. The dot under the 't' represents tongue contact on a narrow

target.
4. The thin line extending out of the's' grapheme represents a

snake's wriggling movement. (This extends exploitation of the
configuration of the grapheme to an onomatopoeic
dramatisation of the traditional hiss of a snake.

5. The diacritical symbol for 't' has been explained above.
6. Radiatin lines on the 'c' resent osion.
Spelling and pronunciation are not always congruent. The spelled
version that does not correspond with phoneme is crossed out with
a dotted line and the phonetic and'or diacritical symbol written
above. It is noteworthy that the line that cancels out the spelled
version is dotted - this means correct spelling remains available to
the u il and lIin rowess is not disturbed.

 
 
 



Aspect of
production
tar eted

Substitutions
1. A different

phoneme is
substituted.

Additions
1. Addition of the
neutral schwa
causing intrusive
voicin .
2. Additions
causing features
of continuance to
be stopped.

hop
ho',"':,--.

The incorrect substitution is written on top of the grapheme and
subsequently crossed out with a solid line. The phonetic version
that is not congruent with spelling is crossed out with a solid, not
dotted, line so that it is occluded and therefore does not interfere
with sellin prowess.
A dotted version of the grapheme is scored above the grapheme as
in (1) or instead of it as in (2). The grapheme written above is
probably easier for the teacher to employ, as she does not need to
delete the original. The dotted version does not cause spelling
confusion because the form of the grapheme remains constant.
The dotted letter hearkens back to the symbol for Whispering,
recalling that skill for correction of aspirated plosion. Voicing
distinction between surd and sonant pairs is not extensively
addressed in the proposed programme - as discussed in Chapter 2.
An exception is made where a voiceless consonant is required word
finally and a voiced consonant is substituted. Intelligibility is
regarded as severely compromised in this case. Diacritical symbols
representing aspiration are used. (This is one of the exceptional
occasions where digital contact with the larynx is regarded as
acce table.
The grapheme's' is circled and the diacritical symbol added. In this
case the u il roduced the word correct! but omitted the Is!.
The pupil has added an intrusive sound between elements of the
1st! blend. This is indicated by adding and 'a' grapheme above and
then emphatically deleting it with solid lines.

1. The pupil has partially stopped an Iml and produces the word
as [tY1b" '5 ~ ].

This is not a substitution as the Iml is present. A 'b' grapheme is
written and then emphatically crossed out with solid lines.
2. the pupil has partially stopped an Is!. this is not a substitution
the Is! is present. A 't' grapheme is written and then emphatically
crossed out with solid lines.

 
 
 



Table 6.3 Summarises, the manner in which diacritical symbols and graphemes support speech

production in a variety of supra segmental and segmental areas,.provides a system for clarifying in

pronunciation where graphemes do not phonetically represent phonemes and, finally provides

information for each category of speech error, omissions, substitutions and additions.

The third graphic avenue, not illustrated in the table, is the exploitation of the shape of the grapheme to

convey features of speech production. Following a Whole Language Approach, as the young pupil

learns to read and write he is made aware of the way certain grapheme shapes can represent phonemes.

Consonants are the focus of this strategy. Table 6.3 Provides examples of how this is applied. The

table delineates firstly the grapheme, secondly the manner in which the configuration of grapheme has

been exploited to communicate inaccessible features of speech production, thirdly a child-centered

explanation, and fourthly the rationale for choice of symbol.

 
 
 



Table 6.4 : Exploitation of the configuration of the grapheme to represent aspects of speech

production and child-centered explanation and rationale for choice of symbol

Grapheme Exploitation of configuration Child-centered explanation Rationale
Iof grapheme to represent

aspects of speech production
F

J~
"The wind is blowing so hard it Aspirated frication is
nearly blows the tree over. invisible.
When you make an!fJ you can

J feel the wind on your hand."
5 "5" is a snakey sound - you The thin grooved aspiration

make a long sound, like a snake is invisible. This grapheme
talking." adaptation links up with the

diacritical symbol, which

r·" represents the "wiggling"

~ of a snake as it moves.

J Dramatisation of the
traditional expressive 'ss ss
s' to representing a snake
hissing, takes this to a
phonological level.

B 'The 'b' is for ball, it looks like Lip plosion is a feature of
a ball and bounces like a ball: /hI - making it distinctive

• feel your lips bounce on your from production of 1m!or

0 hand. " lips that are closed in
silence. Tactile
information is combined so
that the pupil can
differentiate between /hI
and an Im/.

IN 0 "'n' looks like a nose and the Nasality is an invisible I
sound comes out of your nose." I feature. t

On'and 'I' '''n' looks like a wide tongue In! and III present as one
and T looks like a narrow Vlseme. The complexities

!
tongue. Your tongue needs to of a lateral III or a 'dark' III
be wide when you make an On' are not addressed. Then you 'glue' your whole tongue up pupil's attention is focused
so that the voice can come out of on tongue \vidth as either
your nose. When you make blocking off the oral cavity
your tongue narrow so that the completely; thereby
voice can come out of your directing \'QCalisation
mouth." nasally - or partially -

thereby allo\ving oral
escape of vocalisation.

 
 
 



Table 6.3 demonstrates how the configuration graphemes 'f , 's', 'b', 'n', 'n' and '1' (which

represent paired phonemes In! and Ill) can be exploited to convey knowledge of speech

production. Other graphemes can also serve this purpose.

Exploiting the shape of the grapheme offers four clear advantages. Firstly, working with graphemes is

within the teacher's frame of reference. 'Hanging' speech production on to this metaphorical 'hook'

means that she is working in a familiar a secure area. Secondly, learning graphemes is an established

school procedure. There is a greater likelihood that speech will be taught if it forms part of regular

school procedures. Thirdly, the cartoon-like approach is appealing to young pupils. Finally, a multi-

sensory holistic approach is considered to aid, not only speech, but reading as well. Figure 6.5

illustrates these principles.
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Figure 6.5 Shows how the grapheme has been exploited to convey aspects of speech production - a

bouncing ball is linked to 'bouncing' lips producing the Ibl. Ling's (1976) syllable drill is used. The

consonant is produced with peak vowels 1;1, I ul, and Ii] I and then repeated.

As stated in 6.4.4.1, the graphic component of the proposed speech programme is evaluated according

to the four criteria set out by Calvert and Silverman, (1978). This is only done in relation to

effectiveness of consonant depiction.

Table 6.5: Comparative evaluation between orthographic systems described and evaluated by

Calvert and Silverman, (1978) and that employed by the proposed speech programme in relation

to consonants

Calvert and Silverman's Calvert and By extrapolation The extent to which the
(1978) stated require- Silverman's (1978) systems that do not requirement is satisfied by the
ments for an ideal identification of satisfy their proposed speech programme.
orthographic system systems that satisfy requirements

the requirement. I

1. Symbol conveys Bell and Zaliouk IPA and Diacritical symbols provide
information' on how to 1\orthhampton information on how to articulate
articulate sounds sounds
2. Symbol is free from IPA Bell, Zaliouk and Complementary use of graphemes
ambiguity. 1\'orthhampton and diacritical symbols ensures

symbols are free from ambiguity.
3. The system uses the Northhampton Bell, Zaliouk, IPA The "Titten system of the culture
written symbols of the is used. Diacritical symbols and
culture alternate use of graphemes is

superimposed on normal
orthography.

4. S)mbols are All four systems are 1\0 systems are This it seems a somewhat
perceptually feasible. feasible unfeasible meaningless category, it appears

to refer to the ability of the

i
symbols to be available to vision -
-an orthographic system, with the
exception of braille, is not
normally available to any other
sense. The proposed speech
programme is perceptually
feasible in terms of vision.

 
 
 



Table 6.4 illustrates Calvert and Silverman's (1978: 15) statement that "none of the systems we have

described satisfies all our needs for speech training" This is in contrast to the orthographic system of

the proposed speech programme, which satisfies all requirements specified for consonants

simultaneously.

The situation for vowels is regarded as less satisfactory. The amorphous, finely tuned targets for

vowels are considered minimally accessible to graphic depiction. This can be illustrated by taking the

example of the vowel/I\!. The Northhampton symbol- U -provides no information on tongue height.

Since mouth shape is not distinctive, there is no reason why the neutral shwa I d I, commonly

substituted for vowels, should not be substituted for this vowel. The proposed speech programme does

not offer a solution to this problem. Graphic coding that does not provide useful information is not

included as it would cause confusion. Therefore graphic coding for vowels is limited to those that

represent visible mouth shapes of peak vowels, despite the fact that these are superfluous because they

represent mouth shapes that are visible. The rationale for this is that a basis is given for diphthong

coding. Demonstration of the two diverse elements is regarded as more accessible. Additionally,

diacritical symbols are unambiguous and distinctive may provide some stimulation for differentiation

of vowels that works as an antidote to neutralisation.

Three kinaesthetic paths are employed:

• Firstly, tactile experience ofvocalisation. This refers to the manner in which the pupil gains

awareness of speech patterns through touch. Examples of this are feeling vibrations caused by

vocalisation on the chin, larynx or nose and directing aspiration onto the learners hand

• Secondly, analogous tactile stimulation. A tactile sensation is created by the teacher moving her

fingers or hand on the arm or hand of the pupil to represent a corresponding speech process. An

example of this is clarifying Is! and It I production. The vulnerable and invisible distinguishing

feature of this pair is stopping versus continuance. To represent an Isl, the teacher, while producing

Isl orally draws a 'wiggly' line along the child's inner forearm with one finger - this gives the

feeling of continuity. The use of a single finger is a cue to the thin air stream required. (The

complementary nature of alternate multi-sensory pathways is clearly demonstrated in this example

- the 'wiggly' line reinforces the snake analogy used with diacritical symbols and exploitation of

grapheme shape). To represent the '1' the teacher 'walks' the index and third finger up the child's

 
 
 



forearm. The concept of stopping is reinforced with a staccato 'footstep; - (this reconnects with the

diacritical symbol for Itl, the dot is likened to footprints made by the fingers). If the teacher simply

produced Isl and It I orally the pupil would be unable to distinguish between them, as both have

identical visemes that change according to phonetic environments. The two bodily sensations are,

however, distinctive. The pupil can gain a physical gestalt to replicate the oro sensory gestalt he

needs to produce these phonemes. This is considered to be a more powerful stimulus than a

cognitively based explanation such as: "You need to groove your tongue so that air escapes in a

thin stream. Do not allow the tongue to touch your teeth or dental ridge because that will prevent

the air stream from escaping, thereby producing a continuant and not a stop".

• Thirdly, bodily movements. This has similarities with Guberina' s (1981) system. The bodily

movements chosen are analogous to features of speech production. For example, the young pupil

may 'bounce' in his chair, dramatising a car going over stones while vocalising repetitions of Ibl -

in this way he experiences stopping in a physical manner - he moves in a way that replicates the

'bouncing' lip plosion required forlb/. Contrastively, he will sit still while steering the imaginary

car over a smooth road, continuously miming turning a steering wheel, while vocalising Im/, to

convey the idea of smooth continuity. Such bodily movements are considered to promote cognitive

knowledge of speech production via a physical avenue. Additionally, the movement provides

physical relaxation. This is regarded as important for promotion of laryngeal relaxation.

There are several advantages of using the kinaesthetic avenue.

• Clinical experience has shown that pupils enjoy physical contact and movement. All kinaesthetic

strategies are gentle and playful.

• The strategies can be used in situations where writing implements are unavailable.

• Clinical experience has shown these strategies are effective in conveying knowledge of vulnerable

aspects of speech production. Pupils transform kinaesthetic cues into information on speech

production with ease.

The term hand analogies is used to refer to movements or postures of the hand that represent aspects of

speech production. An example of a hand analogy is the mimed movement of pulling a piece of thread

through the front teeth to indicate production of Isl (observed at the Instituut Voor Doven, Holland,

 
 
 



1986). The length of the imaginary string represents continuity, the thinness represents the narrow air

stream needed for production.

Cued Speech, designed by Cornette (1975) utilising a complicated system of hand analogies, received

initial acclaim but seems to have lost popularity. This may be because the system is too complex for

easy learning (Northern and Downs, 1979), or because the hand analogies are intellectual

conceptualisations that are not kinaesthetically suggestive. Hand analogies as used in the speech

programme are highly suggestive of aspects of production. They do not need to be memorise.d as

intellectual concepts.

The advantages of using hand analogies is that correction does not need to be written or verbalised. It

appears, as it were, by sleight of hand. This means that speech can be developed in a variety of

environments and is not dependent on writing and does not disrupt communication.

This avenue is considered highly effective for a limited range of phonemes. It refers to the use of

tangible objects to directly convey an orosensory gestalt to the pupil. An example of this is given for

discrimination of Ibl and 1m!, which share a viseme. This is illustrated in figure 6.6.

 
 
 



Figure 6.6 The use of a sock puppet to represent difference of labial pressure and timing

between Ibl and Im/.

Figure 6.1 shows the position of the hand (block 1) and the appearance of the puppet once the hand is

inserted into the sock (block 2) - the sock is personalised by eyes and nostrils to resemble an animal's

face. For /hI the teacher flicks the four fingers and thumb quickly and forcefully, for the 1m! she opens

the four fingers and thumb slowly and gently. The pupil gains knowledge of an orosensory pattern that

is unavailable during production since 1m! and /hI are visually identical. This is achieved without

visual exaggeration of speech patterns.

Another example is the use of a length of string to distinguish between the Isl and It/. This is shown in

figure 6.7 below.

 
 
 



Figure 6.7 The use of a length of string and a knotted string to teach distinction between

Isl and Itl.

Figure 6.7 shows an unknotted length of string - the pupil runs the string through the thumb and

forefinger while producing an extended Is/. The sensation replicates production of the thin continuous

air stream required. When the length of string is knotted at intervals, the sensation is different - there

is an interruption, or stop, analogous to the stoppage of the air required for production of It I. The

contrast of stopping required for ItI and continuity required for Isl is clearly conveyed with this

technique. (The blend Istl can also be taught with this apparatus).

Advantages of this avenue are:

• Knowledge is conveyed without oral exaggeration.

• Simple, tangible analogies are used to describe subtle, complex aspects of production.

• Employment oftoy-like apparatus is appealing to young pupils.

For purposes of convenience and clarity, oro sensory avenues are described as though each is a separate

entity. In practice however, they combine to provide a complex tapestry of simultaneous information.

Figure 6.8 demonstrates this.

 
 
 



Figure 6.8 Orosensory, graphic and kinesthetive avenues used in complementary

conjunction with the paired phonemes /n/ and /1/
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Source: Extract (size reduced) from a booklet entitled 'Lets Speak Beautifully!" which forms part of

the proposed speech programme.

Figure 6.8 shows the intricate connection between complementary avenues. The numbers used in the

description that follows correspond with the numbers inscribed in the extract. #1 Using the oro sensory

avenue, viseme pairs are juxtaposed to promote heightened comparative orosensory gestalts. The

diacritical symbol superimposed on the grapheme 'n' is common to all nasals - it denotes sonority,

symbolised by the full circle, and continuity symbolised by the extended looped line. Written

execution of the diacritical symbol will be relatively lengthy, emphasising the temporal length needed

 
 
 



for production of a continuant, a vulnerable feature in the speech of the hearing impaired. The' I'

grapheme is coded with a diacritical symbol resembling a narrowed raised tongue - representing

production of 11/. #2 The pupil is directed to watching the movement of the tongue, therebye

strengthenig orostereognosis. #3 The shape of the graphemes is exploited to convey information on

speech production. #4 The graphic avenue is fostered by exploiting the configuration of the

graphemes. Kinaesthetic and graphic avenues combine - four fingers are pressed down on the on'

shape to reinforce the concept of lingual tongue pressure on the hard palate needed to create a

continuous seal for In!. One finger strokes the 'I' shape to reinforce the concept ofless pressure, (the

lingual seal does not have to be complete), and narrowness of tongue to allow for oral emission of

vocalisation.

ish

The teacher produces the word 'fish', providing an auditory signal. As she produces IfI she flutters her

fingers at the level of her mouth - a hand analogy that describes continuous aspirated energy. The

viseme for If! - top teeth over bottom lip - is distinctive, but does not provide this information.

Although vocalisation provides an auditory signal the low intensity of If I makes auditory perception

 
 
 



unlikely. Therefore teacher simultaneously points to the diacritical symbol for If I - a cloud of wind,

symbolising aspiration. This example shows how auditory signal, hand analogy and diacritical symbol

are used in complementary conjunction to provide information on features of speech production that

are invisible and probably inaudible.

This section examines how the programme deals with different aspects of speech function. The

following areas are targeted:

• gaining control of vocal organs

• supra-segmental development

• segmental development of vowels and consonants

• phonological development.

No clear evidence exists to support the view that non-speech activities directly improve speech.

Arguments are conflicting and confusing, as the examples that follow illustrate. Siebert (1980) states

that clinical experience indicates such training improves the child's potential to use speech effectively,

but does not provide corroborating evidence. Sheldon and Knox (1970 - cited by Ling, 1976) note a

lack of effectiveness of carry-over to speech from velar exercises undertaken in non-speech contexts.

As against this, Ling (1976) cites research describing successful treatment of velar pharyngeal

incompetence through sucking exercises. (Massengill and Quin, 1974 - cited by Ling, 1976) an 18-

year old subject is described as having learned to effect velar pharyngeal closure by holding a piece of

paper at the end of a drinking straw and subsequently being able to make stop consonants. The result

they describe is for a hearing subject. It is possible that the hearing person was at an advantage, being

fully cognisant of the speech goal to be attained. This is not the case for the hearing impaired learner

who does not have a model of the desired vocalisation. The approach of the proposed speech

programme is that such exercises may have an influence on speech performance. However, even if this

is not the case, the other advantages are considered operative:

 
 
 



• It is possible that teachers involved in these activities will gain knowledge of the structure and

functioning of the speech organs, and that this will aid them in speech instruction. Involvement in

non-speech activities allows teachers to become familiar with the structure and function of speech

organs. She literally looks into her own and the pupil's mouth to observe movements of the organs

and learns how to instruct pupils to place speech organs in different positions. A teacher who, for

example, helps a pupil develop the ability to widen and narrow the tongue is gaining skills that can

be extended to teaching the difference between In! and III production. Secondly, it is possible that

pupils engaged in deliberate control of the speech organs may strengthen oral steregnosis and that

this will aid speech development. Non-speech activities do not constitute a major part of the

programme. The illustrations show minimal reliance on a medico-pathological model. A humorous

cartoon-like format is used demonstrated in figure 6.10 below.

(i)ffio'he a wide ton~~le.

(iii)CC\((1j Cln imCl~inor~ bud::et,or Watef on
the toV\~uef(oV'l\ one SIde of -the Moull'"l
to Lhe. ot\?\er.
SyY)oot'n\~Jo VlO LlJobh\iV\3 o( the L\JC\te( (ill) Con \:Iou touch CaV\~u touch

l~)i\\ spill! h." ••• ~~~~ ~~~u~~~._. }f~~~~~~_..__
Source: Extract from a booklet entitled 'Can You Make Funny Faces', which forms part of the

proposed speech programme.

 
 
 



6.5.2 SUPRA-SEGMENTAL DEVELOPMENT: DURATION, INTENSITY, PITCH AND

STRESS PATTERNS

The underlying philosophy of the proposed programme is that the largest proportion of supra-

segmental variation which occurs in spontaneous speech, particularly pitch, occurs as a function of

hearing or as a consequence of early aural rehabilitation, and cannot be formally taught. Exercises for

example, to train production of varied pitch levels on demand, are regarded as simply that - the pupil

will be able to produce different pitch levels on demand. This is regarded as a splinter skill, which will

not be generalised into vocal inflections for speech. There are, however, two reasons why some

attention is given to formal development of supra-segmental skills. Firstly, the possibility that some

carryover into speech may occur means that this should not be completely neglected. Secondly, of

greater importance, training in suprasegmental production, while it may not enrich suprasegmental

vocal contours in spontaneous speech, may provide valuable exercise for vocal folds. Poor vocal fold

development of hearing-impaired children was described in the theoretical research (Chapter 2).

Suprasegmental training provides an opportunity for exercising vocal folds that occur naturally in the

spontaneous speech of hearing children, but may not occur in the speech of children with hearing

losses. A Deaf person, for example, may not learn to whisper unless taught. Although whispering is not

a crucial prerequisite for communication, vocal folds are exercised in an important manner. During a

whispered utterance the lower part of the vocal fold is held op~n in an uncharacteristic posture (Ling,

1976), \A,'hichmay enhance vocal fold tone.

The informal avenue relies on animated communication, which is part of interesting life experiences,

and singing. The value of singing was described in the Theoretical research, Chapter 3. The approach

to singing as a component of supra-segmental control differs significantly from Ling (1976) who views

formal suprasegmental development of pitch as needing to be developed in order for the pupil to learn

to sing. This programme views singing as an aid to developing supra-segmental skills. Ling's (1976;

206) attitude can be gauged from this excerpt:

 
 
 



" ... The child should be taught to make increasingly finer adjustments so that at least simple tunes

can be sung". (This writer's emphasis).

The formal avenue consists of attention to stress patterns, duration, intensity and pitch. Stress patterns

are developed using graphic support, kinaesthetic input and hand analogies. Duration, intensity and

pitch are exercised according to the structured supra-segmental component of Ling's (1976) speech

programme. Transp·osition of these skills into spontaneous speech is not regarded as a consequence of

following his programme.

Five modifications were made.

• The entire suprasegmental programme is represented graphically, in book form. Significant

advantages are seen from this in relation to teachers, pupils and speech development. Teachers are

provided with theory that is illustrated by practical examples. This is considered to make Ling's

programme easier to understand. Additionally, teaching material is ready - the teacher does not

need to expend additional time preparing lesson material. Pupils are supplied with appealing

child-centered material. For young pupils using a book is a novelty and may also encourage

reading behaviour. Speech development is fostered in various ways. Firstly, employment of

diacritical symbols and graphemes is regarded as a tool for enhancing audition. Secondly, the

pupil's attention is directed at the page, not teacher's mouth. This is believed to generate a

listening attitude from the pupil and to discourage the teacher from exaggerating mouth movements

because the pupil is not watching. Once again principles of the Listening, Speaking, Reading

method are pertinent.

• There is a different emphasis

Not all suprasegmental skills are deemed of equal value. Duration is given major emphasis.

Exercising ab and adduction of the vocal cords is regarded as improving vocal quality. The ability

to sustain vocalisation is viewed as the raw material of speech voice. The subskill that exercises

short and long utterances on one breath is seen as important - being a model for connected speech

patterns. Intensity is given less attention. The use of the forced whisper, as described, is only

considered important in terms of vocal fold development. Repeated use ofloud utterances is kept

to a minimum since it is believed to be potentially vocally abusive. Pitch sub-skills are also

regarded as potentially vocally abusive. (This view was supported in the Empirical Research by

the group of teachers who followed a modified version of Ling's programme in Chapter 5). An

additional disadvantage is that in the absence of audition, teaching pitch variation may require

digital contact with the larynx, and this is considered undesirable.

 
 
 



• A specific consonant-vowel combination is used throughout supra-segmental subs kills.

Ling (1976) recommends that any vocalisation produced by the learner be accepted during

suprasegmental subskills - any releasing consonant and any vowel or diphthong. This injunction is

not followed as it is considered to provide too little structure for the teacher, and to may reinforce

deviant voice. The consonant-vowel combination Iba:! is used throughout the supra-segmental

programme. This is a departure from Ling's (1976) on two counts. Firstly, introduction of a

consonant - Ling develops consonants at a later stage, only after supra-segmental development and

vowel acquisition have been completed. Secondly, the vowel is specified. There is a rationale for

each departure.

The consonant Ibl is selected because it is regarded as providing a springboard for healthy

vocalisation - the nature of production virtually propels the voice forward. In the light of the

prevalence of cuI de sac resonance (Lings, 1976) this is an important consideration. The voiceless

cognate Ipl that shares the viseme is accepted as it serves the same purpose. The commonly

substituted bilabial nasal, 1m!, that shares the viseme is not accepted because of the danger of

extending nasal resonance to the vowel. As Ling (1976: 250) states with regard to nasality:

"prevention of hyper-nasality is better than cure. We stress the importance of babbling non-nasal

syllables (vowels released with plosives and unvoiced fricatives) as early as possible in training.

We do not encourage babbling syllables such as [t'I'\I\""'~ until the child has established orality

rather than nasality as a norm ... of course if ~I\MI\oMl is the first series of s<:>Undsproduced by the

young hearing impaired child we must accept it. .. ".

In agreement with Ling, all the first spontaneously produced sounds of young hearing-impaired

children are accepted and encouraged. However, once formal training is initiated new patterns are

developed. For this reason the 1m! is not accepted to initiate the syllable and the Ibl is deliberately

and specifically elicited. The vowel la:! is used because it is less problematic than other vowels.

Firstly, it is less vulnerable to a deviant high pitch than the other two other peak vowels 11:1and lu:!

(Ling, 1976); secondly the maximally open oral cavity means that nasalisation is less likely to occur

as there is more room for oral escape; and thirdly the posture of the tongue is visible - this means

that tongue retraction can be remediated from an early stage.

• Dramatisation is used.

 
 
 



The is well demonstrated in the intensity sub-skills. This soft utterance is dramatised as a mother

gently soothing her baby, a loud utterance as a fierce giant, and the whisper as a voiceless butterfly.

This is regarded as communication on a phonological level - even though a meaningless syllable is

used, it is used to express emotion. Dramatisation is considered to be both child centered - in that

it is appealing to pupils - and as vocally healthy, both because the focus of attention is not on

speech production. Physical movement is regarded as promoting bodily relaxation, which in turn

promotes the laryngeal relaxation necessary for healthy vocalisation.

• Analogous physical movement is used.

This is considered to be important on two counts. Firstly, analogous movement provides a gestalt

for speech production - for example banging the fist simultaneously with production of a loud

utterance, physically facilitates the target intensity. Secondly, attention is taken of the larynx as the

initiator of voice production - the noxious effect of laryngeal tension has been noted repeatedly

(Chapter 2). Figure 6.11 and 6.12 illustrates these principles.

 
 
 



Figure 6.11 : Dramatisation and bodily movements incorporated into Ling's (1976) subskills

relating to intensity
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.Figure 6.11 demonstrates how dramatisation and bodily movements are incorporated. The

dramatisation of each character suggests a different vocal intensity, forceful stamping of a giant for a

loud utterance, gentle rocking of a mother for a soft utterance, fluttering fingers and waving arms to

represent a butterfly for a whispered utterance. Colour provides a visual illustration of differences -

dark black for a loud utterance, soft blue for a soft utterance and no colour for a voiceless utterance.

Additionally, analogous kinaesthetic hand movements highlight differences. The dark square is

'banged' forcefully with the fist while producing a loud utterance, the cloud stroked gently while

producing a soft utterance. The fingers do not touch the dotted circle, which represents a whispered

utterance, but flutter above it, thereby denoting a different vocal energy.

 
 
 



Less emphasis is given to the development of vowels and diphthongs than to consonants for two

reasons - achieving correct production as a result of formal intervention is regarded as unrealistically

idealistic, because of the amorphous and exceedingly complex targets required for correct production

of vowels. Vowels are considered to have a greater leeway in terms of intelligibility than consonants.

The range, which occurs with vowels, rendering them comprehensible even when they are distorted, is

not regarded as extended to consonant production to the same degree. Consonants are more narrowly

fixed in production for them to be intelligible.

The importance of vowels as carriers of suprasegmental features, including emotionally laden cadences

and inflections, cannot be ignored. These complex elements, valuable though they are for the hearing

listener, may not be accessible to the Deaf speaker. Tilting at windmills must prove a fruitless and

frustrating task for pupil and teacher alike.

Accessible aspects of vowel production are reached via three avenues:

Firstly, by demonstrating tongue height - this is done through hand analogies. Secondly, a limited

avenue, using diacritical symbols to demonstrate lip shape. Although this strategy is largely

superfluous to demonstrate vowel production - as degree oflip rounding or spreading is a visible

feature - it, has merit in developing diphthongs to accentuate that there are two elements.

The vowel drills advocated by Ling (1976) are incorporated into the programme, despite the fact that

incorrect vowel production may be elicited and even reinforced. The rationale is that such drills,

because voice is produced, may aid vocal fold development and consequently improve strength of

'localisation.

There are clear departures from Ling's philosophy. Firstly, drills are orthographically depicted-

vowels are written. This is not congruent with Ling's policy of oral imitation. Secondly, vowels are

used, communicatively, at a phonological level. This is demonstrated by Figure 6.12.

 
 
 



Source: Extract from speech booklet entitled 'Fun With Vowels' which forms part of the proposed

speech programme.

Figure 6.12 demonstrates use of diacritical symbols for diphthongs. In this example, a combination of

symbols for Ia! and IV-I are given. The second part of the diphthong is graphically indicated as a

smaller component. The sequence of Ling's drill scheme is followed in that the diphthong is produced

singly (#1), then repeated (#2) and alternated (#3). Formal auditory training is incorporated as

recommended by Ling (#5). Provision is made for pupils with sufficient audition to discriminate

between 'bow' and 'bee'. The diphthong is used phonologically to indicate expression of pain and the

action of bowing.

 
 
 



In contrast to the lack ofaccessibility described for vowels and diphthongs, consonant development is

considered to be a realistic goal. Because of this tenet the major thrust of the proposed programme

centres on consonant development. Several principles are followed:

• Certain consonants are paired. This was described earlier in the chapter. Specific consonants that

share visemes, voicing features and place of articulation are developed in juxtaposition in order to

heighten orosensory perception.

• Consonants are graded according to level of difficulty. Front consonants are easier to develop than

back consonants and are generally taught before back consonants. This principle has exceptions.

For example the velar IkJ is taught before the alveolar affricate 1!5'1. This is because!5 I is used less

frequently in connected speech than IkJ and a ISI could substitute in some measure for a tf I,

whereas no substitution is available for /kJ. Consonants are graded according to five levels. These

are set out in Table 6.6.

Levell: /bl and Iml ; IfI ; If} I ; ISI

Level 2: It I and Isl ; In! and III ; /hi ; Iwl

Level 3: IkJ ; 19 I ; Irl ; Ijl

Level 4: /~S/
LevelS: All voicing discriminations

Table 6.6 details five levels of consonant teaching. One group of paired phonemes occurs in Levell

(/bl and 1m!) and two in Level 2 (/tl and Isl and In! and Ilf). Ling's (1976) sequence for development of

blends is followed.

 
 
 



The correlation of increased age and speech proficiency that occurs automatically for hearing children

does not apply to hearing-impaired children. Therefore age norms cannot be applied to levels of

phoneme development. Using a rough guide, Level 1 should be completed during the first two years of

school attendance - the nursery section; Level 2 in the junior primary section and Level 3 by the end of

primary school.

• Little emphasis is placed on the distinction between surd and sonant pairs. The rationale for this

was described in the theoretical research (Chapter 2) and was borne out in the empirical research

(Chapters 5). There are two reasons for this lack of emphasis firstly consideration of the complexity

of the task, the seemingly siinple function ofvoicelvoiceless contrast is more than the presence or

absence of vocalisation, it translates into a complex vocal skill which may not be an attainable goal,

and secondly, substitution of one cognate for another is regarded as relatively unimportant in terms

of intelligibility. For the most part the voiceless cognate is taught. This is true for:

I IfI,! ()I, ISI, Isl, Itl, /k/

There are several speculations that support this choice.

• Voiceless consonants are less likely to develop naturally as they require a change in the position of

the vocal folds. They are not in contact for aspiration in contrast to adduction and abduction, which

occurs during vocalisation.

• The precise, relatively incorruptible nature of voiceless consonants, particularly fricatives, gives a

clear signal that improves intelligibility.

• In agreement with Ling (1976), drilling vowels released by aspirated fricatives is important for

prevention of nasal resonance.

• Incorrect voiced substitution word - finally is more detrimental to intelligibility than incorrect

voiceless substitution.

 
 
 



Intervention on a phonological level is strongly featured throughout the programme. This, is even

evident in suprasegmental exercises. A pupil dramatising a giant stamping while vocalising /ba:l

loudly or producing the vowel /a:/ to express a feeling of pleasure, is engaged in meaningful

communication on a phonological level. Once developed, phonemes are practised in the context of

words and phrases. Songs, poems, dramatisation and incidental work on the blackboard - are vehicles

for development of phonological speech.

Developmental research was defined as needing to fulfil two criteria - scientific credibility and

practical applicability. The previous discussion has centered on - scientific credibility. To this end,

theoretical principles that underpin the programme were described. This section views the practical

applicability of theory. The goal is that relevant theory does not remain idealistically contained in an

ivory tower, but is transported to the real world of the classroom. This addresses Ling's (1976) cogent

criticisms that more PhD's have been earned describing problems than trying to solve them and that

what is known scientifically does not find its way into the classroom. Before scientific knowledge can

_be transformed into classroom practice the current medico-pathological paradigm familiar to

communication pathologists, needs to be transformed into an educational paradigm suitable for

teachers.

The learner - the individual who because of a hearing loss attends a special school for the hearing

impaired; the teacher - the person responsible for the general education of the learner who is also

responsible for speech development; school structures - the educational systems operant in the school.

Each of these is discussed below.

 
 
 



A crucial all encompassing philosophy underpinning the programme is that the learner is infinitely

more than a vehicle for speech acquisition and improvement. The same principles that are sacrosanct

in general education hold sway for the education of the hearing-impaired. The psychological integrity

of the pupil is foremost - no skills is deemed worthy of compromising this. Speech development is

subservient to psychological health. In agreement with (Northern and Downs, (1976:308) development

of speech proficiency is certainly not the first goal. Once again their quoted maxim is pertinent,

"Intelligible speech in an emotionally disordered mind is a useless function". Descriptions of abuses

by past pupils cannot be ignored. The empirical research conducted in this study (Chapter 5) bears

witness to this. Speech instruction is subject to the same psychological requirements as set for other

subjects.

Fulfilment of these considerations is evident in many aspects of the design of the programme. For

example speech material is child-centered, illustrations and explanations are designed around the needs

of the learner. The need for variety and challenge are addressed despite the necessity of repeated cycles

of intervention. To this end motivation, is tailored according to chronological age in order that the

material is psychologically appropriate. Speech and age levels may be vastly disparate. Empirical

research (Chapter 5) described how older children objected to material they regarded as inappropriate.

There are three levels of motivation.

• Level one: nursery school

The main thrust is intrinsic enjoyment. As Ling (1976) notes, hearing-impaired children may not

experience pleasure in using voice. Enjoyment is regarded as a key factor towards healthy vocal

development - dangers of vocal tension were described in Chapter 2. The young child who is

directed to concentrate on vocal functioning may be engaged in an activity that is not pleasurable,

and consequently endangers healthy vocal development. Figure 6.3 demonstrates how intrinsic

physical pleasure in vocalisation forms the basic component of motivation.

 
 
 



Figure 6.13 : Intrinsic enjoyment ofvocalisation, in the development of nasal/oral/differentiation

for the nursery school pupil

Source: Extract from a booklet entitled " .... is Clever", (the dotted line indicates a space for the pupils'

name to be inscribed) that forms part of the proposed programme.

The young pupil, in a Montessori-type approach, engages in repetitive physical activity which is

pleasurable. The hands slide touching the page for production of /ml. This emphasises lip contact and

the feature of continuity. The hands are then lifted during extended production of fa:!' This indicates a

contrast with the previous manner of production. Lifting the hands suggests a freeing action analogous

to a free voice - unbounded by contact with organs of articulation. Reading behaviour is incorporated,

the shape ofthefml grapheme is exploited, the hands fit into the two cuppola's that form the grapheme.

• Level two: primary school

Novelty and pride associated with reading and writing are incorporated. The pupil learns speech as

part of reading, writing, spelling. Enjoyment associated with cognitive challenges is introduced.

This is demonstrated in figures 14 and 15.

 
 
 



Figure 6.14 : Iml and Ibl differentiation using a kinesthetic and orthographic avenues, for the

primary school pupil

The primary school pupil experiences kinaesthetic pleasure which facilitates correct production, the

contrastive actions of rubbing versus pressing the fingers provides analogous kinaesthetic

reinforcement for the features of continuity, versus stopping necessary for 1m! and /hI differentiation.

The nursery school pupil would not have the dexterity to manipulate the fingers in this way, and the

senior pupil would find such play childish. The junior school pupil however will enjoy and be able to

execute the finger puppet dramatisation.

 
 
 



Whose flOlY\es QUe.® Sounds i"" t~e",?

Figure 6.14 shows how although kinaesthetic input remains a feature spelling is now incorporated.

The book is personalised by providing an opportunity to include familiar names. The activity of

finding words containing IfI in magazines and cutting and pasting them aids class organisation. The

teacher has an oppOitunity to help individual pupils whole the class is constructively engaged. The

same diacritical symbol of aspiration provides the continuity.

• Level Three: high school

This addresses adolescent pupils. The approach is suitable for more mature students. Material is

designed so as not to be insultingly inappropriate in terms of age. This is demonstrated in Figures

15 and 16.
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In a regular school, speech problems are dealt with by a communication pathologist. However,

conglUent with the view of Ling (1976) in a school for hearing-impaired children responsibility for

improving speech devolves on the class teacher. Empirical research identified problems that teachers

face in this regard. These included lack of training, time, evidence of progress, problems of class

organisation, perception of pupil negativity. The programme addresses a large number of these

problems.

 
 
 



A school is more than a physical building that houses learners and teachers. It is an organisation that

has conduits for imparting knowledge which operate according to established principles.

• Written systems are available

This is exemplified by the concept of a syllabus. Reading, arithmetic or writing schemes are usually

available as concrete entities in the form of books. To this end graded speech workbooks form part

of the programme. They stand as a permanent, concrete system which provides a greater chance of

continuity being less vulnerable to changes of personnel.

• Incremental continuity is present

There is a system whereby pupils advance though the school in a continuous, pre-planned way - the

next class continues instruction at an appropriately higher level. As Campbell (1980) pertinently

notes in relation to speech teaching, lack of continuity across the school will mean pupils need to

adjust to marked differences of approaches which may compromise efficient learning. To this end,

the proposed programme has a consistent approach.

• Evaluative procedures are established

Schools traditionally evaluate progress, often on a pass/fail continuum.

Evaluation for speech development differs. One aspect of traditional evaluation is appropriate,

namely, keeping a record of progress. This occurs with the use of speech booklets which are written

records of individual progress.

• Designed for the class context.

Generally school education occurs in classroom settings. This is congruent with the proposed

speech programme as significant percentage of instruction occurs in a class context, thereby

allowing the teacher to work in a familiar situation. Not only is group work convenient in terms of

the time constraints, it also generates a stimulating dynamic that may be absent from tuition in an

individual setting. This is particularly pertinent to creative activities such as songs, poems and

drama.

 
 
 



• Based on traditional structures
A programme is more likely to fit into the school situation if it is congruent with traditional learning

practices. Several aspects of the proposed programme reflect this.

• Use of graphemes
Involvement with graphemes is pivotal to traditional education, for example spelling, reading and

writing. Use of the grapheme is similarly central to the speech programme. Additionally,

diacritical symbols are considered to heighten awareness of graphemes by directing attention to

aspects of speech production. It may be that this emphasis promotes learning that goes beyond

speech improvement. The hearing pupil has an a priori knowledge of the element of production the

diacritical symbol represents via the avenue of hearing. For example, aspirated frication is

available to the hearing pupil but not to the hearing-impaired pupil. Diacritical symbols may in

some way compensate for information lost due to impaired auditory acuity, thereby rendering the

grapheme more accessible to learning.

• A whole language approach.

Linked to the aspect above, congruent with modern tenets of education, a Whole Language

Approach is followed. This means that speech is incorporated into diverse areas including

graphemes but also to creative activities, such as drama and singing, and other subjects, such as

history and biology and also language.

• School entrance is qualified by chronological age.

The programme is designed for pupils of school going age; it is not appropriate for younger learners

for four reasons that have been described previously, interspersed in other aspects of the study.

They are presented together at this point, demonstrating the integral nature of the union of medico-

pathological and educational paradigms. Firstly, the consideration of the physical maturity of the

speech organs. Iatgrogenic harm may occur where too much is required of immature organs.

Secondly, the level of mental concentration required during speech instruction is not suitable for

younger pupils. Thirdly adequate conceptual development is required to comprehend graphemes

which form a significant focus of the programme. Fourthly, speech is considered to be best learned

initially by enriching the auditory avenue. This programme would cause competing sensory

pathways to occur which would detract from full development of audition.

• Apparatus is congruent with the school situation.

Apparatus is not a superficial nicety, but is kernel to theoretical principals. Booklets, for example,

do not only function as traditional vehicles for lesson schemes, they also provide an efficient

 
 
 



infrastructure for auditory training. Fortuitously traditional, school apparatus, namely, printed

books, the blackboard and the empty notebook, are well suited to theoretical constructs.

• Graded booklets containing lesson material perform five important functions. Firstly, booklets are

a source of continuity, secondly they provide an evaluative record of progress. Thirdly, they offer

opportunities for auditory training. When reading a book to a child the teacher's mouth is obscured.

The child therefore focusses on the auditory signal which is enhanced by the grapheme. Fourthly, in

tandem with lesson material, booklets provide an opportunity for teacher training. Fifthly, they are

vehicles that naturally fulfil the requirement of repeated cycles of intervention, A booklet is re-read

many times as is a favourite story. Psychological issues are also addressed by their design.

Booklets are not condensed into one single volume but appear as numerous thin editions. This gives

tangible expression to the concept that speech development occurs as small, incremental gains. This

strategy may prevent teachers from feeling overwhelmed at the enormity of the task. A further

psychological consideration is the deliberate de-emphasis of a medico-pathological approach.

Illustrations are cartoon-like and child centered and terminology is appropriate for teachers and

pupils. This is considered to reinforce the concept that speech development fits an educational

paradigm and as such is the responsibility of teachers. An additional psychological consideration, is

the potential for individualisation. Booklets make provision for inclusion of personal data, such as

the pupil's name, the names of family members and opportunity to be coloured. This means that

the pupil is encouraged to see the programme as reflecting his own individuality and not as an

impersonal textbook. Sixthly, booklets provide a platform for inclusion ofa multi-disciplinary

team. Parents are provided with an opportunity to observe and positively reinforce progress and

other school personnel can give complementary instruction.

The next piece of apparatus is the ubiquitous blackboard. It offers practical advantages in that it is

cheap, hardy and an established education aid. It is also a vehicle for propagating theoretical

constructs. Firstly, auditory training is naturally achieved using the LRS method - the focus is on

written material, not the teacher's mouth. Teacher training will be needed to incorporate this

concept. A teacher who, for example, bangs emphatically on the board while speaking will obscure

the auditory message. Secondly the black board provides a structure whereby incidental schoolwork

can be transformed into material for speech development. Correction of speech within a meaningful

language context is realised. Thirdly, group speech is facilitated. The blackboard is of particular

value in poetry and singing because the class can be vocally co-ordinated, an otherwise difficult task

with pupils who have hearing losses.

 
 
 



The final piece of equipment is the empty notebook. This performs a variety of functions. It is used

to illustrate poems while the teacher gives individual help. In this way the problems of class

organisation are addressed. It is also used to record individual speech problems and to incorporate other

aspects of education such as dictation of poems learned during speech for spelling development,

practising writing skills by copying poems, language exercises based on speech activities, and pasting

pictures representing phonemes targeted.

Bishops's (1980: 420) petition quoted earlier is re-examined in the light of the description of the

proposed programme:

"This is a time for boldness in our approach to the complex challenge of facilitating speech in

profoundly deaf children. Traditional approaches have at best been marginally successful with a few

notable exceptions. Unfortunately the exceptions are more the result of personalities than they are the

result of effective processes. Ifwe are to gain significant improvements we must be willing to break

with tradition and take significant risks".

The programme breaks with tradition and proposes significant risks. However, paradoxically in as

much as originality and departure from traditional practices are viewed as strengths, so are inclusions

of past contributions. The need for new solutions does not preclude incorporation of established

systems that have merit - the baby should not be thrown out with the bathwater. Acknowledgements

are made to influences of previously established theories. Ling's theories have a major impact. This is

seen in the inclusion of his programme for suprasegmental development consonant and vowel drill

patterns. All are used extensively - albeit in a modified form. Additionally, his philosophy that

teachers assume the primary responsibility for speech development is kernel to the proposed

programme. van Uden's philosophy on writing as an auditory support, graphic design for stress

 
 
 



patterns, and the hand analogy for /s/ are, featured. The Listening Reading Method, designed by the

Ewings is pivotal. Additionally hand analogies are used in a similar manner. Sneddon's rhythmic drill

patterns, designed for hearing learners, are incorporated. A system of bodily movements, as cognitive

analogies for speech and antidotes to physical tension are used in a similar manner to Guberina - albeit

without the use of amplification vibratory adjuncts. The tenets of the Whole Language Approach are

well represented - a holistic approach is followed. The manner in which phoneme-viseme confusion is

viewed as a single causal factor to explain a wide variety of faults is in philosophical agreement with

the phonological approach to the diagnosis of speech faults.

Technological advances are not included despite their potential merit. Major reasons for exclusion are

the expen~e and technical knowledge required for their implementation.

 
 
 



CHAPTER 7: EVALUATION AND

CONCLUSION

The final chapter has two broad goals - to assess the fulfilment of the aims delineated in Chapter

1 and to evaluate the proposed programme. In order to realise these objectives the chapter opens

with an assessment of the fulfilment of the aims set out in chapter 1 then proceeds to an

evaluation of the proposed programme and makes recommendations for future research.

The three aims described in Chapter 1 - theoretical, empirical and developmental - have all been

attained. Theoretical constructs support empirical investigation, and both combine to validate the

developmental contribution, namely the proposed programme. Although the proposed

programme is placed at the end of the thesis the strands of conception and validation are spun in

Chapter 1. Each subsequent chapter adds new threads, inextricably interwoven to form a strong

connection with the proposed speech programme. Without these precursors the proposed

programme would stand as an idiosyncratic work, unconnected to broader issues in Deaf

education or theoretical constructs. Contentions issues of the oral/manual controversy are taken

into account as are practical problems, such as lack of teacher training. The detailing of theories

of speech teaching - historically, contemporarily and potentially - provides insight into the

choices that underpin its hermeneutic basis. Empirical research is extensive because of a lack
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previous investigation. Finally, cumulative information of the earlier chapters crystallises in the

proposed speech programme.

7.3 THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAMME TO SPEECH

SCIENCE FOR THE DEAF

Several major contributions are proposed:

• The transformation of speech teaching from a marginalised activity to one that is part of

the normal education programme.

Speech instruction no longer detracts from but rather enhances academic learning.

• The transformation of speech teaching from a rare skill limited to a few higWy trained

professionals to one that is accessible to all educators, particularly class teachers.

The essence of the programme is that it simplifies speech teaching so that it can be

implemented by non-specialists in speech instruction. Additionally it enables them to study

other theories, particularly Ling (1976). Every element of Ling's (1976) sequential model is

present in the proposed programme, albeit with significant modifications.

• The transformation of a negative, even abusive teaching situation, into one that is

positive, cognitively challenging and creatively fulf'illing.

The emphasis on creativity is accentuated throughout the thesis. Additionally, repetition of

correct phonemes, necessary for mastery at a motor level. does not need lengthy, potentially

boring sessions. This is because cycles of intervention are repeated, and repetitive drills are

therefore given in "small doses". There is a built in structure for variety appropriate for the

age.

• The transformation of a lack of attention to the needs of teachers to one in which their

requirements are addressed.

This is summarised in Table 7.1

 
 
 



Requirement of Educator Extent to which the requirement is addressed

Training and resource
material

• Intensive training Addressed
• Workshops Not addressed because of lack of suitable personnel
• A person As above

• A video Addressed

• A written programme Addressed

• Visual aids showing Addressed - cartoon like diagrams in the speech booklets
anatomical information

• Computers Not addressed - expense and teacher training make this
impractical. Few requests were made for computers

Psychological requirements
• Enjoyable Addressed
• Protection of self- Addressed. Individual instruction is featured, where the pupil does

image not feel compared to peers. Group instruction places less emphasis
on the child's performance and more on the teacher's input. An
injunction is given to teachers not to regard the learner merely as
a student of speech but at all times to give regard to his
psychological well being.

Need for technical
information related to
speech instruction

• Special help for /k/ Addressed
• Voice help Minimally addressed because of the complexity of the task.

Booklets for deviant high pitched and nasal voices are available

• Pre-speech exercises Addressed

• Order of sound Addressed
development

Group work Addressed
A written handbook Addressed

. Ready to use Addressed

 
 
 



• Can easily be modified for any language that uses the English alphabet

In South Africa this indicates that the system can be used in Afrikaans and African languages.

They are eminently suitable because phoneme/grapheme correspondence is high. Modifications

need to be made to include appropriate phonemes, such as the Afrikaans /,X / and r-ff/ and the

clicks of African languages.

Three limitations are apparent:

• There is a lack of evaluation of the efficacy of the proposed programme. Empirical

research supports the claim that teachers reacted positively to the programme in its preliminary

form. However, no definitive claim for efficacy can be made. The theoretical constructs of the

programme are untested.

• No feedback was accessed from Deaf learners for the proposed speech programme. The

preliminary programme was designed in conjunction with Deaf learners. Their reactions were

not however, formally evaluated.

• There is minimal attention to suprasegmental aspects. There are two reasons for this. The

first is that development of natural suprasegmental contours are considered inaccessible to

formal teaching and the second, that correction of deviant suprasegmental features is a highly

complex task, challenging to even the experienced instructor. Booklets on suprasegmental

deviations are available, but are limited in scope.

• Evaluation of the efficacy of the programme. A careful design need be followed as a multitude

of confounding variables complicates the evaluation of any speech programme. These include

the experiment effect and diversity of teacher's ability.

• The opinions of Deaf learners should be formally assessed.

 
 
 



• Attention to suprasegmental aspects remains a problematic area. The conjoining of art and

science is inextricable in this area. Possibly video's showing remediation of deviant voices is

the best compromise. This remains a challenge for future researchers.

Gruwer's statement in 1945 (:71) made more than five decades ago, still resonates. "Many

teachers are anxious to improve their results but do not know where to turn for help. The

scientific studies that have been made have not been interpreted to our teachers in ways they could

understand and put to use in their own classrooms".

It is the author's fervent hope that the results of this thesis are a step towards bringing classroom

practice and scientific research into alignment.
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